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PREFACE

This technical
memorandum on small-scale
weaving
is the fourth of the series being currently
prepared by
the IL0 and UNID0.l
It concerns the small-scale
production
of cloth for low-income groups.
The analysis
has been
undertaken
in the light
of such development objectives
as
the generation
of productive
employment, the improvement of
the balance of payments, rural industrialisation,
etc.
The memorandum describes alternative
weaving technologies for eight types of cloth of particular
interest
to
low-income groups in terms of both price and durability.
It provides
information
on available
equipment (eg. looms
pirning
equipment, warping equipment),
including
equipment
productivity,quality
of output,
required
quality
of material
inputs,
etc.
Given the intricacy
of weaving technologies
and assoc.iated equipment, this memorandum does not provide unlike the previous memoranda in the series - technical
details
(e.g. technical
drawings) for the production
of
weaving equipment.
It is a,ssumed that either a national
industry
exists for the production
of such equipment or that
the latter
must be imported from equipment manufacturers
in
developing
or developed countries.
A list
of some manufacturers is provided in Appendix III of the memorandum.
The memorandum also provides a detailed
methodological
framework for the economic evaluation
of alternative
weaving
technologies,
and illustrative
examples of the application
of the above framework to concrete examples from developing
countries
(see Chapter IV).
A chapter dealing with the socioeconomic impact of alternative
weaving technologies
should be
of particular
interest
to public planners wishing to formulate
appropriate
policies
for the textile
sector.

'Technical
memorandum No . 3 on small-scale
was published
jointly
by the IL0 and the FAO.

fish

processing
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The effective
dissemination
of technical
memoranda
will require
the active participation
of various governments
agencies,
trade associations,
workers'
and employers'
organisations
and training
institutions,
etc.
Seminars may
be organised for the benefit
of established
or potential
textile
producers in order to review the proposed weaving
.identify
those which are particularly
suited to
technologies,
and identify
the type of assisprevailing
local conditions,
tance needed by weavers who wish to adopt one of the technologies described
in the memorandum.
This technical
memorandum is mostly intended for potential
textile
producers who have some difficulties
in choosing and
applying
technolog.ies
best suited to their own circumstances.
However, it should also be of interest
to public planners,
project
evaluators
from industrial
development agencies,
training
institutions
and national
and international
financing
institutions.
In short,
the memorandum should be useful to all
those who are in a position
to influence
the choice of public
or private
investments
in the textile
sector,
and therefore
the choice of technologies
associated
with these investments.
A questionnaire
readers who may wish
the IL0 or UNIDO on
cation.
These will
of future technical

is attached to the memorandum for those
to send their comments and observations
to
the content and usefulness
of this publibe taken into consideration
in the preparation
memoranda.

This memorandum was prepared by the Shirley
Institute
(Didsbury,
Manchester, United Kingdom) in collaboration
with
Mr. M. Allal,
staff member in charge of the preparation
of
the technical
memoranda series within the Technology and
Employment Branch of the ILO.

A. S. Bhalla,
Chief,
Technology and Employment Branch

CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

I.

ELEMENTSOF TECHNOLOGICALCHOICE IN THE WEAVING SECTOR

After food and shelter,
clothing,and
therefore
textiles,
constitute
one of the most important
basic needs of low-income
groups in developing
countries.
It is therefore
important
to
promote the production
of textile
products which are both
inexpensive
and durable in order to minimize the fraction
of
the income of these groups spent on textiles/clothing.
This very important
objective
may not always be fully
consonant with other socio-economic
objectives
such as
employment generation
or foreign
exchange savings.
For example,
the use of handlooms will
generate a great deal of employment
but may not, under given circumstances,
allow the production
of
inexpensive
textiles
products for low-income groups.
Thus, a
balance must often be established
between conflicting
objectives
with a view to satisfying
demo:),d for textiles
by these groups
while contributing
to the fulfilment
of adopted socio-economic
objectives.
In concrete terms, such an approach will re uire
the choice of an appropriate
mix of weaving technologies g. and
the formulation
of a number of policy measures which will
ensure
their application.
The choice
on the following

of weaving
factors:

technologieswill

generally

depend

- The market to be supplied,
and therefore,the
type,
quality
and volume of textile
products which must
be supplied;
- Availab.ility,
intermediate

quality
inputs;

and price

- Availability

and cost

of capital

of raw materials

and

equipment;

- Versatility
of equipment in case demand for
product should change over time;

the initial

' In the context of this memorandum the term ?ltechnology't
broadly defined and relates
to the choice of textile
products,
of weaving processes and of scale of production.

is

- Availability
of qualified
skilled
labour for the
and operation
of weaving units;
setting
up, servicing
- Labour and equipment productivity
each technological
alternative;

associated

- Prices of the factors
of production,
including
interest
rate on borrowed capital,
unit price
electricity,
etc.
- Capital
- Useful

costs
lives

of building

and services;

of equipment

and buildings.

with
wages,
of

and

The above factors
determine the choice of weaving technology from the point of view of the private
entrepreneur
as they
affect production
costs and revenues from the sale of the output.
public planners may also be concerned
However, as stated earlier,
by a number of socio-economic
objectives
which could also affect
These
may include:
employment
the choice of weaving technology,
improvement of the balance of payments, rural indusgeneration,
trialisation,
fulfilment
of the basic needs of low-income groups,
etc...
A number of policy measures may therefore
need to be
implemented in order to promote weaving technologies
which are
appropriate
from the point of view of the producer and society.
These measures, which will
be further
elaborated
in chapter V, may
include wage subsidies,
high custom duties on selected types of
weaving equipment, mandatory use of selected technologies
for the
production
of various textile
products,
etc.
may fulfil
all the
In general., no single weaving technology
Rather a mix of technologies
- from
requirements
of a country.
labour-intensive
to capital-intensive
weaving technologies
- would
be, in most cases, required
if different
markets were to be
supplied,
and if important
socio-economic
objectives
were to be
It is hoped that this memorandum will assist public
fulfilled.
to identify
and apply
these
planners and private
entrepreneurs
technologies.
II.

SCALES OF PRODUCTIONCOVEREDBY THE MEMORANDUM

This memorandum describes weaving technologies
small-scale,
medium-scale and large-scale
production
These scales of production
are defined as follows:

I
I

used in
units.

Small-scale
units:
The production
level is 100,000 metres
per year.
Production
is carried
out on a one-shift
basis only
corresponding
to 3,000 working hours per year.
These units may
be suitably
located in rural areas.
Medium-scale units:
The production
level is l,OOO,OOO metres
per year.
Production
is carried
out in mills located in small
urban areas on a two-shifts
basis corresponding
to 5,000 working
hours per year.

-3Large-scale
units:
The production
level is 5,000,OOO metres
per year.
Production
is carried
out in mills located in large
urban areas on a three-shifts
basis corresponding
to 6,500
working hours per year.
III.

PRODUCTCOVERAGE

The list
of eight fabrics
contained
in Table 1.1 is not
exhaustive
but is considered
sufficiently
indicative
of the
broad range of fabrics
of interest
to low-income groups in
developing
countries.
Each of these fabrics
may be woven from
yarns spun from 100% cotton or from any blends of short staple
(cotton system) fibres without prejudice
to the weaving technology employed.
The use of such blends does not affect,
in a
significant
manner, the choice of weaving technology.
However,
the use of stronger
blends of man-made fabrics
yields a higher
productive
efficiency
than that yielded
by cotton blends.

Table I.1
Characteristics

of textiles

the memorandum

Characteristics+
Textile

Ends

Picks

'(per

din)

r

P3
P4
Twills
Tl
T2

T3
T4

Warp

Weft

Weight
Purpose
g/m2

Plains
Pl
P2

I

Yarn Counts

covered by

Tex(Ne)z(k)

16
26
32
37

16
26
32
37

43
24
16
12

(12)
(24)
(36)
(50)

48
24
16
12

(12)

168

(24)
(36)
(50)

135

40
20
36
28

24
18

30
30
24
30

(20)
(20)
(24)
(20)

48
72
36
36

(12)
( 8)
(16)
(16)

24

24

108
92

Sheeting,heavy
shirtirq
Prints,medium
shirting
Light shirts,blouses
Light blouses, saree

254 Denim 'jeans',workwear
205 Heavy sheeting
187
183

Gaberdine suiting
Heavy shirting

IV.

TECHNOLOGIES COVEREDBY THE MEMORANDUM

IV.1

Warp Preparation

F'or the requirements of this memorandum, warp preparation
processes have been assumed to start at the stage at which the
input yarn has been prepared on packages, which are suitable
for direct mounting in the creel of a warping machine (e.g.

-4However, for some of the techniques mentioned
cones).
in connection with small-scale
warp preparation,
it may
not always be essential
that the yarn be supplied in cones
since direct processing
from hanks, or even from spinner's
bobbins, is possible
in some cases.
The various options of warp preparation
are described
in Chapter II.
It is suggested that, in general,
the most
suitable
warping method consists
of first
producing a set
of back beams, and then combining these to form weaver's
warps during the sizing operation.
The warp sizing operation
and the principal
factors
to be considered in carrying
it
out are also described.
Looming and gaiting
of the sized
warps is not described in detail,
but mention of the equipment required
for these processes is made in the section
entitled
'Ancillary
equipment'
in Chapter III.
Pirning of
the weft for shuttle
looms is discussed in Chapters II and
III under the related
headings.
IV.2

Weaving technologies

Chapter III briefly
reviews weaving fundamentals
and
terminologies,
and then provides technical
details
for a
number of looms suitable
for the production
of the eight selected
types of textile
products.
Three types of looms are described
namely handlooms, non-automatic
power looms and automatic
shuttle
looms.
Shuttleless
looms are mentioned very briefly
as they are not considered appropriate
for conditions
prevailing in developing
countries.
However, the economic efficiency
of these looms is considered
in Chapter IV, along with that of the
other types of looms, for comparison purposes.
V.

TARGETAUDIENCE

This memorandum is intended for two main audiences:
the
small-scale
textile
producers and the public planners and/or
project
evaluators
in industrial
development agencies.
Financial institutions
may also be interested
in some of the information provided in this memorandum.
Chapters II to IV are of particular
interest
to textile
producers as they contain the necessary technical
and economic
data which could help them identify
and apply the weaving
technology most suited to local conditions.
Chapter V is, on
the other hand, of particular
interest
to public planners and
project
evaluators
as it provides useful information
on the
various socio-economic
impacts of alternative
weaving technologies,
as well as some guidelines
for the formulation
of appropriate
policies
and measures in favour of the weaving sector.

-5VI.

SUMMARYOF R.EMAININGCHAPTERS

Chapter II describes alternative
techniques for warp
preparation,
warp sizing,
and pirning.
These techniques are
assessed in relation
to the three scales of production
covered
by the memorandum,
Chapter III covers weaving technolo@es
and contains
detailed
descriptions
of eight different
looms which may be
adopted by practising
or would-be weavers.
Chapter IV provides a methodological
framework for costing the alternative
weaving technologies
described in Chapter
III as well as illustrative
examples of the applications
of
this methodology.
Chapter V evaluates the various socio-economic
effects
of
the weaving technologies
described in this memorandum (e.g.
satisfaction
of basic needs) and suggests
employment effects,
a number of policy measures which may influence
the choice of
weaving technology.
A glossary of technical
terms, a list of equipment suppliers
and of institutions
which may provide additional
information on alternative
weaving technologies
are provided as
appendices.

-7CHAPTER II

FRODUCTION OF WARPS AND PIRNS

The various factors
to be taken into account in warp
preparation
and in weft-pirning
are considered
in this chapter
in relation
to the selected
scales of production.
I.

PRODUCTION OF WARPS

I.1

Warp preparation

for

small-scale

weaving units

Fabrics of the type considered
in this memorandum are
difficult
to produce as they require stringent
warp preparation
and looming to ensure satisfactory
weaving with a minimum of
A number of
thread breakages at the given production
rates,
warping techniques are described below,
(a) Manual methods of warp preparation
Traditional
manual methods of warp preparation
are
unsuitable
for production
rates that may be expected from even
a small mill.
The principal
reasons for this are:
(i) Warp lengths considerably
greater
than those normally
produced for hand-loom weaving of speciality
cloths are
necessary in order to obtain the requisite
scale of production;
(ii)
the warp must not contain crossed ends and all threads
require
to be wound at similar
uniform tension from start to
end of the beam. These objectives
cannot be readily
attained
by manual -preparation
methods without
increasing
costs in a
prohibitive
manner,
If, therefore,
hand-loom weaving is to be
seriously
considered
it must be realised
that it is only
likely
to be a viable proposition
for the cloths under consideration if means of mechanical warp preparation
are included.
a separate organisation,
located close enough to the
Possibly,
weaving production
units,
could prepare loom warps for a number
of small weaving establishments.
Assuming,
therefore,
that
some external
organisation
prepares the warps, warp preparation
may be undertaken
according
to the following
two methods.
from back seams
This is by far the most common method which is appropriate
to the types of fabric
considered,
The method itself
is described
in more detail
under the section dealing with
medium- and large-scale
weaving.
It should be pointed out here
(b)

Warping

and

.,
:‘.-i

‘.
--1

-a

-

that the use of the system for relatively
short hand loom
warps will
involve additional
operations,
e.g. an additional
warp-cutting
and rebeaming operation
following
the normal
winding-on
to the weavers' beam after sizing.
The reason for
these extra operations
is to avoid overdrying
and consequent
damage to the yarn by frequent
stoppages during the sizing
process.
Warp-sizing
is a necessary preliminary
process to
weaving for most cotton-type
warps in order to minimise warp
thread breakages in the loom.
The sizing process is dealt
with later
in this chapter.
(c) Scotch Beaming and Dry Taping
The second possible
method of warp preparation
is the
system used mainly for colour-stripe
warps known as Scotch
Beaming and Dry Taping.
In this system, the loom warp is built
up from a number of sections,with
each section prepared separain either ball,
chain or cheese form, from the requisite
tely,
number of individueal
yarn packages.
These packages are mounted
in a creel behind a modified
form of beam-warping frame having
the necessary winding mechanism.
The ball warps, which may then
be dyed or left
in grey form as required,
are next run through
a size bath and dried.
After drying,
each ball waq is run on to
a separate back beam as an open sheet similar
in width to that of
the final weavers' warp.
The open-sheet form is achieved by
passing the rope of threads over grooved rods, which cause some
preliminary
opening-out,
then through a reed and finally
through
an expanding comb which guides the sheet on to the back beam.
The back beams made from all the warp sections are next mounted
in a creel at the dry-taping
frame.
From this creel,
the sheets
are unwound together
and superimposed to form a single sheet of
the required
final
thread density;
this sheet is then wound on
to a loom beam at the frame headstock.
Warps of any desired
length can be prepared in this manner. However, for grey warps,
the system has no real advantage over the previous back beam
method, and is certainly
much slower.
It is, however, one method
by which self-coloured
warps for denim cloths (e.g. Tl fabric)can
be prepared.
If the warps have to be prepared at the hand-weaving factory,
the situation
becomes more difficult
in view of the much smaller
scale of operations
while the sizing of yarn is still
necessary.
One method to be considered would be to first
size the yarn in
hank form.
This will require means for pre-boiling
the yarn to
improve size pick-up and also, after sizing and before drying,
further
means for mechanical shaking, stretching
and brushing
of the hanks.
The sized yarns will next have to be wound on to
bobbins, or cone-wound, and the packages placed in a creel of
suitable
form from which the yarns can be withdrawn to make back
beams for later dry-taping
on to loom beams, in a similar
manner
to that already described.
An alternative
to dry-taping
is to
prepare the loom beams from warp sections wound side by side on a
horizontal
sectional
warping mill,
the yarns having first
been
hank-sized
and coned as before.
All warp sections on the mill
are later re-wound as a single sheet from the mill on to weavers'
beams (see 'Indirect
warping system' in Section I.2 (b) ).

- 9 (d) Shirley
Miniplus Method
Should neither
of the above hank sizing systems be
suitable,
and if loom warps of only 11 metres nominal length
consideration
might be given to a unit designed
will suffice,
primarily
for the preparation
of sized sample warps known as
the Shirley
Miniplus.
The Miniplus
is made by Sellars + Company
Warps are made on this machine from either
(Huddersfield)
Ltd.
a single yarn package, such as a cone or hank, or from yarns
from two packages which are run simultaneously
side by side.
As
the yarn unwinds from the supply package(s) it passes through a
trough containing
size paste and afterwards
through a heated
chamber to dry the size picked up by the yarn.
On leaving the
drying chamber, the yarn is wound as a continuous
spiral(s)
across the width of a large rotating
reel or swift of 11 metres
(12 yd) circumference.
The number of coils run on to the reel
equals the number of threads required
in a loom warp of 91 cm
(36 in) width.
After winding on the coils,
the reel is stopped
and adhesive tapes and clamps are put across the coils at two
adjacent circumferential
points on the reel in order to secure
the coils in sheet form.
The coils are then cut between the
clamping points,
thus enabling the sheet of yarns so formed to
be unwound from the reel and re-wound on to a loom beam.
The speed of warp preparation
by the Miniplus method is
directly
dependant on the rate at which the sized yarn can be
dried and on whether the warp is prepared from a single yarn
package or from two packages winding-on
simultaneously.
yarns of 48 Tex (12Ne) (for weaving cloth (Pl)) wound-on :Egrn
two packages at an average reel speed of 4.5 rev/min,
the time
to wind 1488 coils for a cloth 91 cm wide (+ 32 additional
threads for selvedges) would be approximately
166 minutes for
the sizing and winding operations
only.
Furthermore,
time must
be added to prepare the size and to wind the warp from the reel
on to the loom beam; the latter
operation
usually
takes between
20 and 30 minutes.
If, however, the warp were to contain many
more threads of finer yarn, such as cloth (P4) which, including
extra ends for selvedges, would contain around 3441 ends of
12 Tex (48Ne) yarn in a width of 91 cm, the time to size and
reel-on would be nominally
246 min if the reel were run at
7 rev/min.
This higher reel speed is the result
of a shorter
time needed to dry the finer yarns in this cloth.
The drying
chamber temperature
has been assumed to be the same in both
instances
(i.e.
approximately
9OoC).
Other machines for preparing
sample warps have been made
to meet specific
requirements.
One of these, made by Hergeth KG
(4408 Dulmen, Federal Republic of Germany), is well-known.
It
is a much more sophisticated
and expensive machine than the
Miniplus.
While it has electronic
control
facilities
which make
it reasonably
simple to operate,
it will undoubtedly
require a
high level of technical
knowledge to maintain and service.
For
this reason, and that of high cost, its adoption by small-scale
weavers may not always be justified.

- 10 1.2

Warp preparation

for

Medium and Larpe-scale

weaving units

There are two principal
methods of warp preparation
for
cotton and man-made fibre fabrics,
viz. 'Direct'
or warping
from back beams, and 'Indirect'
or section warping.
(a) Direct warping
This method is most suited to the production
of warps
for the types of fabrics
covered by this memorandum. The system
consists of producing first
a number of separate back beams,
All back beams in a set contain roughly the same
called a set.
number of threads (ends): this number is such that when later
all the individual
sheets from these beams are superimposed and
combined they form a single warp sheet containing
the total required ends in the weavers' warp.
It may be noted that all the
individual
threads from any single back beam are approximately
evenly distributed
across the width of the finished
warp.
The
upper limit
to the number of ends on a back beam is determined
largely
by the size of creel in which the cones of yarn are held
for making the beam. A creel capacity of between 500 and 512
cones is very common. Thus, for a warp for cloth (Pl), which
for a fabric
100 cm width requires
approximately
1632 ends
(inclusive
of selvedges) on the loom beam, four back beams might
be made, each containing
408 ends of 48 Tex (12Ne) yarn.
Similarly,
for a warp for cloth (P4), with a total of 3776 ends of
12 Tex (50Ne) yarn and 100 cm width, eight back beams, each of
472 ends, could be made.
The warp length on a back beam is usually
sufficient
to
make a number of loom beams when the sheets from all beams in
a set have been later combined during the warp sizing operation
which follows
beaming.
Let us suppose that, in the case of
cloth (Pl),
each loom warp must be of sufficient
length to weave
1000 metres of fabric.
After making allowances for warp crimp
and for waste in sizing and weaving (up to a total of around lo%),
the length of warp to be wound on to each back beam in the set
would be 1000 x 1.1 x 8 = 8800 metres (i.e.
sufficient
length
to produce 8 weavers' warps).
This length can be accomodated
on a standard size of back beam of 711 mm (28 in) flange diam. x
1380 mm (54 in) width between flanges,with
the yarn wound at
medium pressure so as to obtain a firm but not too hard a beam.
The cutting
of the sized warp to length takes place as the warp is
being wound on to -the weavers' beams at the headstock of the
sizing machine.
Beaming machines
Beam-warping machines are of two types: indirect
beam-drive
(drum-drive)
and direct
spindle drive.
Although either machine
can be used for cotton type warps, the former are generally
less
expensive and require less maintenance than the latter,
which
were primarily
designed for the high-speed warping of continuous
filament
yarns,
In drum-drive
machines, the warp beam is driven
by frictional
contact with a large rotating
drum at recommended
speeds, for spun yarns, which do not usually
exceed 450 metres/min.
However, for the warps required,
a machine of the drum-drive
type,
running at around 330 metres/min.,
should be adequate.
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Beaming efficiencies
Average beaming efficiencies
with drum-drive
equipment
are around 36%. They are, of course, influenced
by the
quality
of the yarn and hence the time required
to attend to
They also depend on the frequency of beam
thread breaks.
changes and creeling
time.
A beaming efficiency
of 30.3%.
in terms of machine-speed,
has been assumed in the economic
evaluations
undertaken in chapter IV.
(b) Indirect
warping
.This system consists
of winding the warp in separate
each section being laid side-by-side
on
width-way sections,
the horizontal
barrel of a special beaming machine.
When the
required number of sections
has been wound on to the barrel,
all are unwound together
as a single warp sheet either directly
on to a loom beam or, more usually,
on to a beam of somewhat
similar
dimensions to the loom beam. In this latter
case, the
sections are rewound on to the final
loom beam in a beam-to-beam
siz.ing operation.
R.eference to a form of section-warping,
but
using a slow-speed horizontal
mill instead of a section beamer,
has already been made in connection with warps prepared from
However, the above indirect
system is primarily
suited
hanks.
to the preparation
of continuous
filament
warps and will not
therefore
be referred
to further
in this paper.
I.3

Weavers'

warps,

back beams, and beaming machine requirements

Weavers' warps requirements
for each of the fabrics
being
considered
are set out in the upper section of Table 11.1.
The
middle section of this table gives corresponding
back beam requirements on the assumption that this method of war preparation
is used for all fabricks,
including
the denim cloth i?Tl).
In the
latter
case, the method of dyeing on the back beam (mentioned
earlier)
might be used.
the processes of dyeing
Alternatively,
and sizing from back beams might be carried out in tandem.
The
lower section of the table deals with beaming machine operating
times and requirements.
Each section gives figures
for both
medium-scale and large-scale
production
levels.
In the cases of
the back beam and beaming machine requirements,
figures
are given
for single day-sh.ift,
two-shift,
and three-shift
working.
For small-scale
productions,
assuming that the direct
beaming
method is used, the times for making back beams will be approximately proportional
to the lengths which must be produced (at an
establishment
supplying
sized weavers' warps on beam to a number
of hand-loom weaving concerns).
The calculated
machine requirements
show that a beaming
machine would be fully
utilised
on a single shift
basis if total
production
is equal or exceed 2,000,OOO meters per year.
For
example, for fabric P4, the yearly production
must be 4,OOO,OOO
meters .if a beaming machine were to be fully
utilised
on a oneshift
basis.

Table
Weavers'

warps,

11.1

back beams and beaming machine requirements

WEAVERS
Cloth
ref.

I
I

NO.
-----

Yarp
Y-

Total
warp
threads
in
cloth
1 m
wide
(includes
eelvedges)
------------

T*x
--mm-

P4
P2
Pl
P3

tt12
16

3,776
3,262
2,652
1,632

Tl
T2
T3
T4

30
‘2:

4.000

Cloth
ref.

m--e

Tl

No.
I----------

NO.
-----------

408
442
466

64
7

472

8

T3
T&
Cloth
ref.

Time to
"al-p one
bet of
hack beams

3,334
2,000
2,500
5,000

1.000

5.000

each

back

-

beam

metres
-------mm
0,800
16,500
24,200
33,000
12,100
11.880

Number
of
back
---------- beams

510

1,000
400
667
500

NO.

MACHINE

Medium-•cals
(l.OM
m/v)

4,167

715

3,372
Back beam sets
resuirements
per year
in relation
to
production
levela.
Large-SCal@
Medium-scale

__--------m

-^---------

PRODUCTION

Total
annual
machine
times
required
to meet,
production
scalea
(hours)

hr.

2,778

834

8
10

15;040
1?.860

BEAMplC

I

556

BACK BEZAMS REQUXREKENTS
Number of
loom beams
obtained
from
1 set
of
back
beams
NO.

in

mh)

1.100
1;geo

1,540

on

(5.EM

2,750
2,200
1,650
1,100

WARPERS'
Ware length

510

T2

Metzes
------_-----------

,

Number
of ends
--------

P4

per year
levels
Ler.+ze-scale

1,320

Ends per back beam
and back beams per
set to obtain
total
ends as in ~01.3
above

Pl
P2
P3

Loom warp requirements
relation
to production
Medium-scale
(1.0x
m/p)

2;040
;*6832

30

h'ARP5 REQVIRE?fEYl'S

Warp length
on
loom beams-length
includes
10% allow.
for
crimp
a&d waste

125

625

11
12

2
34

2%
167

11
6
12
9

;:

2;

i”,

TIM!%S AND MACHIN?3 BEQufREMENTS
Beaming

machine

requirements

total
annual
working
produetlon
scales.

~K-:;$

in

hours
(Nos.of

Two-shifts
(5000 hr)

g02-2;
Med.

L-g*

1 *
----

and

to

relation
required

to

m/c)
Three-ehifta

SM
-----

Med.
1H
m-e

L--l3
5iN
---mm

(7000
Med.
1 H
--me

hr)
L-g=
5a
-w--m

----

-----

Pl
P2

5.87
16.50

734
1,106

3,669
5,511

0.25
0.37

1.23
1.84

0.15
0.23

0.74

0.11

0.53

1.11

0.16

0.79

2

44.0
20.24

1,299
1,496

7.348
6,439

0.50
0.44

2.15
2.45

0.30
0.26

1.29
1.47

0.19
0.22

0.92
1.05

Tl
T2
T3
T4

16.13
7.94
21.20
13.90

1,460
739
1,484

7.340
3.676
7.378
5.519

0.49
0.25
0.50
0.37

2.45
1.23
2.46
1.84

0.30
0.15
0.30
0.23

1.47
0.74
1.48

0.21

1.05
0.53
1.06
0.79

N.B.

----mm-----

-------e

1,112

Assumed beem dimensionsrBack beams - 28 in diam.

flange;

8 in

diem

Loom

flange;

6 in

dlem.barrelj

beams

-

26 in

diem.

barrel#

54 in

between

flanges

42 in

between

flangea

1.11

0.11

0.22
0.16

Table II.1
Note : Beaming calculations

(continued)

used in Table II.1

Tne maximum warp length (cotton
type yarns) which can be wound at medium pressure
on to a flanged beam can be estimated from either of the following
formulae:(a) Imperial
units
Warp length (yards)

= 9.504 x Beam width

between flanges
Total

(b) Metric units
Warp length (metres)

= 313.18 x Beam width
Total

warp threads

(in)

warp threads

between flanges

x counts

(Ne) x (D2 - d2)

on beam

(cm) x (D2 - d2)

on beam x yarn count

(Tex)

I
G
I

D = Outer diameter

)Units
= inches in (a), and cm
in which:
in (b)
d = Barrel diameier of beam
I
-----------------------------------------------------------------~--)
Tex = yarn weight in grams per kilometre
Tex = 590.54
1
Ne = number of hanks of 840 yards per lb weight )
f\Te
-----L--l------------------------------------------------~----------Ends on weavers) beam
= ends per back beam x back beams per set
length on back beam
Number of weavers' beams per set of back beams = Warp
Warp length on weave='
beam
Beaming machine requirement

= Total

of wound beam -

machine operational

time to meet annual produ&ion

Annual working

hours
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Warn sizing

The subject of warp sizing is complex and is strictly
outside the scope of this memorandum. However, the following
should serve as some initial
guidelines
on this aspect of
weaving.
For successful
weaving of most cotton type fabrics,
the
warp threads require a protective
coating of an adhesive film,
referred
to generally
as a size paste.
This coating enables
the threads to withstand
the abrasive action of weaving which
largely
take place during shedding (i.e.
when the threads are
drawn to-and-fro
over or against the surfaces of parts such
as heald eyes and reed dents, etc.)
Without a coating of size,
many threads - particularly
of singles yarns - would quickly
become seriously
abraded and would break, thus making satisfactory weaving impossible.
(a) Size materials
Traditional
size materials
consist of an adhesive in the
form of a natural
or modified natural
starch such as sago, maize,
tapioca,
farina,
etc.
The adhesive helps to bind the surface
fibres
together.
It also helps to lay flat any projecting
surface fibres
or other protuberances
which can cause obstructions
during the crossing of the opposing warp sheets.
However,
adhesives of the kind mentioned above, if used alone, tend to
increase the frictional
forces as the threads rub aga.inst one
another or against loom parts.
To minimize these frictional
forces,
a natural
fat, such as mutton tallow,
is usually
added to
the size mixture.
Alternatively,
the lubricant
may be applied
separately
as a surface coating to the thread (i.e.
where it can
have the most beneficial
effect
on friction).
This latter
matter
is, however, more difficult
to apply.
The size is later removed
from the woven cloth in the desizing
and scouring processes which
precede fabric
bleaching,
dyeing, printing
and finishing
operations.
Ease of removal is therefore
an additional
requirement
of a good sizing paste.
The latter
factor,
in combination
with
an aim of helping improve the ease of size preparation
and
application,
has led to the development of numerous proprietary
size adhesives and lubricants.
However, some of these, even
when successful,
can be costly.
In the United Kingdom, sago starch
was the most common adhesive in use for many years.
Recently,
proprietary
adhesives, many of which are synthetic
products,
are being used to a large extent.
Some gains in productivity
may be achieved with adequate technical
expertise,
thus offsetting
%e increased cost of the adhesives.
However, for developing
countries
the use of the most readily
available
low-cost
adhesive,
having reksonable
sizing properties,
could well be the more
important
factor.
(b) Preparation
of size paste
In preparing
the size paste, the dry ingredients
(if
natural
starches)
are mixed with the lubricant
in an appropriate
known volume of water.
The mix is then boiled in order to break
down the starch granules to form a paste of reasonably
stable

- 15 and which the dry yarns can readily
take up in the
viscosity,
sizing process.
Different
starches behave differently
in
these respects.
For example, sago reaches a fairly
stable
viscosity
after vigorous boiling
for a period of about two
hours while farina,
,which is very thick when first
boiled,
rapidly
loses viscosity
as boiling
proceeds.
Farina is, for
this reason, more difficult
to control.
It is therefore
important
that great care is exercised in the preparation
and
application
of size mixings.
Otherwise,
the warps can prove
impossible
to weave.
The graph in Fig. 11.1, although hypothetical,
typifies
the relationship
between the warp breakage rate (in weaving)
and the percentage,
by weight,
of oven-dry ingredients
in a
sago and tallow size applied to a cotton warp.
The points on
the curve marked A and B indicate
the approximate limits
of
the range of percentage size on yarn at which warp breaks are
at a minimum. From the start of the curve at the left of the
graph and up to point A, the breakage rate falls
rapidly
as
the amount of size on yarn is increased.
From point B and
beyond to the right,
the breakage rate starts
to rise once more,
largely
as a consequence of protuberances
along the threads
becoming too stiff:
these cause shedding obstructions
between
threads as the healds cross and re-open in shedding.
The aim
of good sizing is therefore
to obtain a target amount of size
on yarn somewhere within
the range A - B. Unfortunately,
there
is no set formula which will
guarantee an optimum sizing/weaving
condition
at a first
attempt for any chosen size on any type of
Trial weaving experiments on short lengths of warp sized
warp.
to provide a range of 'Known' percentage size conditions
will
probably constitute
the best guide.
However, Table II.2 provides
empirical
data which can be used to estimate the amounts of
size on yarn required
for best weaving when using sago as an
adhesive and tallow as a lubricant
on cotton (and also on spun
viscose) warps of the kinds listed.
Figure
Relationship

II.1

between warp breakage

A
I

P4d
2t
O

rate

and per

8I

I
10

PER CENT SIZE

20

j0

ON WARP

cent

size

on warp
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Table

Estimated

I

Yarn count
59 Tex (10
18.5 t~ (32
" (12
49
25
" ( 24
16.5 II (36
12
" ( 50

per cent

size

on yarn for

Warp particulars
Fibre
Ne)
It )
" )
" )
)1 >
" )

spun viscose
. .

cotton
. .
. .
. .

. .

II.2

good weaving

Warp ends
per cm.
16
32
16
26
32
50

Approximate
% size 01
yarn for good weavirq
4
8 - 10
5
10
12
15

of size refer to weights of ovenNote : The above percentages
zsolids
on oven-dry yarn and apply to a saga/tallow
mixture
containing
nominally
9% total
dry solids,
in a ratio
of 10 parts
sago to 1 part tallow,,with
91% water after boiling
the mix for
a period of two hours to fully
break down the starch and thus
obtain a paste of stable viscosity.
If other starches
are used
in place of sago, it will
be necessary to vary the preparation
in order to achieve a suitable
viscosity
paste.
In this latter
case, the target
size percentage
on yarn will
generally
be
different
from that indicated
above.
Precautions
should be
taken to ensure care and accuracy in the measurement of size
ingredients
and at all stages of preparation
and application
of
the size paste.

- 17 (c) Sizing equipment
Equipment used for the sizing of warps of open-width
essentially
of the following
items:
sheet form, consists
Weighing

and measuring

equipment

for

size

ingredients.

Size preparation
equipment: becks or kettles
in which
the size is mixed with water and boiled as required.
Creel for mounting the in-going
warpers' back-beam
or full-warp
beams for beam-to-beam sizing.
Size application
box (sow box) with yarn immersion
rollers,
and squeeze rollers
to effect size penetration
into the yarn and to remove surplus size.
Means for drying the sized warp: steam-heated cylinders
around which the warp passes are in common use, but
hot-air
or infra-red
dryers may also be used.
Split-rod
system for
become stuck together

separating
warp threads
with size.

Headstock with winding gear for
warp on to a loom beam.

winding

which have

up the sized

Apart from open-width warp-sizing,
part warps may be sized
in rope form.
Single thread sizing may also be carried
out with
the aid of special
equipment such as the Miniplus
equipment referred to earlier.
Rope sizing
is commonly used in the preparation of multi-colour
warps whereby each colour requires
a separate
dyeing and sizing operation.
The separate ropes are later combined in the required
thread-colour
order and wound onto a loom
beam (see section on dry taping).
(d) Warp sizing,
machine productivity
and requirement
The following
calculations
are based on a machine of
166 cm working width, equipped with 5 drying cylinders,
and which
has a total drying capacity
of 350 kg per running hour:
Nominal practical
Mean running
Machine output

running

speed:

speed at 35% overall
per hour:

50 metres/minute
efficiency:

17.5 m./min.

17.5 x 60 = 1050 metres.

Times to size annual warp requirements:
Small-scale
:
100,000 m.fabric
= ,%&P
Medium-scale
: l,OOO,OOO m.fabric
=
Large-scale
: 5,000,OOO m.fabric
=

,"]r-L

104Bhr

- 18 Table II.3 shows that full capacity utilisation
of a
sizing machine occurs only in the case of large-scale
production
when it is operated on a one-shift
or two-shift
The production
per machine could also be increased
basis.
if machines with a higher drying capacity
(e.g. one with
The problem of machine
seven or nine cylinders)
were used.
break-downand
availability
of spares must, however, be kept
in mind since production
would cease if the only machine
available
were stopped for any long period of time for repairs.
Table II.3
Sizing

machine requirement
in relation
to total
annual working
hours and to annual sized warp requirement

Day shift
only
(3,000 hdyd
Small
scale
0.035

II.

Medium
scale
0.35

Large
scale
1.75

Two shifts
(5,000 hdyd

Three shifts
(7,000 hr/yr)

Medium
scale
0.21

Medium
scale
0.15

Large
scale
1.05

Large
scale
0.75

PRODUCTIONOF .PIRNS

When weft yarn is not on a package of suitable
form to be
placed directly
onto the loom shuttle
(i.e.
when it is on ring
rubes, cheeses, cones, or in hank form) it is necessary to rewind it on to pirn tubes of appropriate
size.
Apart from overcoming the problem of initial
package form,
weft should be cleared,
during winding,
of any abnormally thick
or thin places which could cause trouble
during weaving or
which might detract
from the final
appearance of the fabric.
A.simple mechanical yarn clearer
should suffice
for removing
slubs in threads of non acceptable
sizes.
Modern pirn-winders
are generally
complexprecision
machines
which are outside the manufacturing
capabilities
of local semiNo production
diagrams
skilled
labour in developing
countries.
are therefore
included
in this memorandum.
The maximum diameter and length of pirns suitable
for any
particular
type of loom depends on the size of the shuttle
and
of shuttle
lining.
Most pirning
machines incorporate
means for
adjusting
the diameter and the length of the pirns which are
wound as well 2s the spindle speed which controls
the rate of
winding.
The ranges over which these settings
can be altered
is
Given
generally
stated in the manufacturer's
technical
handbook.
the spindle speed, and knowing the diarxter of the empty pirn-tube

- 19 the effective
mean package diameter
and that of the wound pirn,
On the basis
and the yarn speed in winding can be calculated.
it is possible
to estimate the number of
of this information,
pirn-winding
spindles required
to meet a given weaving production
The method and the spindle requirements
for the eight
target.
fabrics
(Pl) - (P4) and (Tl) - (T4) are set out below.
-

Assumed full-pirn

diameter

-

Assumed empty pirn-tube

diameter

-

Assumed machine spindle

speed

-

Yarn speed at 10,000

= 30 mm

'A'

'Bc = 15 mm
= 10,000

rev/min

(A + B)(n)(lO,OOO)
2 x 1000
= 45 x 3.142 x 5

rev/min

=

= 707 metres/min
-

Yarn length wound per hour at
80% efficiency
(metres)

-

Annual weft-length
requirement
for
cloth of 1 metre width (metres)

=

-

Annual pirning

= Annual w;ezt+;ength
9 6

-

Number of pirning

time requirement
spindle

= 707 x 60 x 0.8
= 33,936 metres

(hr)

required

icks/metre
+ 10%
crimp
and
waste
P
allowance)
x annual
cloth-length
requirement
req.

= Annual pirning
time req.
Annual working hours

.Tables II.4 and II.5 provide,respectively,
the annual weftlength requirements
in relation
to scale of production
and the
numbers of pirning
spindles
required
in relation
to both production
Table II.5 shows that the maximum
scale and annual working hours.
number of pirning
spindles
do not exceed 4 for small-scale
units,
The
and 200 for large-scale
units.
40 for medium-scale units,
estimated number of pirning
spindles do not take into consideration
spindles
out of action for any reason, including
repairs.
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TableII.4
Annual

weft-length

relation

to

requirements

scale

of

= Million

in

production

(Units

metresl

..
[

Small-scale
prod.

Cloth
Ref No.

Medium-scale
prod.

Large-scale
prod.

PI

1’76

I

760

8800

P2

286

2860

14300

p3

352

3520

17600

P4

407

4070

20350

Tl

264

2640

13200

T2

198

1980

9'3

264

2640

9900
i 3200

T4

264

2640

13200

Table
Numbers

of

pirning

scale

of

production

II.5

spindles
and

required
to

annual

in

working

Production
Cloth
Ref
No.
PI

P2

p3

P4

Tl

T2

T3

T4

Annual
working
hours

Small
scale

relation

to

hours
level
Medium
scale

Large
scale

3000

2

18

87

5000
7000

21

118

;i

3000

3

29

141

5000
7000

2
2

17
13

2

3000
5000
7000

4
3

35

2

15

173
104
75

3000
5000

f

40

200

7000

120

2

21
18

3000
5000

3

26

130

2

16

78

7000

2

12

56

3000

2

20

98

5000
7000

21

129

z;

3oou

3

26

130

5000
7000

2

16
12

75:

3000
5000

3
2

26

7000

2

21

16
12

86

130

78
56
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WEAVING TECHNOLOGIES

I.

WEAVING FUNDAMENTALS

The classical
method of weaving is essentially
the .i
insertion
of a continuous
length of weft-yarn
from a shuttle
which traverses
to-and-fro
across the warp sheet in the loom
and leaves behind a trail
of weft (pick) at each passage.
Weaving involves
three primary actions and two secondary ones
These are briefly
described below.
I.1

Primary

actions

The three primary actions are : shedding, picking
rotation
beating up. They must be performed in strict
all looms.

and
in

- Shedding
To form any weave structure,
all warp threads under
which a particular
pick has to lie in the ultimate
cloth are
raised during the shuttle
passage while all threads which
Thus, for each
the same pick has to pass over, are lowered.
the individual
warp threads are raised or
pick inserted,
The action of raising
lowered as dictated
by the weave plan.
and lowering
the warp threads in this way is known as ttshedding'V
while the sheet opening so formed is called the "shedVt
- Picking
The action
called picking.

of passing

the shuttle

through

the shed is

- Beating-up
Finally,
after the insertion
of each pick, the pick
of weft itself
has to be pushed forward by a 'reed'
(a type
of closed comb through which all of the warp threads are
drawn) to a point adjacent to the previous pick,known
as the
This third action is
'fell',
where cloth is thus formed.
called
'beating-up'
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Secondary

actions

In addition
to the primary actions,
two secondary
However, the instant
at which they
actions are necessary.
are performed is at the discretion
of the weaver in the
On the other hand, strict
concase of simple hand-looms.
trol and timing in relation
to primary motions is required
for power looms.
- Taking up
This action involves
as weaving prcceeds so that
same position.

the 'taking-up'
of woven cloth
the fell
is maintained
in the

- Letting-off
This action involves
the 'letting-off'
of further
warp from a beam at the back of the loom to replace that
woven into cloth.
I.3

Woven structures

In the most simple form of woven structures,
known as
a pick of weft passes
'plain weave' (see Figure 111.1(a)),
under and over alternate
warp ends from selvedge to selvedge.
The next pick does the same, but in the reverse lifting
Thus, a plain weave repeats on two ends and two picks.
order.
Simple variations
in the order in whichthe ends and picks
interlace
produce numerous weaves which are known widely by
names such as twills
(Fig. 111.1(b)),
satin, mat-t-weaves, etc.
The majority
of such weaves can be elaborated
and extended so
that they repeat on many ends and picks, but there is often
little
to be gained in cloth strength
or utility.
However,
they are used in cases where fancy weave effects
are required.
the great majority
of woven fabrics
consist of
Consequently,
the smallest repeat corresponding
to the basic weave so that
all can be woven on looms equipped with either simple (treadle
operated)
or mechanised (cam-operated)
shedding motions.
I.4

Basic

loom elements

A simple frame hand-loom is illustrated
in Figure 111.2,
while Figure III.3
shows the corresponding
loom elements at
A similar
side-view
of a powerthe time of weft insertion.
loom is shown in Figure III.4
The loom-members which raise and lower the warp threads
Each warp end is
in simple weaves are known as 'healds'.
drawn through an 'eye' in its own heald, but all healds whick
are required
to lift
and fall
in the exact same sequence
throughout
the weave repeat are often mounted on a single
Thus, as many heald
stave so that all are moved in unison.
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Figure

III.1

Woven structure.s
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Fig.
Simple

III.2
frame loom

Healds
C

Cloth

Fig. III.3
Loom elements at time of weft

'I'readles
insertion

roll
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staves are required
as there are different
sequences of
Thus, for
warp liftings
and lowerings
in the repeat.
although
plain weaves, a minumum oftwo staves are required,
in practice
four staves are often used: two lifting
and
lowering as if they were one so as to avoid overcrowding
often used
of the heads on a single stave.. A 3 x 1 twill,
for denim cloth,
requires
4 heald staves, as also does the
On the other hand, 5 staves are
very common 2 x 2 twill.
necessary for weaving the smallest repeat of a true satin
life
spans, and have
weave. Healds and reeds have limited
to be replaced usually
from specialist
makers.

II.

LOOM TYPES IN RELATION TO SCALE OF PRODUCTION

This section analyses the choice of loom types in relaDetailed
description to the adopted scale of :-reduction.
tions of the looms are presented in the next section.
Hand-looms with a.fly
shuttle,
and in particular,
those
with treadle-power
operation
facilities,
could meet smallscale production
requirements
of the fabrics
considered
in
assumes that adequate means
this memorandum. This,however,
of mechanical warp preparation
are available.
Power-looms of either non automatic or automatic types
can be used for the three scales of production
defined in
Chapter I (respectively
100,000 m, l,OOO,OOO m and 5,000,OOO m)
capabilities,they
However, in view of their high production
would be fairly
lmder-utilised
at the single-day
shift
smallOn the other hand, a two-shift
per
scale production
level.
day small-scale
production
level is likely
to be more viable.
Details
of the number of looms of the different
kinds
considered to meet each of the three levels of production
are given in Table III.1
III*

HAND LOOMS

The terms 'hand-loom'
and 'hand-woven'
have different
It is therefore
necessary to define handconnotations.
looms more precisely
and, in doing so, place them in three
different
categories.
These categories
are:
(i)

Looms in which the primary and secondary motions
are co-ordinated
manually,
and in which picking
is performed without
a 'fly-shuttle';

(ii)Looms
in which the primary and secondary motions
are co-ordinated
manually,
but in which picking
is performed with a fly-shuttle;
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(iii)

-

Looms in which both primary and secondary
motions are co-ordinated
mechanically,
and
which include a fly-shuttle
mechanism which
is also operated mechanically.
Looms of this
type can usually
be power-driven
if fitted
with a motor, although when classed as a handloom they are driven by human power acting via
a treadle'system.

(a) Category

(i)

hand-looms

Looms in category (i) are quite unsuitable
for bulk
production
of the fabrics
listed
in Table 1.1, even at
the 'small-scale'
level of 100,000 metres per annum. Picking speeds are much toolow, being often less than 10 picks/
min and, consequently,
labour and other costs - such as
those for factory
accomodation and for work in hand - would
be too high to make it worthwhile.
No further
consideration
to these looms has therefore
been given.
(b) Category

(ii)

hand-looms

More promising
could be the use of looms in category
(ii)
but only for the 'small-scale'
level of production.
This category of loom can meet the production
target if
weaving speeds of around 4.0 picks/min
can be maintained.
However, only skilled
weavers can be expected to perform at
this level.
Furthermore,
good warp and weft preparation,
as outlined
in Chapter II, would be necessary.
(c) Category

(iii)

hand-looms

Looms in category (iii)
could certainly
meet smallscale production
levels,
since they can be o erated at
appreciably
higher speeds (e.g. 80 picks/min P . However,
the maintenance of such a speed over a long period of time
is dependent on the weaver's skills
and the quality
of warp
and weft preparation.
In addition,
the amount of physical
energy expended in weaving, in unfavourable
climatic
conditions,
must certainly
not be overlooked
if this option is to be
seriously
considered.
III.1

Economics

of hand-looms

Estimates of the numbers of looms which would be
required
to weave each of the fabrics
considered are provided
in Table 111.1.
These estimates are based on a loom running
efficient
of 50% for category (ii)
looms and 75% for category (iii T looms.
It must be stressed that these values are
estimates since they are based on assumed running efficiencies.
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While category (iii)
looms are more efficient,
are also.much more costly than category (ii)
looms.
unconfirmed
reports suggest the costs to be greater
a factor of 10.

they
Some
by

More recently,
a loom similar
to category (iii)
looms
has been developed in Nepal.
However, it does not have
mechanical take-up and warp let-off
facilities,
but may be
available
at a lower comparative
cost.
If this information
such a loom would be expected to be intermediate
is correct,
in running efficiency,
and the number required
for each
cloth type would be roughly mid-way between those quoted
for categories
(ii)
and (iii)
looms.
III.2

Suitability

of hand-looms

for

selected

fabrics

Of the eight selected fabrics,
five may be woven on
well-maintained
hand-looms of categories
(ii
and (iii).
The sheetings
(Pl) and(T2) and the denim (Tl may not be
easily woven on such looms, but may also be woven on similar
looms provided that the cloths are not too wide: cloths with a
maximum width of 125 cm (50 in.).
There is no theoretical
reason why denim fabric
(or any other similar
coloured-warp
fabric)
should not also be woven on hand-looms.
The difficEllties arise in relation
to yarn dyeing and warp preparation:
it is doubtful
that these operations
can be carried
out economically
for tsmall-scalet
weaving of the kind envisaged.
It must also be remembered that weavers' warps of sufficient
length to produce at least 100 metres of fabric would be
necessary for producing
the cloths at small-scale
levels of
production.
III.3

Technical

aspects

of hand-looms

For the purpose of this memorandum, hand-looms are
broadly defined as those in which the primary driving
energy
is supplied by human power.
The use of this rather wide
definition
enables the inclusion
of looms in which a flyshuttle
is used and also those in which the three primary
motions of shedding, picking
and beating-up
are linked together
by mechanical means. Furthermore,
it includes looms which not
only incorporate
the above additional
features,
but which also
have mechanical means for the controlled/synchronised
take-up
of the woven cloth (by change-wheel gear train)
and a negative
(friction-band
type) warp let-off
motion.
Clearly,
a loom
which contains all of these features
would only require a
motor-drive
in order to be converted into a power-loom.
This,
of course, assumes that the loom framework and shaft bearings
are adequate to withstand
any additional
loadings applied by
the motor drive.
(a) Category

(i)

and (ii)

hand-looms

Statistics
for hand-weaving rarely,
if ever, state the
type of loom in use or even the manner in which the weft is

-
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This lack of information
seriously
limits
the
inserted.
usefulness
of any such data.
general
It is however almost
certain
that, on a worldwide basis
the number cXhandthrown shuttle
looms (category
(i)j
far exceeds that of flyshuttle
looms (category
(ii)
and (iii)),
notwithstanding
those of modern origin
advertised
for craft-weaving
purposes.
Nevertheless,
available
information
indicates
that when the
weft is inserted
by hand-thrown shuttle
in the weaving of
cotton-type
fabrics
of nominally
1 metre width, picking
speeds are most unlikely
to exceed 20 picks/min
and, more
usually,
are appreciably
less than this.
Weaving similar
cloths on looms with a fly-shuttle,
but without any of the
other mechanical aids mentioned,
could enable the weaver,
if sufficiently
skilled,
to operate at speeds of up to 40
picks/min.
(b) Category

(iii)

hand-looms

In the case of looms in which the primary motions are
coordinated
mechanically,
and which have a fly-shuttle
but
no continuous
take-up and let-off
systems, a relatively
high
picking
rate may be achieved.
This would be more so the
case if some simple means to enable the weaver to operate
the warp let-off
from the front of the loom are incorporated.
Furthermore,
if the take-up and let-off
are mechanically
linked
to the primary motions, the loom can then be foot-pedal
operated.
These features,
if incorporated
in a loom of improved
structure
and with good bearings,
enable the loom to be operated at speeds wh.ich are claimed to be in excess of 80 picks/
min.
in unFor how long at a time such speeds can be maintained
favourable
climatic
conditions
is, however, a point not widely
reported.
Looms in this latter
category are available. , but
some are known to be costly.
-

:
-

”
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III.4

Hand-looms

types

and weaver skill

In terms of weaver skill,
the manually coordinated
handthrown shuttle
loom demands the highest level of dexterity.
Consequently,
such skills
may be expected to take longer to
attain
than those required
for weaving on tsemi-automatic
f
hand-looms.
This can be an advantage in favour of the latter
looms in two respects,
in addition
to the higher productivity
achieved by Itsemi-automatic"
looms.
Firstly,
a weaver can be
trained
in a shorter period of time; secondly,
the semiautomatic loom should enable the weaver to direct more attention to the quality
of the fabric
being woven. Consequently,
fewer weaving faults
should be made than is usual in the
fully
hand-woven fabric.

,

-
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NON-AUTOMATICPOWERLOOMS

The non-automatic
shuttle
loom (see Fig. 111.4)is
highly appropriate
for large-volume
and low-cost production
The term "non-automaticIt
textiles
in low-wage countries.
can be misleading
in that all power looms are completely
automatic with regard to the basic weaving functions.
A
non-automatic
power loom is "non-automatictt
in the sense
that, when the weft supply package in the shuttle
becomes
exhausted,
it must be replaced manually.
Very few non-automatic
tr,ower looms have been manufactured
and marketed during the past ten years, and very few machinery
makers now list
them in their catalogues.
There are however,
no doubt, many machinery makers who would be very pleased to
resume the manufacture of low-cost non-automatic
power looms
if they were in demand. In many cases, the looms offered
would be essentially
automatic looms stripped
of the automatic
weft replenishment
features.
There is currently
a large
number of looms which were built as automatic looms but which
are being operated,
quite efficiently,
as non-automatic
ones
in the less-developed
countries.
Most of them are of the
shuttle-change
type.
Their conversion
to non-automatic
looms
is done for economic reasons as the cost of manual weft replenishment
is lower than the combined cost of (i) maintenance
of the mechanism for automatic shuttle
changing and (ii)
expenditure
on the much greater number of shuttles
needed when
automatic changing is practised.
Large numbers of looms of
this type, mostly of Japanese manufacture (e.g. Toyota,
Tsudacoma, Sakamoto) could be economically
reconditioned
and
used in this way. There are also very large numbers of looms
of the classic
Lancashire non-automatic
type made by such
British
makers as Butterworth
and Dickinson,
Hattersley,
and
Liveseys.
These are no longer in use in the large Asian mills
but could be renovated,
at reasonable cost.
IV.1

Technical

aspects

of non-automatic

power-looms

Non-automatic
power loom have become widely known as
Lancashire
looms in view of the world-wide
reputation
of cotton
spinning and weaving in Lancashire.
Although superficial
differences
exist in Lancashire
looms of different
makes all
of them (and indeed all subsequent shuttle
looms) have e;ployed
the same basic elements which are found in the simple handoperated frame looms described earlier.
A brief technical
description
of non-automatic
power looms is provided below.
(a) Shaft

System

The actuation
of the elements of non-automatic
power
looms depends upon two shafts:
a 'top-shaft
(crank shaft)
which receives the primary motive power and which, through a
pair of gears, drives a lower or 'bottom shaft'
at exactly
half-speed
of the top shaft.
The arrangement is illustrated
diagramatically
in Fig. 111.5.
In this figure,
X is the top
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- 33 shaft and Y the bottom shaft;
other loom parts are identifiable
from the key below the diagram.
It will'be
noticed,
by a comparison with the frame loom, that the actuating
means have been slightly
modified for the purpose of power
operation,
the sley being now pivoted from below instead
of above, and the threadles
used for raising
and lowering
the healds have been turned around to bring their pivots
below the warp beam.
The function
of the top shaft is to rock the sley to
and fro through a crank and connecting
rod mechanism.
The
bottom shaft has two functions.
Firstly,
it operates the
treadles
by means of diametrically
opposed cams (tappets)
in order to raise and lower the healds alternately
for the
production
of plain-weave
fabric
(the arrangement for other
simple weaves is dealt with later).
Secondly, the bottom
shaft actuates the picking mechanism which propel the shuttle
through the warp shed from the left and right sides of the
loom alternately.
This simple two shaft arrangement
ensures
precise and consistent
mutual coordination
of the three basic
motions of weaving (i.e.
shedding,picking
and beating up).
(b) Shy
timber batten,
oscillates
immeThe sley, a substantial
diately
below the lower warp sheet in the front shedding zone
It is
(' i.e. the region between the healds and the fell).
carried on metal 'sley swords' which, in turn, are secured to
'rocking
rail'
which spans the loom close to the floor line,
Et the front
below the fell
The reed rests in a groove, in
the sley top, and is secure: by a heavy cap.
The upper surface of the-sley,
known as the 'race board'
supports the
shuttle
as it travels
through the shed (see'diagram).
There
is a shuttle
box at either
end of the sley, the shuttle
being
projected
from one box to the other at each pick.
(c) Shuttle

I

The shuttle
is generally
made from hardwood and is typically
between 30 and 40 cm long.
It has a pointed steel tip at
either end. The weft yarn is in the form of a pirn (or sometimes a mule-cop),
a long slim package wound in such a way
that the yarn can be withdrawn substantially
axially
from one
end without the package itself
being rotated.
The pirn is
always aslarge as can be accomodated within
the hollow shuttle,
and typically
contains from 30 to 60 grammes of yarn.
The same basic principle
of shuttle
propulsion
as in the
hand-operated
fly-shuttle
loom, is used in the power'loom.
However, the picker is, in this case, propelled
either
by a
strap connected to an upper swinging arm (picking
stick)
or,
directly,
by the top end of the picking
stick which moves along
a slof in the base of the shuttle
box. Although the use of wood

and leather
components in this sort of mechanism appears
to be anachronistic
today, it is worth noting that for
more than a century loom-makers have been unsuccessful
in
their efforts
to devise picking
mechanisms which do not
require the us'e of such materials.
The most highly developed
shuttle-looms
available
today use wooden picking
sticks and
leather
or fabriccheck
bands in connection with shuttle
projection.
(d) Picking
A pair of picking cams constitute
the mechanical means
by which picking
is effected.
Each element of the pair is
usually secured on the bottom shaft on either side of the
of particularly
loom. Apart from looms used for the production
heavy fabrics
(with which this memorandum is not concerned),
such as corduroy,
there are two principal
forms of picking
mechanisms fitted
to non-automatic
looms.
The first
of these,
called the cone-overpick
motion, is illustrated
diagramatitally
in Fig. 111.6.~
shuttle-box
for the overpick motion
isillustrated
separately
in Fig. 111.7.
The second mechanism
is called the side lever underpick motion.
It is illustrated
in Fig. III.8.
Keys below each diagram identify
the main
components.
The principal
difference
between the two picking motions
is indicated
by their names. In the overpick motion, the
picking
sticks are in the form of swinging horizontal
arms
located above the shuttle
boxes.
The corresponding
pickers
are connected to the sticks by leather
straps.
In the underpick motion, the picking
sticks,
which are mounted vertically
below the shuttle
boxes, are secured on extensions
of the
rocking-rail.
The sleyards
are secured and pivot on the
picking
sticks.
The upper ends of the latter
project
through
longitudinal
slots cut in the sley and in the base plates of
the shuttle
boxes.
The pickers are themselves slotted
so as
to fit over the upper ends of the picking
sticks.
Each picker
slides along its box plate when delivering
a pick as the top
end of the picking
stick is being moved sharply inwards in the
direction
of intended shuttle
motion.
It will
be apparent,
from the diagrams, tha-tthe
shuttle-box
fitments
for the overpick motion are much more complicated
than those for the underpick motion.
Consequently,
the settings
and adjustments
of the
individual
parts require much more attention.
Generally,
cone-overpick
motions are used for fabrics
of
light
to medium weight and underpick motions for medium and
heavy fabrics.
When non-automatic
looms were more widely used in the UK,
many loom overlookers
were of the opinion that, when correctly
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- 38 overpick motions should give a
maintained
and adjusted,
smoother picking
action,with
less wear of components,
than would underpick motions.
Nevertheless,
new developments led to the automatic shuttle
loom which is mainly
The
based on underpick motions of improved design.
parallel
action cone-underpick
motion is an example of a
more recently
developed picking mechanism in use on various
makes of automatic looms.
(e) Boxing
An ever-present
danger with all shuttle
looms is that,
due either
to the projection
veloc.ity
being too low or to
undue interference
from warp or weft yarns, the shuttle
may
fail
to complete its journey and be safely
'boxed' before
It is therefore
usual to provide protecbeating up begins.
appening in order to avoid considerable
tion against this
one or the
Therefore,
damage to both the warp and reed.
other of two warp protection
systems constitute
standard devices
These devices are referred
to as
of the Lancashire
looms.
fast-reed
and loose-reed
systems, and the looms to which they
are fitted
are correspondingly
called fast-reed
and loose-reed
The former are used for fabrics
covering a wide range
looms.
of weights from light
to heavy while the latter
are suitable
for only relatively
light-weight
materials.
finger carried
by
In the fast-reed
loom, a spring-loaded
the sley enter .in abrupt contact with a step in a metal blockcalled the 'frog'
- as the sley approaches the beat-up position
fail
to enter the receiving
box. The
should the shuttle
striking
of thefrog by the finger causes instantaneous
disengagement of the loom starting
handle and the simultaneous
application
of the loom brake.
to partially
In the loose-reed
loom, beat up is permitted
held in position
take place but the reed, which is only lightly
is pushed backwards by the trapped shutby means of a spring,
The force of impact between shuttle
and warp at the fell
tle.
As in the fast-reed
loom, the
is thus greatly
diminished.
starting
handle is disengaged and the loom brake applied when
Loose-reed looms are designed to run
a shuttle
trap occurs.
at higher speeds than fast-reed
looms, and are of lighter
construction.
Fast-reed
looms have a more rigid and heavier framework which .is capable of withstanding
the considerable
shock
associated with a 'bang-off'.
(f)

Weft-fork

detector

system

Normally,
the weaver stops a non-automatic
loom just
If the weaver
before the weft in the shuttle
is exhausted.
fails
to do so and the pirn empties, the absence of weft is
detector
system. The sensor
usually detected by a 'weft-fork'
consists
of a metal fork-shaped
member which is lightly
pivoted
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so that it is tripped by the weft trail
which extends from
the fell to the shuttle
in the receiving
shuttle
box.
Absence of a weft trail
fails
to trip the fork at the appropriate
instant
in the loom cycle and results
in the disengagement of the starting
handle and the stoppage of the
motions are pos.itioned
on the starting
handle
loom. Weft-fork
side in most Lancashire looms, and thus only sense the weft
In looms of more recent design, they are
on alternate
picks.
usually located in the centre of the race board, and thus
sense the weft 'on every pick.
(g) Gear-train

system

The required
number of picks per inch (or per centimetre)
is obtained by fitting
a change gear with the appropriate
number of teeth in a train of gears which drives the cloth
Movement of the train
is initiated
by .a paw1
take-up roller.
which is activatedfrom
the sley and
and ratchet
arrangement,
Two common
is usually
timed to operate close to beat-up.
take up gear train systems are used on Lancashire
looms: one
is referred
to as the 'five-wheel'
motion and the other as
Both motions are
the 'pickles'
or 'seven-wheel'
motion.
suitable
for the types of cloth covered by this
memorandum,
but the pickles
motion has one particular
advantage: the
number of teeth in the change-wheel is equal, or very close,
to the actual number of picks per inch inserted,
whereas
with the five-wheel
system, the larger the number of picks
required
in the cloth the smaller the number of teeth required
Thus, the latter
involves some calculations
in the wheel.
or reference
to a table of pre-calculated
values (which can
lead to error):
otherwise,
both systems work satisfactorily.
(h) Let-off

motions

The warp sheet must be maintained
at a reasonably uniform
tension from start to end of the loom beam at a level which
permits let-off
of new warp as cloth is woven and taken-up.
On a simple Lancashire loom, this function
is effected
by
a
friction
drag
to
the
beam
by
means
of
a
lubricated
applying
chain wrapped around the beam ruffle.
The chain is attached
to the loom frame at one end and to a weighted lever system
at the other end. The weight position
on thelever
and thereby
the tensioning
moment applied to the warp beam, must be adjusted as the beam weaves down. This adjustment
compensates for
the gradual increase in thebeam-warp torque (i.e.
the pull-off
force required
to turn the beam and let off further
warp) which
This
would arise if no adjustment were made to the weighting.
would also lead to the warp tension rising
continuously
from
beginning to the end of the beam. In more modern forms of
let-off
motions, some of which are fitted
to Lancashire
looms,
warp tensioning
adjustments
are made continuously
in response
to a feeler
system which detects changes in the beam diameter.

\
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'Temples'

There is a strong tendency for cloth on the loomroller
to be narrower than the width of the warp from
is caused by tension
which it is woven. The contraction
in the weft and relaxation
of the weaving tension in the
To minimise this effect
as well as to prevent thread
warp.
breakages at the selvedges during weaving, it is usual to
hold the fabric
out to its nominal woven width at a point
Grips used for this purpose are known
just beyond the fell.
There are various patterns
of such grips,
as 'temples'.
the most common for cotton fabrics
being the tyne known as
The latter
grip the cloth as it is being
ring temples.
woven over a distance of six or eight inches from the selThe rings carry projecting
vedges inwards on either
side.
pins which grip the fabric
as it passes through the temples,
and release it easily and without damage (provided
that the
temples are set and maintained
correctly)
as the cloth is
drawn progressively
forward by the take-up system.
(j)

Weaving of twills

So far the weaving of plain weave fabrics
has been
Of the e.ight fabrics
listed
in Table 1.1, the
considered.
first
four are of this type and can be woven on looms incorporating
the simplest
basic shedding mechanisms as shown in
The other four fabrics
are twills
which require
Fig. 111.5.
additional
heald staves and tappets.
For plain weave using two shafts,
or for four shafts
working as two so as to avoid overcrowding
of the healds,
the tappets are fixed on the bottom-shaft,
and hence rotate
For multiple
tappet shedding,
at half the top-shaft
speed.
for three or more independent
staves, one cam of appropriate
For example the three staves
shape is needed for each stave.
require three
for the 2 x 1 twill
weave (see Fig. 111.1(b))
tappets,
each making one complete revolution
for every three
each tappet rotates
at one-third
of the
picks woven (i.e.
speed of the top-shaft).
Similarly,
a four stave twill
will
require four tappets rotating
on a shaft turning
at one quarter
On the Lancashire loom, these
of the speed of the top shaft.
simple weaves can be made by installing
a separate tappet shaft
on which tappets of appropriate
shapecan be mounted and driven
from the bottom shaft.
at the required
speed by change-gearing
It will
be appreciated
that cams, unless of the 'positive
motion types' only impart movement to the cam follower
in one
direction.
It is thus necessary to provide means for reversing
the direction
of motion in order to obtain continuity
of the
action.
Simple stepped rollers
placed above the loom, and over
which straps are passed wh.ich are coupled to the tops of the
heald staves, are used for reversing
the two staves required
For weaves woven by means of
for plain-weave
(see Fig. 111.5).
tappets which require more than two staves, more complex
multiple
roller
reversing
motions can be fitted
to the Lancashire
spring-operated
reversing
motions, of
loom or, alternatively,
which there are a number of designs, can be used.
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Patterning
may be achieved by the use of coloured yarns.
Warpway stripes
can be woven on any loom without need of additional
equipment by arranging
coloured yarns appropriately
in the warp beam. The combination
of warpway and weftway
stripes
to produce chequered patterns,
such as ginghams, "is
a little
more difficult.
The handloom weaver must, in this
charged with yarns of the
case, assemble a number of shuttles
required
colours,
and then change one shuttle
for another
in a proper sequence.
In the case of power-looms,
it .is
necessary to use multiple
shuttle
boxes.
This is usually
done at one end of the sley only.
While there are several
ways in which multiple
boxes may be arranged,
all of tnese
invol;re the same basic principle:
the automatic replacement
of one box by another without
interrupting
the running of
the loom during that part of the weaving cycle in which
is normally at rest.
shedding is taking place, and the shuttle
The mechanism employed to achieve this are not unduly complex
and are very robust.
They do, however, increase the cost of
the loom. As they also reduce the operating
speed (typically
by about lo%), it is generally
uneconomic to use multi-box
looms where only a single colour weft is needed.
It is
preferable
in this case to install
only sufficient
multi-box
looms to cater for the actual consumer demand for multicolour weft fabrics.
IV.2

Operation

and maintenance

of non-automatic

power looms

It should be appreciated
that considerable
skills
is
required
to set-up and maintain a loom of the Lancashire
type.
This is particularly
so because few such looms have frameworks
and components which are machined to the precision
demanded of
modern textile
equipment.
Thus, accuracy in settings
is fairly
difficult
to achieve and maintain.
In this respect,
automatic
looms are often easier to set-up, although requirements
for
the assimilation
of technical
knowledge on the part of the overlooker may be greater than in the case of non-automatic
looms.
In any weaving shed, and particularly
in sheds equipped with
Lancashire
type looms, it has been found beneficial
for the
management to encourage the practice
of some form of systematic
loom overlooking.
Such practice
would ensure that critical
operations
(e.g. shuttle-box
adjustments which control
both
the speed and accuracy of flight
of the shuttle)
are frequently
monitored.
The use of a system of standardised
loom settings
obtained .initially
on an experimental
loom of similar
design
to those in production,
and weaving similar
cloth,
may help
achieve the above objective.
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IV.3

Productivity

of non-automatic

power looms

It takes approximately
12 seconds, on average, to stop
The
a non-automatic
loom and replenish
the weft supply.
frequency of weft replenishment
needed depends on a number
such as the speed and width of the loom and the
of factors,
However, the most important
factor
is
size of the shuttle.
In weaving the selected
generally
the coarseness of the yarn.
cloths,
weft replenishment
frequencies
would be expected to
range from about 20 per hour for heaving sheeting cloth (T2),
to around 5 per hour for light
fabric cloth (P4).
Thus, the
corresponding
looms would necessarily
stop to allow for weft
replenishment
for 4 minutes and 1 minute respectively
.in each
The
effect
of
these
stoppages
is
likely
to
be
very
hour.
limited.
the total lost time on this account will
In practice,
depend on the number of looms tended by one weaver.
Where
be only a few
each weaver tends only two looms, therewill
occasions when a job on oneb'loom will cause delay in replenishment of the weft on the other loom. On the other hand, should
a weaver tends eight or ten looms, considerable
interference
between looms will occur and the amount of lost time will
be
it .is found that the productivity
of
In general,
greater.
non-automatic
looms is from 2 to 6 per cent lower than that of
As this is by no means sufficient
comparable automatic looms.
to justify
the additional
automatic features,
in terms of
capital
per unit of productive
capacity,
it is clear that the
increasingly
widespread use of automatic shuttle
looms is
justifiable
primarily
on other grounds.

v.

AUTOMATIC POWERLOOMS

Automatic shuttle
looms are essentially
simple power
looms to which has been added means of automatic weft repleadvantage of this
However, in order to gain full
nishment.
thus
enabling
a
weaver
to
look
after more looms,
latter
feature,
shuttle
looms should also be equipped with an automatic warp
let-off
motion and an automatic
'warp-stop'
motion (which
immediately
stops the looms if a warp thread break occurs).
All these features
are considered
standard fitments
on an
Figure III.9
shows an automatic Pirn change
automatic loom.
loom with under-pick
motion.
v.l

Weft replenishment

The operation
of automatic weft replenishment
can be
method, the empty shuttle
performed in two ways. In the first
is ejected from the loom at some convenient
time in the loom
cycle (i.e.
when the shed is changing) and a new shuttle
is
In the second method, which
inserted with a full weft package.
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Automatic

pirn-change

III.9

loom with

under-pick

motion

- 44 is currently
byfar the most common, the empty weft package
irn)
is ejected
and immediately
replaced
with a new full
The first
method requires
at least
two
$rn
of weft
these
have to
shuttles
per'loom
and to the extent possible,
including
the
degree
of
wear
be identical
in all respects,
The second method requires
only one shuttle
due to service.
per loom, but this shuttle
is of a special
shape.
Apart from the above features,
there are two distinct
categories
of automatic
shuttle
looms: shuttle
changers and
These are briefly
described
below.
pirn changers.
V.2

Shuttle

changers

and pirn

changers

shuttle
changers require
that a magazine
In operation,
be kept supplied
with charged and threaded
shuttles,
whereas
the magazine only requires
to be loaded with pirns
in the
In times when hand-spun and mule-spun
case of pirn changers.
changer had a possible
weft were commonly used, the shuttle
advantage
in that miscellaneous
cops taken directly
from the
This
was
not posspinner
could be loaded into the shuttles.
sible
in the case of pirn changers wh.ich require
that the yarn
be wound on to special
bobbins furnished
with means for autofrom,special
shuttles
matic retention
by, and ready ejection
Lately,
the production
of fabrics
needed for this purpose.
for high-income
consumers requires
a low permissible
fault
and since present
demands cannot be met without
very
rate,
stringent
clearing
of both warp and weft yarn, the advantage
Thus,
of the shuttle
changer has largely
disappeared.
package is essential
for yarn
rewinding
from the spinner's
and no further
cost is therefore
incurred
in the
clearing,
preparation
of weft p.irns suitable
for the particular
type of
little
advantage
remains
Consequently
automatic
pirn changer.
in the use of a shuttle
able to accept weft in packages of a
variety
of forms.
This situation
does not occur where fabrics
for low-income
a number of shuttle
consumers are being woven.
Consequently,
changers are still
in use in developing
countries
although
it
is very common to find looms which are only nominally
automatic.
The reason for this is the high cost of shuttles
used in this
type of loom.
Often,
-the expense of the additional
capital
needed to keep each loom supplied
with sufficient
shuttles
(which have a relatively
short life
and must be regarded
as
consumables)
is so high that it becomes more economical
to
operate
such looms as non-automatics.
On balance,
one must
conclude
that,
in most circumstances,
the pirn-changer
is to
be preferred
except where yarn suitable
for the types of cloth
covered by this memorandum is readily
available
only for use in
plain
(i.e.
non-pirn
changing)
shuttles.
For these reasons,
the
single-shuttle
pirn changer is currently
the most commonly used
power loom world-wide.
Such a loom has been further
improved
and is now being produced
in large quantities
which allowed
a
considerable
reduction
of the price
of the automatic
pirn
changing
facility.

I
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In response to demand by high-income
consumers for nearly
most loom makers now,work to very
perfect
machine-made cloth,
high engineering
standards in regard to both design and manuthe cost and the standard of engineering
facture.
Consequently,
It is
precision
of looms of all kinds have also increased.
nevertheless
true that some makers are still
able to supply
automatic looms which are broadly similar
in design and construction
to those produced in Europe and North American between
These are therefore
available
at somewhat more
1930 and 1960.
modest price levels.
V.3

Automatic

power loom manufacturers

Over the past thirty
years, the standard of manufacture of
automatic shuttle
looms which require low labour inputs has risen
Most European and North American makers
to a very high level.
now offer only looms to these very high engineering
standards with
a view to minimising
skilled
labour inputs over the useful life
of
The cost of these looms is very high in relation
the equipment.
to conditions
obtainingin
developing
countries
for which they are
therefore
not suitable.
Most western loom-makers used to make suitable
low-cost
This is not anymore the case as few manufacturers
automatic looms.
can now produce these looms profitably:
the available
machine tools
used
f&
the
manufacture
of
ttsuper-loomst'
and production
methods
are unsuitable
for the manufacture of the less sophisticated
lowcost looms.
A small number of Western loom makers still
offer
One such
simple, low-cost machines based on pre-1950 designs.
United Kingdom.
company is British
Northrop Ltd., Blackburn,
Pioneers of the pirn change automatic loom in Europe 75 years ago,
Northrop has produced the well-tried
ISI model, of w!lich there are
In 1976, Northrops
more than 30,000 units in operation
worldwide.
completely
equipped a new mill in the Sudan with this simple and
it is inferred
robust automatic loom. While not known precisely,
that the price per loom was not greatly
in excess of E2,OOO at
January 1980 values.
India is oi?e of the few developing
countries
which produces
and exports both automatic and non-automatic
looms suitable
for
Three
the needs and conditions
of the developing
countries.
important
manufacturers
are (i) Cooper Engineering
of Poona who,
in collaboration
with North American Rockwell,
offer a loom based
pre-1940 design;
on the Draper (X2) model, a loom of essentially
(ii)
National Machinery Makers Ltd.,
of Kalwe Thana, produce the
Ruti 'Br type automatic shuttle
loom, one of the best of such
looms made during the 1950/60 period;
and (iii)
Central India
Machinery Manufacturers
Company (CIMMCO) of Gwalior which, in
collaboration
with Sakomoto of Japan, offer an automatic loom
based on a Japanese design of about 1950.
V.4

Trade in second-hand

textile

machinery

There is considerable
trade in second-hand textile
machinery
are bought in
of all types.
In some cases, complete installations
Alternatively,
situ,
dismantled
and re-erected
in a new location.
The greatest
machinery is bought from stocks held by a dealer.
proportion
of the trade is, by far, in re-conditioned
shuttleBestex Textile
Machinery
looms, both automatic and non-automatic.
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of Blackburn,
United Kingdom is an example of a typical
secondhand machinery dealer offering
a comprehensive,
world-wide
Other companies offering
a similar
service are
service.
'Reconditioned
Looms' of Blackburn,
United Kingdom and
Federal Republic of Germany.
Josef Kruckels of Munchengladbach,
such
as British
Northrop,
will
some
loom-makers,
In addition,
recondition
looms of their own manufacture
to an 'as new'
condition
either at their works or on site.
The decision
to invest in second-hand weaving equipment is
not an easy one to make as it involves complex considerations
Producers interested
in
of a technical
and economic nature.
buying such equipment should therefore
obtain detailed
information
on what is being offered
by second-hand equipment dealers,
and
undertake careful
feasibility
studies prior to deciding
on the
Interested
readers may
acquisition
of a piece of equipment.
obtain useful clues on the approach to be used when looking for
second-hand equipment from the IL0 publication
(Cooper and
Kaplinsky)
listed
in the attached bibliography.
v.5

Skill

requirements

All automatic looms are more demanding of technically
skilled
labour than are non-automatic
looms although the latter
may sometimes demand a higher level of 'practicalt
expertise.
In comparing automatic and non-automatic
shuttle
looms, it will
be found that a higher standard of technical
training
and
diligence
are required
to ensure satisfactory
operation
of the
automatics.
This is partly
because of the relatively
complex
mechanism by which automatic weft replenishment
is achieved.
In addition,
it is.necessary
to be more meticulous
in the care
and adjustment
of the picking
mechanism that might otherwise be
the case: automatic changing of either the shuttle
or the pirn
requires
more accurate timing and positioning
of the shuttle
than
is necessary when the shuttle
is being removed and replaced
manually.
In conclusion,
in view of the various factors
considered
in sections
IV.2 and V.3, and given the types of cloths considered
in this memorandum, no real benefit
should be gained in using
automatic looms as an alternative
to non-automatic
looms.
The
latter
should also be preferred
at all three levels of production
covered by this memorandum given the relatively
low wages paid
in developing
countries.
This matter will
be further
analysed
in chapter IV.
VI.

SHUTTLELESS LOOMS

There are four basic types of shuttleless
looms widely used
in industrialised
countries.
These looms are outside the scope
of this memorandum as they should not, in general,
be suitable
for conditions
prevailing
in developing
countries.
They are,
thus, only briefly
described
in this section.
The economics of
shuttleless
looms will
be considered
in chapter IV.
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(a) Projectile
loom.
This class of looms uses a succession
of small shuttle-like
projectiles
to transport
single picks of
weft through the warp shed from stationary
supply cones.
These
looms are highly sophisticated
weaving machines capable of a
very high output of first-quality
fabrics.
(b) Rapier looms.
This type of looms consists
of rigid
and flexible
rapier looms in which single picks of weft are inserted from stationery
supply packages, by means of a slim shaft
or shafts known as rap.iers.
(c) Jet looms.
This type of looms includes
water-jet looms.
Water-jet
looms are only suitable
continuous filament
hydrophobic materials.
In the
the weft is inserted
by means of a very fine high
jet.
(d) Multiphase
loom.
stage, although preliminary
is a further
development of
the new versions are linear
VII.

air-jet
and
for weaving
air-jet
looms
velocity
air-

This loom is still
in the development
versions have been demonstrated.
It
the multi-shuttle
circular
looms, but
machines.

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

After the loom warp has been prepared,
sized and beamed,
and before weaving can commence, the warp must first
be 'loomed
( i.e. the warp threads must be drawn-in through the healds in
the various staves, in the required
'drafting'
order, according
to the fabric weave).
Subsequently,
the threads must also be
drawn-in,
in groups of two, three or more, through the reed.
Looming is usually
carried
out in a room separate from the
weaving shed. After looming, the warp, together with the healds
and reed, are taken to the loom where the warp is then 'gaited',
( i.e. the healds are connected to the treadle levers and to the
reversing
motion; the reed is secured in position
under the
sley-cap;
and the warp sheet is straightened,
tensioned and
tied-in
to a cloth fent attached to the take-up system).
The
loom temples are then set, and the shed opening and closing timings
adjusted in combination with the picking
timings from both shuttle
boxes.
The looming of warps involves the hanging of the healds
vertically
in a drawing-in
frame.
The warp beam is mounted
behind this frame in a stand with the reed, supported but laid
flat,
in front,
Hand-drawn-in warps require two operatives:
sitting
in front of the frame, selecting
the
(i) a 'drawer-in'
healds in drafting
order and drawing t,,e ends through the eyes
with a reed-hook and (ii)
the 'reacher-in'
working from behind
the frame, selecting
the warp threads in okder from the beam,
and presenting
them to the reed-hook held by the drawer-in.
It
is
clear,
from this brief descrip-iion,
that the work is fairly
tedious.
The advantage, however, is that the equipment required
is very simple and may be manufactured
locally.
Partial
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of replacing
the services of a reach-in
selector
and presenter
might be conproduction.

When a warp is woven out, a succeeding warp of similar
kind is often 'twisted-in'
or 'knotted-in',
at the loom, to
and re-gaiting
Thus, re-drawing
the end of the previous warp.
This operation,
however, cannot be repeated
are unnecessary.
indefinitely
since the healds and reed must be thoroughly
On average, cleaning should be necessary
cleaned periodically.
The number of warps which
after about every four or five warps.
must be fully
loomed and gaited is, therefore,
considerably
If this procedure were to apply to production
in
reduced.
it is estimated that two hand-looming
developing
countries,
frames would fully
meet the needs for small-scale
production,
three frames for those of medium-scale and four, or at most
production,
depending,
five frames, for those of large-scale
in each case, on the hours of work.
Mention has been made elsewhere that items such as healds
given adequate
and reeds, while having a reasonably long life
be generally
treated as exmaintenance,
must, nevertheless,
pendable.
To a much lesser extent, the same applies to warpers'
and weavers' beams. Pirn tubes, along with items such as
shuttles,
pickers , picking-sticks,
picking-bands,
check-straps,
loom-buffers
etc. are also expendable to varying degrees.
Good
housekeeping,
along with skilled
overlooking,
should help keep
replacement costs for these items to a minimum.
where warp preparation
and sizing is
In weaving mills,
carried
out, it is necessary to install
racks for the storage
of both full
and empty warpers'
and weavers' beams. These
racks may be manufactured
locally.
Furthermore,
trucks with
incorporated
lifting
and lowering facilities
are desirable
for
the internal
transporting
of heavy beams and cloth batches.
The incoming yarn must also be stored, and the pirned weft,
usually
in metal bins, must be protected
from damage before
delivery
to the looms.
The woven cloth is usually
inspected over a viewing table
in the warehouse; the number of viewing tables required depends
Most major weaving faults
on the extent of the examination.
can be detected in fabric
running over a perch or viewing table,
Thus, one
under good light,
at speeds of around 20 metres/min.
viewing table should be sufficient
for small- and medium-scale
Large-scale
production
(single
or on a two-shift
basis).
The
production
may require
the use of three viewing tables.
cloth itself
will require
either rolling
on to tubes or plaiting
in metre-laps
for storage and transport.
This is done either
as the cloth is being examined or as a separate operation.
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VII1.YAR.N MQUIREMENTS
There is no difference
between the basic yarn requirements
for the looms described in this memorandum. Yarn requirements
uniformity
and freedom from imperfections
in terms of strength,
are dependent on two considerations:
the performance and
and the level of productiappearance requirements
of the cloth,
As the first
convity which is expected of the operatives.
sideration
does not constitute
a severe constraint,
it is only
necessary to take account of the second one. This essentially
involves achievement of the most economic balance between labour
No problems arise in the
costs and machine utilization
factor.
case of hand looms: the weaver continues
to tend only one loom
whatever quality
of yarn is provided as his productivity
should
Fall in
not fall
substantially
if yarn quality
is lowered.
achieved with
productivity
- in comparison with productivity
yarn
perfect
yarn - should not exceed 20% if the lowest quality
were used.
The use of low quality
yarns inevitably
leads to higher
breakage rates and consequently,
to an increase in the number
of operative
hours needed to produce a given quantity
of cloth.
However, the type of loom used does not have a first
order effect
on the amount of time spent in the repair of a weaving break,
At the lowest level of yarn quality
either of warp or weft.
consistent
with fabrics
covered by this memorandum - one weaver
might reasonably
be expected to tend two non-automatic
powerlooms
With very well prepared yarn of the
or four automatic looms.
highest quality,
one weaver could tend six non-automatics
or up
Thus, the labour-saving
potential
of
to sixty automatic looms.
the automatic looms is much more severely curtailed
by the use
of low quality
yarn than is the case with non-automatic
looms.
This does not necessarely
mean that automatic looms require
better yarns, or that it is less economic to use automatic looms
in conjunction
with low quality
yarns.
The basic consideration
is that the amount of labour needed is reduced when the quality
Thus, in
of yarn is raised regardless
of the type of loom.
highwage cost countries,
weaving becomes profitable
only if yarn
quality
is high.
Furthermore,
as the higher capital
cost of
automatic looms is justified
by the high wages, it is usual for
high quality
yarns to be used in conjunction
with automatic weft
replenishment.
IX.

PRODUCTQUALITY

is greatly
Product quality
in the case of hand-looms
dependent on the skill
of the weaver.
For all other looms,
yarn quality
is, by far, the most important
determinant
of cloth
Given the use of identical
yarns, cloths of identical
quality.
quality
may be produced by power-operated
shuttle
looms and
shutterless
looms with the following
exceptions:
- Cloth woven on non-automatic
looms may show occasional
starting
places caused by lack of skill
or care on the part of
the weaver when re-starting
the loom after shuttle
replenishment.
Normally,
the incidence
of this minor fault
should be small.

- If the quality
of the weft yarn is such that there is an
appreciable
variation
in count from pirn to pirn,
'block barring'
ttBlock barring"
consists
of a
will be noticed in the cloth.
changes
in
cloth
density
caused
succession of slight,
but abrupt,
by changes in the count of the weft from one pirn to the next.
This fault
occurs with equal severity
when weaving on any type
less severe when
of shuttle
loom. However, it is appreciably
shuttleless
looms are used since the size of the weft packages
Shuttle
are much larger than those used in the other looms.
looms may be improved by the use of multiple
shuttle
boxes in
order to attain
some degree of weft-mixing
(e.g. given two
alternative
shuttle
boxes at one side of the loom, alternate
double picks may be taken from two pirns instead of weaving
This procedure greatly
continuously
from a single pirn).
reduces the prominence of ttblock barring".
- Cloth woven 'single
width' on either automatic or nonLow-income
automatic shuttle
looms will
have true selvedges.
consumers in developing
countries
consider these as a ttqualitytt
Mock selvedges (leno or tucked),which
are made by
feature.
held to be inferior
to trJe
shuttleless
looms, are generally
This "qualitytt
weakness is also present when cloth
selvedges.
Most makers now offer
on shuttle
looms.
is woven 'multi width'
shuttle
looms in very wide widths which can weave two or more
For example, many looms are now
narrower cloths simultaneously.
available
with a reed width of about 3 l/2 metres: on such looms
three separate cloths,
each one meter wide, may be woven. In
this case, only the outer edges of the two outer cloths have
while the inner edges of the outer cloths and
true selvedges,
both edges of the middle cloth have only mock selvedges.
x

.

FACTORYSPACE REQUIREMENTSAND LAYOUT

Figure 111.10 is provided as a guide for the space requirements
The layout may be
and layout of a small-scale
weaving factory.
scaled-up for larger undertakings
by using the data in Tables
IV.3 to IV.5 in chapter IV.
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III.10

Plan of a small weaving

shed

CHAPTERIV

ECONOMICEVAL'cATION OF
ALTERNATIVE WEAVING TECHNOLOGIES

I.

INTRODUCTION

The previous two chapters provided detailed
information
on alternative
technologies
which could be adopted by pracInformation
contained in the
tising
or would-be weavers.
above chapters should help identify
technologies
which are
g iven the type of cloth to be produced
technically
feasible,
The next step is to
and the adopted scale of production.
identify
the most economically
efficient
- or profitable
technology
among those identified
as technically
efficient,
given local factor prices (e.g. wages, prices of raw materials,
cost of imported and local equipment) and wholesale or retail
The purpose of this
prices of the cloth to be produced.
to suggest a methodological
framework
chapter is, therefore,
for the estimation
of unit production
costs for alternative
The
weaving technologies
and types of cloth to be produced.
most economically
efficient
technology would then be the one
associated
with the lowest unit production
cost or the highest
profit
per unit of production
(if a choice must also be made
among a number of types of cloths).
This methodological
framework is mostly of, interest
to
producers as it does not take into consideration
a number of
socio-economic
effects
associated
with alternative
weaving
interest
technologies.
This aspect, which is of particular
to public planners or project
evaluators
in industrial
development agencies, will be dealt with in Chapter V.
Section II of this chapter identifies
the types of looms,
among those described in Chapter III,
which are technically
suitable
for the types of cloths covered by this memorandum
Reasons are also
and the selected scales of production.
provided for the types of looms which are not considered
suitable.

i

- 54 Section III describes
the suggested methodology for
estimating
unit production
costs, and applies it to a
selected type of cloth
among those covered by the memorandum.
The technical
coefficients
needed to estimate unit
production
costs are also provided.
Section IV uses the same evaluation
methodology'for
the economic comparison of the types of looms considered as
Section II),
on the basis of assumed factor
suitable
(ref.
While this comparison may
prices,
interest
rates, etc.
provide some clues on the economic efficiency
of alternative
it is provided for illustrative
purposes
weaving technologies,
only, as local factor prices may greatly
differ
from those
Thus, weavers should undertake their
assumed in this section.
own evaluation,
based on local prices,
in order to identify
the weaving technology
best suited to local conditions.

II.

SUITABILITY

OF LOOM TYPES AND SCALES OF PRODUCTION

Table IV.1 lists
the various loom types described
in
indicating
in each case their suitability
or
Chapter III,
This table
unsuitability
at variousscales
of production.
shows that, of the 11 types of looms which are listed
(3
types of hand-looms, non-alJt.omatic power looms, 2 types of
ower looms with shuttle,
and 5 types of shuttleautomatic
for the types of
less looms P only four types are suitable
cloths and L-t the scales of production
covered by the memorandum.
Three types of shuttleless
looms (types IV.l,
IV.2
and IV.3) may also be suitable
for large-scale
production
under specific
conditions
l
Consequently,
a total of seven
types of looms are considered
for further
economic evaluation
in this chapter.
Loom types

and multiple

cloth-width

weaving

The weaving of two or more widths of fabric
side-by-side
in the loom - as if they were a single cloth - is one method
by which a gain in productivity
can sometimes be achieved.
However, such gain depends on the type of loom and on the
requirements
of garments for which the cloth is being made.
Multiple
cloth-width
weaving may be of particular
importance
for certain
fabrics
covered in this memorandum (e.g. cloths
Cloths woven
such as those used for many saris and lunghis).
do not have fully-woven
in the above manner (as 'splits')
selvedges at both sides of the Separate pieces; only the outer
The inner cut edges are
cloth edges have woven slevedge;.
often secured by a leno weave which is later cut-off
or turnedFor cheap and quickly
made garments,
in at the making-up stage.
which must withstand
wear and severe washing, these edges may
Multiple
cloth-width
weaving may
not be very satisfactory.
also require wider looms which are generally
more expensive

.

Table IV.1
Suitability
of loom types
I

Loom type

Scale
which

I

of production
at1
loom is suitable

I. Hand looms
I.i Hand-thrown
shuttle
and prinary loom motions manually
coordinated

, I.2

I.3

II.

III.
III.1

With fly-shuttle
motions manuaily

but primary
coordinated

Xith fly-shuttle
and
primary and secondary
motions mechanically
ted.
These looms are
operated.
Non-automatic
with shuttle

with both
loom
coordinatreadle

power loom

Automatic
power loom with
?3T3ttle
Low-cost loom of generally
pre 1950 design

Remarks on suitability
I
Not suitable
at scales of production
covered by the
speed(below
20 picks/min)
is
memorandum. Operational
much too low and would result
in abnormally
high costs
Logistic
problems involved
in
for work in progress.
supervision
and accomodation
of large
the deployment',
Production
specification
and
numbers of workers.
quality
control
problems likely
to arise.

Small-scale

Small-scale

Suitable
for small-scale
production
only and provided
that machine preparation
of warps can be undertaken
at
the weaving factory
orelsewhere;
also good pirn windLogistic
reasons preclude
the usefor higher
ing.
productions.
Even better
suited for small-scale
production
than
type 1.2, but looms of this kind are considerably
more expensive.
Again, good warp and weft preparation
would be essential.

-

Small, medium and
large scale

This type of loom is considered
to be the best choice
for all three levels of production.
Such looms, if
available
should be relatively
cheap, reliable
and
not greatly
demanding in technical
supervision.

Medium to large
scale
The next best choice to type II looms, but only
larger
than medium scale production,
i.e. over
l,OOO,OOO metres/yr.

for

Table
SuitaElity
Scale
which

Loom type

I

III.2

High-precision,
high cost
looms of generally
post
1960 design

IV.
IV.1

Shuttleless
Projectile
Rapier

IV.3

Air-jet

IV.4

Water-jet

IV.5

Wave-shedding

Remarks on suitability

of production
atl
loom is suitable

looms
looms

IV.2

IV.1 (cont'd)
of loom tr,-oes

looms

Unsuitable,

too costly

I
Generally
unsuitable
cally demanding

- too expensive

Generally
unsuitable
cally demanding

- too expensive

and techniI

and techni-

Generally
unsuitable
- too expensive and techniHowever, may eventually
be
cally demanding.
suitable
forlarge-scale
production

looms

looms
looms

'Small-scale
= 100,000 m/year
l,OOO,OOO m/year
Medium-scale=
Large-scale
= 5,000,OOO m/year

Unsuitable
for hydrophilic
fibres
such as cotton
Too expensive and technically
demanding
Unsuitable

- too technically

advanced

-

-
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both to purchase and in power consumption.
Wider looms
also run at a slower speed - although the rate of weft
insertion
is generally
higher - and fewer looms can be
tended by one weaver.
However, there may be many cases
where multiple
cloth-width
weaving could reduce costs.
To take multi-width
weaving into account, the following
options have thus been included:
for type III.1
automatic
looms, single-width
and double width weaving; for type
IV.11 rapier looms, double-width
weaving only; for type IV.2
projectile
looms, three fabrics
in a loom width have been
taken as a standard option;
To summarize, four types of looms will
be further
analised in this chapter,
covering a total of 8 weaving options.
These are:
- Option
- Option
- Option
- Option
- Option
- Option
- Option
- Option

III.

1 : hand-loom with fly-shuttle,
one clothwidth weaving;
2 : hand-loom,treadle
operated,
one clothwidth weaving;
3 : non-automatic
power loom with shuttle,
one cloth-width
weaving;
4 : low-cost
automatic power loom with shuttle,
one cloth-width
weaving;
5 : low-cost automatic power loom with shuttle,
two cloth-widths
weaving;
6 :' shuttleless
projectile
looms, 3 cloth-widths
weaving;
7 : shuttleless
rapier looms, 2 cloth-widths
weaving;
8 : shuttleless
air-jet
looms, 1 cloth-width
weaving.

MJZ'THODOLOGICAL
FRAMEWORK
FOR THE ESTIMATION
OF UNIT PRODUCTIONCOSTS

The estimation
of unit production
costs assoc.iated with
alternative
weaving technologies
requ.ires 14 main steps.
These
are described below, including
assumptions and technical
data
associated with each step:
: Specification
of the required
capac.1 y, the type of cloth to be produced,
option which is considered.
Obviously,
the
be suitable
for the requ.ired capacity
(see

P

yearly production
and of the weaving
weaving o tion must
Section II P ;

Step 2 : Given the yearly production
capacity,
to calculate the number of looms required
for this capacity,
the cost
of these looms, and the floor area occupied by the latter.
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Calculation

of the number of looms

The number of required
looms is provided by the
following
relationship:
production
(metres)
Number of looms = Annual
(Annual working hours)x(hourly
production
per loom,in metres)
The hourly production
per loom may be obtained from the
following
relationship:
Hourly production
per loom (metres)

=

(V) x (60) x (W) x (E)
(P) x (100) x (100)

where:
v= loom speed, in picks per minute
w= cloth widths per loom. W=l, 2, or 3
eff.iciency,
in percentage
E= mean loom utilisation
number
of
picks
per
cm
(weft).
P=
Table IV.2 provides the hourly production
of looms for the
and for a type of cloth with the
8 selected weaving options,
following
characteristics:
Reed width
Warp
Weft

: 116 cm (46 in.)
: 25 ends/cm of 24 Tex cotton (64 ends/.in.,24
: 25 picks/cm of 24 Tex cotton (64 picks/in.,24

Ne)
Ne)

This type of cloth may be considered to be of an average construction
within
the range of cloths covered by this memorandum
The hourly production
of looms for the spe(see Table 1.1).
cific
types of cloths described in Table I.1 may be easily
calculated
by simply using the right value of p and the relevant
coefficients
in Table IV.2.
The estimated values of E (the mean loom utilisation
efficiency) and of V (the loom speed) for the 8 weaving options
are based on the following
considerations
and assumptions:
- Weaving options 3, 4 and 5 are based on the use of lowcost shuttle
looms with a high productive
capacity per unit of
The
speeds
assumed
are modest but
fixec capital
investment.
Shuttle
looms
capable of speeds
realistic
in the circumstances.
25% to 35% higher are available,
but as the high precision
involved in their manufacture results
in prices 100% to 300%
higher,
it would be inappropriate
to use them in the present
Very few makers are currently
offering
low-cost looms
context.
but they are available
in a number of
of the types selected,
It should
countries
(e.g. Czechoslovakia,
India and China).
thus be possible
for other low-cost countries
to produce substantially
similar
looms at similar
prices.
- The Sulzer loom (weaving op'-on 6) is the only weaving
The 3 cloth widths,
220 picks/
machine which is widely used.
minute, operation
is by far the most economic one.

Table IV.2

Hourlv
Yeaving
o??ion

1

Type of loom

with fly-shuttle
Hand-loom - treadle operated

Hand-loom

2
.---------------------------------------------------------------------------3
4
5

Power looms
Ken-automatic
shuttle
loom
Low-cost automatic shuttle
loom
Lou-cost automatic
shllttle
loom
Shwttlcless

Inox

production
Number of

Loom speed

sloth widths
per loom (V)

Picks per
minute (V)

1
1

efficiency(E)

Netres per
per hour

50?:
0.48
1.44
80
75Y
--------------------____________________---

130

85%
92%
86%

3.67
3.97
5.36

3

220

84%

13.30

240

10.02

375

87%
Q8?

180

1

180

2

looms

Qapier

2

8

&ir-Jet

1

(Sulzer)

Reed uidth

116 cm (46 in):

lot

40

1

Projectile

particulars:-

Cloth
pFoduction

I

6
7

Sloth

Mean loomutilization

'darp 25 ends/cm 24 Tex cotton (64 ends/in,
Weft 25 eicks/cm 24 Tex cotton (64 picks/in,

24 Ne)

24 Ne)

7.92

WI
Lo
I

- 60 - The low-cost rapier loom (option 7) is,*for
a
cloth width
and 240 picks/minute
operation,
slower
than other high cost rapier looms.
It is, however, the
most cost-effective
for conditions
prevailing
in developing countries.
- The low-cost
air-jet
loom (option 8), with a loom
speed of 375 picks/minute,
is also slower than other airjet looms which use supplementary
jets.
It is, however,
much more cost-effective
as its purchase price is also
much lower than that of faster air-jet
looms.
- Loom utilisation
efficiency:
This factor
is function
of two variables:
the quality
of the yarn and the weaver's
skills.
Regarding the quality
of the yarn, it was assumed
that high quality
yarn may not always be available
in developing countries,
but that the yarn used for the types of cloths
considered
in this memorandum should not be of the lowest
quality
available.
It has, therefore,
been assumed that the
quality
of yarn used in the 8 weaving options is at the 75%
level of the Zellweger Uster classification.1
This means
that 75% of all yarn used worldwide is better than that which
would be used in the 8 weaving options,
and 25% worse.
Thus,
the 24 Tex yarn used in these options will have the following
properties:
.
.
.
.

Irregularity
index
Thin places (-50%)
Thick places (x 3)
Neps (x 3)

:
:
:
:

16U
150
700
650

%
per 1000 metres
per 1000 metres
per 1000 metres

Regarding weavers' skills,
it has been assumed that the relatively
low skill
levels available
in developing
countries
are,
to some extent,
offset
by the employment of larger numbers of
operatives.
Thus, given the assumed yarn quality
and weavers'
skills,
the mean loom*utilisation
efficiency
is assumed to
range from 92% for the low-cost
automatic shuttle
loom to 84%
for the Sulzer loom.
The efficiencies
of the hand-loom with
flyAshuttle
and that of the treadle
operated one are assumed
to be, respectively,
50% and 75%. The above assumptions are,
to some extent,
validated
by field
observations
from a number
of mills in India, Kenya and Ethiopia.
'The firm Zellweger Uster Ltd. compiles
tics of yarn quality,
including
irregularities,
places, number of thick places and number of
length.
The statistics
show, over a range of
centage of total world yarn production
which
quality
than a series of specified
values in
of the four properties.

worldwide statisnumber of thin
neps per unit of
counts, the peris of better
relation
to each
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Estimation

of the cost of looms

Given the estimated number of looms, the cost of
the latter
may be estimated on the basis of quotations
obtained from local importers
or loom manufacturers.
The unit price of loom should include transport
costs,
the cost of spare parts and any import duties or taxes.
Section IV provides estimated prices of the looms considered in this memorandum.
(iii)

Estimation
looms

of the floor

area occupied

by the

The floor area for the machinery is a primary deterbuilding.
minant of the cost of the mill
The area required
per loom must make a reasonable
allowance for access alleys
and free space within the weaving area.
Estimated floor
space requirements
per loom (inclusive
of surrounding
working
area and passage ways) are provided below for each weaving
option:
Option
Option
Option
Option

1
2
3
4

:
:
:
:

8.4
8.4
9.3
9.3

m2 (90 ft2>;
m2 (90 ft2);
m2 (100ft2>;
m2 (100ft2);

Step 3 : To estimate
ing auxilliary
equipment:

Option
Option
Option
Option

To estimate

the floor

: 13.0 m2 (140 ft2)
: 16.7 m2 (180 ft2)
: 13.9 m2 (150 ft2)
: 8.8 m2 ( 95 ft2)

the number and cost of the follow-

- Warper's back-beams
- Warping and sizing machines,
equipment;
- Pirn winding spindles
ment.

5
6
7
8

and size preparation

areas occupied

by the above equip-

Weaving mills producing up to 100,000 metres per year
(small-scale
production)
may not j.ustify
the acquisition
of
a warpers' back-beam or that of a warping and sizing machine
as these would be used at very low production
levels,
given
the mills'
requirements.
It is thus preferable
for these
mills to buy the required materials
from warp suppliers.
On
the other hand, medium and large-scale
mills may afford the
acquisition
of this equipment.
Table IV.3 provides estimates
of the number of machines and the floor areas required
for each
weaving option.
The floor area for warping also includes
the
space needed for the creeling
operation
(Refer to Chapter II).

Back-beax
Production
level
per year and
option No.

Table IV.3
waL-;?ing, warp sizing and weft

Back-beam warping
No. of
machines

Total floor
area

pirning

equipment

and space requirements

Warp sizing and size prepara;
tion equipment
To.tal floor
i\lo. of
area
machines

Pirn

winding

No. of
machines

Total floor
area

100,000 m/year
3CO0 working hours
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
l,OOO,jOO m/year
5CO0 ?lorking hours
Cption
Option

2
3, 4, 5

5,000,OOO m/year
6500 working hours
Optiorx
3, 4, 5
Options 6, 7, 8
Note

0.2’!(3%)+
0.2*(3%)+
0.2*(37%)+

34 m2*
34 m2*
34 m2*

0.2*(25%)+
0.2*(25%)+
0.2*(25%)+

68 m2*
68 m2*
68 m2*

4 m2
4 m2
4 m2

3
3
3

I
cn
N

1
1

1
1

17 m2

(37%)+

170 m2
170 m2

1 (25%)+
1 (259/o)+

340 m2
340 m2

17
17

17 m2

(85%)+
(85%)+

170 m2
170 m2

1 (759/o)+
1 (75%)+

340 m2
340 m2

63

63 m3

(S%)+

: * l/5 of machine required.
Number of machines and corresponding
floor
+ Per cent of working hours during which machine is in use:
- Estimated machine utilisation
times:
- Back-beam warping:
l,OOO,OOO
- Back-beam warping:
5,000,OOO
- Sizing machines : l,OOO,OOO
- Sizing machines : 5,000,OOO

I

Not required
areas
m/year;
m/year;
m/year;
m/year;

at warp suppliers'
5,000
6,500
5,000
6,500

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

=
=
=
=

factory
37%

85%
25%
75%
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Step 4 : To determine the cost of ancillary
equipment such as that required
for looming operations,
heald and reed polishing,
and loom-state
pin stripping,
To determine the floor area required
cloth examination.
Table IV.4 provides estimates
for the above equipment.
of the number of pieces of equipment needed for the various
weaving options and scales of production,
as well as estiThe
cost
of
ancillary
weaving
equipment
mated floor areas.
may thus be estimated on the basis of estimates provided
in Table IV.4 and unit prices of equipment (to be obtained
equipment suppliers,
etc.)
from importers,
Step 5: Given the total floor area requirements
obtained by summing the floor areas estimated under steps
2,3and4to estimate the cost of required
buildings
at
an.appropriate
amenity level.
Table IV.5 recapitulates
the floor areas required
for
each operation,
and provides an estimate of the total floor
areaneeded for each weaving option and scale of production.
The total cost of buildings
should include the cost
of land, the cost of the buildings
and service costs.
Estimation of the above cost items should take into consideration
the desired level of amenity (i.e.
a choice must be made
between low-cost
and high-cost
buildings).
It may be recalled
that, in the case of small-scale
production,
it has been
assumed that the sized warps are prepared by an extennal
supplier
whose charges will
include costs, on a proportionate
basis, for his own premises, as well as these for power and
labour.
To allow for these costs, one fifth
of the corresponding charges calculated
for medium-scale mills may be added
to the basic costs for small-scale
mills.
Determination
of the standards of amenity (both in technical and personal terms) is a very difficult
area of decision
A high level of amenity means a greater fixed capital
making.
investment and higher running costs throughout
the life
of the
mill for a return which is extremely difficult
to quantify.
In general,
the optimum level of amenity would depend upon
local conditions.
A mill offering
amenity below the socioindustrial
norms of the region cannot hope to attract
the
On the other hand,
best workers, especially
in the long run.
a mill so far in advance of the norms of a region as to be
beyond the aspirations
of the most progressive
interests
will
To deal
carry a heavy financial
burden to little
purpose.
with this difficulty,
costs may be estimated at two levels of
amenity so that cost commitments incurred
by the provision
of
intermediate
degrees of amenity may be estimated by interpolation.
The lower amenity level,
referred
to as low-cost
building,
must be considered
as an absolutely
minimal amenity level,
although mills built
to this standard during the past decade

Table
Ancillary

Options
(100,000

Equipment

1, 2, 3
m/year)
Total floor
area

No. of
machines
Hand-looming

fremes

Reed drawing
Yarp knotting
Drop-pinning

machine
machine
machine

Heald and reed polishing machine
Pirn stripping
machine
Examining tables
* This

sign

weaving

2
Not appropriate
Not appropriate
Not appropriate

30 m2

Not appropriate
Not appropriate
1*

30 m2

indicates

that

-

the equipment

IV.4
equipment

and space requirements

ODtLons 2, 3, 4, 5
(l,OOO,OOC m/year)
No. of
machines

No. of
machines

Total floor
area

90 m2
-

5
1"
1*
1"

150
2
2
2

20 m2
15 m2
30 m2

1
1"
3

Total floor
area

3
Not appropriate
Not appropriate
Not appropriate
1
1"
1
may not be considered

Options 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
(5,000,COO m/year)

essential

in every

m2
m2
m2
m2

20 m2
15 m2
90 m2
case.

I

- . -.j__-

Table

(Excluding
proiluction
level
per abum, warking
hours, and O*tion
No.

IV.5

Total floor area requirements
warehouse and mill administration,

Warping
machines

Warp-sizing
equipment

21

34"
34"

3
-----------------

34'.

.,,..... _.

and general

office

Pi rning
machines

Looming

Looms

68"

:

;:

68"

4

30

588
202
93

accomodation)

Cloth
Inspection

Total

160,000 m/year
3 rOOQ wkg/hours

~ op.

68"

;:

z6't;

30

259
I

1,000,OOO m/year
5,000 wkg,%ours
op.

0-l
u-i

2
f
5

-----w-----------e

170
170
170
170

340
340
340
340

170
170

340
340
340
340
340
340

17
17
17

I?

'25
125
125
125

1168
512

791
191
191
791
791
791

1951
1802
1873
970
1073
856

z;:

30
:i
30

1850
1194
1157
1176

5,000,OOO m/year
6500 wkg/hours

I

OP.

3
4

z
l

* Apportionment

170
170
170

of

floor

areas required

forlcquipment

63

NIL
NIL
NIL

at warp suppliers'

factory

- l/5

of area

2805
2656

:;27
I 864
1647

I

- 66 This level means
are not uncommon in India and Bangladesh.
that there is no air conditioning,
virtually
no roof inand the lighting
intensity
in the working areas
sulation,
The higher level,
referred
is only of the order of 250 lux.
is
typical
of
mills
being
built
to as high amenity building,
They have good air conditioning,
along
currently
in Europe.
with evaporative
cooling and air filtration
capable of ensuring that the concentration
of dust and fly does not exceed
0.5 milligrams
per cubic metre in the ambient air, and 0.1
milligrams
per cubic metre in the air which is recirculated.
A lighting
intensity
of 500 lux is provided in all working
areas.
Section IV provides estimates of the cost of low and
high amenity levels buildings
in the process of comparing
alternative
weaving options.
Precise estimates may be
obtained from local contractors
on the basis of a detailed
description
of the mill characteristics.
the total fixed
land, and build-

for the
Step 7 : To estimate the personnel requirements
including
personnel for warp and
selected weaving option,
looming and related work, pirning,
weaving,
weft preparation,
subsequently,
the total
To estimate,
cloth inspection,
etc...
annual labour costs on the basis of wages and salaries
paid
in the mill's
geographical
location.
In order to facilitate
the estimation
of labour costs,
the mill's
personnel may be divided into 3 broad categories
as follows
:
- Category
- Category
- Category

1 : managers and technologists;
and technicians;
2 : supervisors
winders and auxiliary
3 : warpers,weavers,

An average rate
estimation
of labour

for each category
costs.

staff.

may be used in the

Estimates of the number of staff
(in each category)
required for each weaving option and scale of production
are
These estimates are based on field
provided in Table IV.6.
studies undertaken by the Shirley
Institute
(United Kin dad
These estimates s I2ould
in a number of developing
countries.
ensure the efficient
operation
of the looms and related
equipThey are closely
related
to the effiment for each option.
ciency levels assumed for each weaving operation.

Table
Staff
Production
level
per annum and
weaving option

Option
Option
Option

1
2
3

Managers and technologies
Weaving
Other

IV.6

requiremeLts
Number per shift
Supervisors
and technicians
Weaving
Other

Weavers and others
Weaving
Other

1
1
1

Nil
Nil
Nil

3
2
2

1
1
1

77
26
5

10
8
6

Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option 5
5,000,OOO m/year
(3 shifts)

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

6
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

150

16
13
13

Option
option
Option
Option
Option
Option
kote:

6
7

2
2
2
2
2
2

7

3
3
3

l,OO~SO(I",iI~;ar

3
4
5

5
3
3

8
6

25

14
13

13

82'

23
23
23

51

49
6
2
3
22
19
7
3
3
26
19
8
4
3
26
3
19
The numbers of staff per khift
for options 1
Thn
mvnhcrr
nf
c+aFP
bhirley
Institute
Pst.imn+.Pn_
d2
per shift
for power loom weaving (options
3 a:: 8) zg: based nn the
Tn!
~__ -..stitute's
observations
in India,
Kenya, Ethiopia
and the UK during the period 1975-1979.
--

-----

-_-

--

--...-

w-v.

*..u

a*b.A..Y+*

“A.

u

“U.A.A.

- 68 Step 8: To estimate the cost of energy needed to drive
the required
numbers of beaming machines, sizing machines,
pirning
machines, looming equipment, looms, etc., as well
as that needed for lighting
and other services.
The cost of energy will be a function
of the adopted
weaving option and amenity level for the mill.
The amount
of energy required
for each option may be estimated as
follows:
- For looms and other
Energy cost/year

equipment:

= (Number of machines)X (KW rating)
X
(% utilisation)X(%
operating
efficiency)X
(annual working hours)X(energy
cost per
m/h)

- For lightning
Energy cost/year

=

The following
for
. for
.

low-cost
high-cost

- For other
Energycost/Year

Mach'ne + working area,
KW/m3 )X (annual working
energy cost per KW/hr).

in m2
hours

may be assumed in estimating

energy

buildings:
buildings:

costs:

0.01346 KW/m2
0.02691 KW/m2

services
= (Total machine + working area, in m2) X
(S) X (Annual working hours) X ( energy
cost per KW/hr)

The value

of "SVt may be assumed to be equal to:

. 0.00538
. 0.01076

KW/m2 for
KW/m2 for

- For humidification
To add 6.75% of total
and lightning.

low-cost
buildings
high cost buildings
of high-cost
energy costs

buildings
for

the machines

Step 9: To estimate the annual costs of repairs
and
renewals for production
equipment and buildings.
These costs
may be assumed to be equal to a fraction
of the capital
costs
of equipment and buildings,
as follows:

- Looms:
For 100,000 m/year:
. For l,OOO,OOO m/year
. For 5,000,OOO m/year:
- 10% of cost of
- 5 % of cost of

.

5% of the cost of looms
: 7.5% of the cost of looms
looms for
looms for

options
options

3, 4 and 5
6, 7 and 8

- Other machines:
5% of
. For 100,000 m/year; machines used at mill:
equipment cost
7.5%
. For 100,000 m/year; machines at warp supplier:
of equipment cost
. For l,OOO,OOO m/year: 7.5% of equipment cost
. For 5,000,OOO m/year: 10% of equipment cost
- Buildings:
.

3% of building

cost::,

for

all

weaving

options

- Services:
. 5% of costs,

for

all

weaving options

Estimated repairs and renewals costs (based on the above
fractions
of capital
expenditures
on equipment and buildings)
should enable unimpaired performance of the equipment over a
period of 15 years as long as skilled
and diligent
technologists
and technicians
are used for the maintenance of equipment and
buildings.
Step 10: To estimate annual depreciation
costs of equipAnnual depreciation
costs may be obtained
ment and buildings.
from the following
formulation:
Annual depreciation
cost = (K - PVS) X F where
K= Purchase price of equipment or cost of building
PVS = Present worth of the salvage value of equipment
or building1
'

PVS = &

where

S = salvage value of the equipment or building
r= prevailing
interest
rate
n= equipment or building
economic life,
in years.

-

F = Annual

recovery

The value of F may
assumed economic life
of
the prevailing
interest
projects.
Alternatively,
from tables of compound
provided as Appendix I.
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-

factor'
be calculated
on the basis of the
the equipment or building,
and
rate which applies to investment
the value of F may be obtained
interest
factors
such as the one

The present worth of the salvage value of equipment
or buildings
may be obtained by multiplying
the estimated
salvage value by-the present worth factor which may also be
calculated
or obtained from existing
tables.
Economic life

of buildings

and equipment

The economic life
of equipment is a function
of three
variables:
the skill
level of the operators,
the care with
which the equipment is maintained,
and the rate at which new
The last
technological
developments are taking place.
variable
is the most important
one and will
generally
determine the economic life
of equipment.
It is difficult
to
forecast
with absolute precision
the development rate, and
hence the economic life which a particular
installation
may
enjoy before it becomes technologically
obsolescent.
However, case studies of machinery innovation
in weaving
suggest that it is extremely unlikely
that any new installation of machinery will become obsolescent
within 10 years.
Under these circumstances,
the economic life
of weaving
The same
equipment may be safely assumed to be 15 years.
economic life may be applied for one, two and three shifts
use of the equipment.
Obviously,
renewal and repair costs
will be higher for two and three shifts
use than for one
shift
use.
This is the reason for the progressively
higher
coefficients
used to estimate repairs and renewal costs as
the scale of production
is increased from 100.000 m/year to
5,000,OOO m/year (see step 9).
The relatively
low coefficient
(5%) used for pptions 6, 7 and 8 may be explained
by the fact
that the type of looms used for these options are less demanding, in terms of repairs and renewals,
than looms used for
the other options.
The economic life
of buildings
may also be assumed to
be 15 years as it is dependent on the economic life
of equipment.

'

F = $$$$
r = Prevailing
n= equipment

where
interest
rate
or building
economic life,

in years

- 71 Land
It may be assumed that
unchanged in real terms.
Salvage

value

the value

of equipment

of land will

remain

and buildings

It 4s highly probable that reconditioned
weaving equipment can find a buyer after the assumed economic life
of
Thus, its salvage value may be assumed to be
15 years.
equal to 12.5% of its original
cost.
It may also be assumed that buildings
can be sold,
with or without
the services equipment, at 25% of their
The salvage value of services equipment may
original
cost.
be assumed to be equal to 12.5% of its original
cost if sold
with the building
and to 5% of its original
cost if sold
The following
table recapitulates
the salvage
separately.
values:
- Looms and other
- Buildings

with

production
services:

equipment:
Buildings
Services

- Services only: 5% of original
- Land : 100% of original
cost

12.5% of original
cost
: 25% of original
cost
: 12.5% of original
cost
6

cost

: To estimate annual interest
of raw++ ma erlals
and finished
output.

payments on stocks

The amounts of stocks of raw materials
and finished
output will
be function
of local marketing customs and delays
encountered in the importation
af raw materials
(whenever
necessary) such as yarn.
Thus, depending on circumstances,
one month to three months stocks may be necessary.
As these
stocks constitute
idle capital,
annual interest
payments on
the value of these stocks should be added to the other annual
cost items, whether the funds needed for the establishment
of
these stocks are borrowed or not.
Ste 12: To estimate the total annual processing
costs
assocla+r e with the weaving option which is being evaluated:
Total

annual

processing

costs

=

(Total labour costs) + (Total energ costs) +
(Total costs of re air and renewals 7; + (Annual
depreciation
costs P + (Annual interest
payments)
The above annual processing
costs do not yet
cost of raw materials
inputs,
mainly yarn.

include

the

- 72 Step 13: To estimate the cost per metre of loomstate cloth produced by the mill by first
dividing
the
annual processing
costs (step 12) by the annual production
rate, and then adding to the obtained figure the cost of
yarn needed to produce one metre of cloth of the type
considered.
The estimation
of the cost of yarn per metre of loomstate cloth may be based on the international
market pr.ice
of yarn of 75% Uster quality
classification,
and the quantity of yarn required
for the type of cloth it is intended to
produce.
It may be noted that some amount of weft is generally
wasted in the case of shuttleless
weaving (i.e.
options 6,7
and 8).
IV.

ECONOMICCGMPARISONOF WEAVING OPTIONS

The 8 weaving options listed
in section II of this
chapter are compared according
to the evaluation
methodology
described
in the previous section,
the assumed technical
coefficients,
and assumed factor prices (e.g. wages, salaries,
prices of energy and raw materials).
This comparison is made
with a view to providing
examples of the economic viability
of the 8 weaving options,
and to illustrating
the application
of the evaluation
methodology.
The following
economic evaluation

scales of production
are considered
of the 8 weaving options:

- Small-scale
production
Options 1, 2 and 3

(100,000

- Medium-scale production
Options 2, 3, 4 and 5

in the

m/year)

(l,OOO,OOO m/year)

- Large-scale
production
(5,000,OOO m/year)
Options 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
The number of shifts
are:
- One shift
- Two shifts
- Three shifts

associated

(3,000

with

hrs/year)

(5,000
(6,500

hrs/year)
hrs/year)

each scale

for
for

of production

small-scale
medium-scale
for

large-scale

production
production
production

For the sake of simplicity,
the economic evaluation
of the 8
weaving options are based on the production
of a single type
of cloth instead of the whole range of cloths described in
Chapter I.
This type of cloth is of average construction
within
the above range.
It has the following
characteristics:

- 73 - Reed width : 116 cm (64 in.)
- Warp: 25 ends/cm of 24 TEX cotton (64 ends/in.,
- Weft: 25 picks/cm of 24 TEX cotton (64 picks/in.,
IV.1

24 Ne)
24 Ne)

Assumptions

A number of assum -Lions are made regarding
various factor
These prices P1982) should apply to a large number
prices.
However, large variations
in these
of developing
countries.
prices may be found in some of these countries.
Thus,
findings
from the economic evaluation
of the weaving options
may not be valid in all cases.
The following
economic evaluation
- Machinery

assumptions were made in relation
to the
of alternative
weaving technologies:
cost

It is assumed that mach.inery will be bought from lowcost producers in developed or developing
countries.
As it
was not oossible
to obtain reliable
estimates of the cost of
hand-looms from developing
countries,
estimates from
European Community Countries
and the United States have
been used instead.
In general,
hand-loom prices from
developing
countries
should be substantially
lower than
those in industrialised
countries
(e.g. 25% to 50% lower
in the case of handlooms produced in India).
Table IV.7 provides the unit cost of looms, the number
of looms required
for each of the weaving options and scales
of production
and the total
cost of these loo.ms. The number
of looms in Table IV.7 has been calculated
on the basis of
data provided in Table IV.3
Zhe quoted prices are FOB prices
to which should be added transport
costs, customs duties,
insurance,
etc.
- Building

costs

Building
costs are
are disaggregated
into
ment" costs.
They are
built
in India,
and on

shown in Table IV.8,
These costs
"land",
"building"
and"Services
equipbased on 1979 unit costs for mills
to.al
floor areas provided in Table IV.5

It is clear from figures
in Table IV.8 that the fixed
capital
burden which the provision
of high amenity imposes
on a company is greatest
for small scale production
with
Option 1. For medium-scale production,
it is option 2 which
carries
the greatest penalty,
option 1 no longer being included.
For large-scale
production,
in which both options 1 and 2
are not considered,
option 3 employing non-automatic
looms
carries the greatest
burden, this being approximately
1.7 times
that for the air-jet
loom (option 8).

Table
Cost of looms

Prohuction
~100,000

Iption
'lumber

(3,000
Looms
needed

Unit Cost
of loom
E

1
2
B----M-.

3
4
5
6
7
8
------a.

Xote:

NO.

70

+
500 +
-----------100

22,000
I?,000

5,000
--w---------

p.57

E

(m21

588

24
10 000
.,,,,,,,,,,,,,1-,-----I---------,

202

93

10,000

N-B---

Not appropriate
,I
,I
,I
tl
I.
II
I,
I,
,-_-------_--_---_-------------.

1,500
2,000

See

working hours)
Floor
Total
space
cost
needed

7‘000

10
------

1,000

and hours
Metredyear)

for

the

definition

IV.7

and space requirements

Production
and hours
(l,OOO,OOO metres/year)
(5,000 working hours)
Total
Floor
Looms
cost
space
needed
needed
No.
- ic
-(m2)
---- Not appropriate----

69 500
139
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-‘---------------55,000
76,500

55
57
38

76,000

-----

Not appropriate
,I
9,
,I
(I
---------------------------------

of

options

1 to

8.

1168

572
475
494

w---m

Production

and hours
metres/year)
(6500 working hours)
Looms
Total
Floor
needed
cost
space
needed
E
No,
(m")
--w-w
-----Not appropriate
--m-e
-----Not apnropriate
_------_"__--_------___________I
(5,000,OOO

210

194

21O,OOO
291,000

1,951
1,802

.288,000
1,873
58
1,276,ooo
970
77
9?4,000
1,073
97
4R5.000
856
_---------_-_-----I-__________II
144

!rable

Building
Production
level
(100,000 m/yr;3,COO wkk hours)
Land
Building
Services
Total

g,a

costs (S. Sterlinp-)

Production
level
(1,000,000 m/yr;5,000
wkg hours)
Land
Building
Services
Total

Production
level
(5,000,OOO n/yr;6500
wkg hours)
Building
Services
Total
Land

4,980
3,210

58,550
37,790

13,540
8,740

77,070
49,740

7,550

88,770

20,530

116,85(

4

3,170

36,610

8,4.73

48,190

7,150

84,050

19,440

110.64~

5
6

3,160

37,220

8,610

48,990

7,340

86,300

19,960

113,60(

4,740

55,730

12,890

73.36~

5,020
4,430

58,990
52,120

13,640
12,060

77.56~
68,61(

.ow cost
wildinq
!p. 7

P.030

2

990

24,170
11,900

3

700

8,450

5,580
3,750

1.950

31,710
15,640
11,100

7
8

iigh cost
mildinq
)p. 1

-4
ul

2,050
990

I

153,390
75,680

88,580
43,710

244,010
120,380

4,980

372,380

215,060

53,740

31,040

85,500

3,210

?40,340

4

3,110

5

3,160

2
3

7'0

l38,800

592,420
382,350

7,550

564,610

3?6,080

898,24t

332,890

734,500

370*500

7,150

534,620

308,760

850+53(

236,710

t36.710

376,580

7,340

548,910

317,020

873,27(

6

4,740

354,470

204,720

553,93c

7

5,ozo

375,200

216,690

596,91c

8

4,430

331,520

191,470

527,4x

.ictes:
TX-costs

Buildins
Services

Note:

I

- these

have been taken to be the same for both.low and high cost buildinms--E0,%5/ft2
or E?,691/metre2
for low cost building
and E18.70/ft2
or E.?01.287/metre2 for
costs .- tqken to be Es,94/ft2
or E31.646/metre2
high cost.building
costs - taken as E0.68/ft2
or E7.31g5/metre2
for low cost building
and E10.80/ft2
or E116.251/metre2 for
high cost building

See

p.

57 for

the definition

of options

1 to 8.

-

Salaries

76

-

and wages

Average rates for each category of labour were
calculated
on the basis of data obtained from Kenya,
Ethiopia
end India (Uttar Pradesh) in 1979.
These rates,
expressed Ln E sterling
at January 1980 exchange rates,
are as follows:
- Croup 1 (managers and technologists):
& 42/month
- Group 2'(supervisors
and technicians):g
28/month
- Group 3 (weavers and others)
: 6: 13/mGnth
Table IV.9 provide estimates of total labour
each weaving option and scale of production.

costs

for

Energy costs
estimates
are provided in Table IV.10
Energy cost
for each weaving option and scale of production.
These
costs are based on a unit cost of electricity
of 2.1 pence
per KW/hr (i.e.
the average industrial
rate in the U.K. in
January 1980).
This is a realistic
charge broadly applicable
worldwide after taking account of currency exchange rates
and local fuel costs.
Even when account is taken of both
of these factors,
considerable
local variation
may be found
where energy is drawn from a public supply of electricity
or
gas. The figure
is, however, very Close
t0
the real CGSt Gf
on-site power generation
using fossil
fuels at current world
prices.
In special circumstances,
costs could be appreciably
reduced, for example, by the use of hydroelectricity
generation
where there is a suitable
river near the factory,
or by the
use of waste heat in other processes.

Costs of back-beam warping,
weft pirning
equipment
These costs are provided
assumptions as those made for
ment.
Costs of ancillary

Costs of repair

in Table IV.ll.
the looms apply

weaving

These costs are provided
assumptions as those made for
ment.

warp sizing

and
The same
to this equip-

equipment
in Table IV.12.
the looms apply

The same
to this equip-

and renewals

Table IV.13 provides estimates of the cost of repairs
and renewals for each weaving option, and scale of production.
The assumptions made in estimating
these costs are summarised
at the bottom of the table.

Table IV.9
Salary

and wages
Ratem aaauasd:

l4anmgrrr
Supervisors
Wearare

1Pllsbcrs

Production
level per
mnno

Mana~era l nd
Technologists
Other
Wearing

ucr

sblft

!hlpilTVi~YOrU
and Technicium

YrJrnTing

Other

Yearera and
Other8
Other
Venting

Cost per shiftfoonth
lhmgers and
Supertisors
Technologists
and Teehnicimaa
all
all
t

100,000

ld
and

Total
Wearers
Other0

and

Lb2 per

Technologists

Per
ahlft/oanth

per q th

Cl3

cost
Per
Year

All

c

c

112

1,131

L

L

metrcdyr
r1 shift)
lp.

15,420

q

1

Ril

3

1

77

10

42

2

1

Nil

2

1

26

8

42

84

442

568

6,0*6

1

Nil

2

1

5

6

42

84

143

269

3,228

2

2

1

6

2

150

16

726

224

3

2

1

2

2

25

q3

126

112

494

732

17,568

4

2

1

2

2

14

13

126

112

35'1

589

14,136

5

2

1

2

2

13

13

126

112

338

576

13,824

3

6

2

7

3

82

23

336

280

1,365

4

7

2

8

3

51

23

378

308

5

5

2

6

3

49

23

29'\

6

3

2

2

3

22

19

7

3

2

3

3

26

8

4

2

3

3

26

3
m-----w-

1,285

',~,'='

lietrtdfr

(2 shifta)
lp.

2,158

2,508

60,992

I-----5.~,~
ectrcdyr
[3 shifta)

lp.

1,901

71,316

962

1,648

59,328

252

936

1,402

53,352

210

140

533

883

31,788

19

210

168

585

963

34,668

19

252

168

585

1,005

36,180
.

Note:

See

p.

57 for

the definition

of options

1 to 8.

ath

e2aparq th

and Technicians
Othera

Table IV.10
Annual Energy Costs (2 Sterling)

LOU A?tENITT (LOU COST)BUILDING
,
Lights
Other
I
Ssrricaa
It.)
Loom

1W.~

1
2
3

----------

-w------w
5.on

Total

Loom

(Cl

CC)

Other

We’0

Lighta

(Cl

CC)
Loom

Wc’a

Other

I

Other
Sarricaa
CC)

Total

2,060

CC)

M/c’*

Nil
Uil
750

170

500

140

260

770

170

140

130

170

80

'140

90

1,070
610
1,230

Uil
Nil
750

280

610

170

340

280

300

'1,090

170

160

280

220

1.580

170

1,000

m/p

rJptio0

option

AIQA AWENIT!(AIGA COST)BUILDING
I
I

I

dyr

option

l.on

(‘)Oth.,

I

2

Nil

1,170

1,650

960

3

6,870

9.170

720

960

1,050
680

10,400

4

6.900

1.170

670

960

650

10,350

3

6,860

1.170

70

%O

670

10,360

3

34,110

5.190

3.580

1,570

2,060

46,510

34,110

5,190

4

34.100

5,190

3,310

1,570

46,120

34,100

5,190

5

3318oo

5*19o

3,44o

1,570

1.950
2,000

16,620

1,340

1,78o

1,450

1.300

46,000
22,490

33,800
16,620

5,190

6

1,340

7

78,200

1,340

1.970

'1,450

1,370

24,330

18,200

1,340

3,940

8

34,950

1,340

1.570

1,450

1,210

40,520

34,950

1,340

3,140

4,830

Nil

1,170

3,300

1,920

2,520

8,9?0

6,870

1,170

1,440

'1,920

2,120

6,900

1,170

1,340

1,920

2,070

'13,520
13,400

6,860

1,170

1,400

1,920

2,090

13,440

7,160

3,140

7,470

57,070

6,620

3,140

7,210

56,260

6,880

3,140

7,310

3,560

2,900

4,230

56,320
28,650

2,900

4,510

30,890

2,900

5,270

47,600

m/Jr

Note:

See p.57 for the definition

of options

1 to 8.

Table IV.11
COST OF BACK-BEAH

Back-beam

tfUDin&

Production
lcrcl per
mnnum and
Option No.

Cost per machine............

100,000
matres/yr

Hachinem
needed

Floor

3000 ukg/br.

area per

0.2"(3?%)+

1

2
3
m-------s--

s23*000

(3)

4,600.*
L,600-4,600..

0.2=*ma+

0 . 2*'(37%)+

Cost per machine
and 6ire
preparation
equipment......C75,00
Floor mrea per machine.....
340 d

m'

Total
Floor

Pira Winding

Sizing

warp

machine......170

Total
cost
6

NO.

WARPING, WARPSVJNG AlOD WEFTPIRNING EQUIPMENT
AND SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Maehlnee
needed

area

P

-34..
14"
34..

Total
cost
c

No.

Total

Floor

area

(mEI

-

splndle............ClOOO

Floor area per machine
of four epindlee................
Total

Spindleo
needed

cost

c

No.

0.2’*(25%)+

15,000'*
15,000**

68"
68"

o.r"tr*~+

15,000

68-a

0.2”(25?9+

Cost per

3
3
3

3,000
3,000
3,000

4 .2
Total
Flo r area
(2)

4
4
4

1l ow,ooo
l tredyr.

sOoOvkg/hi.
op.

1

2

OP.

3,4,
------B--B-sB

k 5

c37w+

1 07u+

23,000

170

1 tryH+

75#000

340

47

17,000

17

23.000

'170

1 t25%1+

75*000

340

17

17,000

17

63,000

5*Om~O'
metredp,
6500 ukg/hr.
op.

3.4,

Op. 6.7,

b 5

'I (8599+

?3,000

770

1 c79%1+

75,000

340

63

b 8

1 (85'S)+

23,000

'170

1 175%1+

75,000

340

. . . . . . . . . Not required

*.

Apportionment

l

Utiliration

Qstlmated

Note:

machine

of q/5

of

- (per Cent
utIllzation

See p.57 for

machine recuirement,
of

working
timea:-

machine costs

hours during

and

corresponding

uhieh machine ie in

Back-beam warping
,t
"

floor

area occupied

UW)

(l,OOO,OOG m/Jr,
(5,000,000 m/p,

5000 wkg/hr)
6500 xkg/hr)

= 3%
= 8%

Sizing

machines

(l,OOOoOOO

m/Jr,

5000

wkghr)

=

25%

II

II

(5,OOO,OOO

a/p,

6500

ukg/hr)

=

75%

the definition

of options

1 to 8.

et varp suppliers*

factory

63

.........

TahleIV.12

Cost of ancillary
weaving equipment
and space requirements
I,

Options
(100,000

2 and 3

ODtions

(3000 working hours)
irlachines
Total
Total
needed
cost
Floor
ar a
E
(rn’)
NO.

Equipment

2

Band-loaning

frames

Reed drawing

machine

Warp knotting

m-chine

Drop - pinning

machine

2, 3, 4 and 5
metres/year)
(5000 working hours)
Machines
Total
Total
cost
needed
Floor
area
E
(m2)
No.
~l,OOO,OOO

mctres/year)

3

30

1,000

2000

90

Options 3,4,5,6,
7 and 8
(5,000,COO metres/year)
(6500 vorkinp; hours)
Tota:
Machines
Total
needed
Floor
cost
area
E
(m2>
No.

5

5,000

150

Not appropriate

Not appropriate

I?

5,000

2

Not appropriate

Not appropriate

I?

5,000

2

Not appropriate

Not appropriate

I?

5,000

2

Reald and reed polishin
machine

Not appropriate

1

5,000

20

1

5,000

20

Pirn

Not appropri-te

1?

4,000

15

I?

4,000

15

1

2,000

30

3

6,000

90

Cloth

stripping
Inspection

Examining

tables

? - Xndicates

Note:

machine

that

I?

this

See p.57 for

equipment

2,000

30

may not be considered

the definition

of options

essential

in every

1 to 8.

case

Table IV.13
Annual

Production
lcrtl
p.r.
aad

OptiOB

costs

LOWCOST BUILDING

HIGH COST BUILDING
Looms

Other
machines

Other

Looms

aach%nca

Bulldin

Total

Sarrlcea

Building

Services

Total

m/Jr

100.000

Dp.

1,770

2

350
500

1,770

3

500

1,770

'

B----------1.0!!

repairs
and renewals
(in g Sterling)

280

3,120

350

1,770

4,600

4,430

11,150

360

140

2,770

500

1,770

2,270

2,190

6,730

250

100

2,620

500

1,770

1,610

1,550

5,430

36,730

720

dyr

op.

w----s------

2

5,210

9,600

1,760

680

37,250

5,210

9,600

11,170

10,750

3

4,320

9,600

1,130

440

'5,290

4,120

9,600

7,210

6,940

27,870

4

5.740

9,600

1,100

420

?6,860

5.740

9,600

6,990

6,720

29,050

5

5.700

9,600

1,120

430

16,850

5,700

9,600

7,100

6,840

29,240

44,290

21,000

‘q,6oo

'6,940

16,300

73,840

52,190

29,100

19,600

16,040

15,440

80,180

5.md.r

Dp.

Notc:-

3

21,000

19,600

2,660

4

29.100

'9,6oo

2,520

5

28,800

'19,600

2.590

51,990

28,800

19,600

16,470

15,850

80,720

6

63,800

13,300

1,670

640

79,410

63,800

13,300

10,630

10,240

97,970

970
1,000

7

46,200

13,300

1.770

680

61,950

46,200

13,300

11,260

10,830

8

>4,250

13.300

1,560

600

39,710

24,250

13,300

9,950

9,570

The above figures
Looma: -

BuildinEs:-

are based

100,000 q/yr

Other maehlnes:-

Note:

1,030

All

- 5%

100,000

p.a;

m&r,

production

See p.57 for

on

the
l.CM

plant

data
m/p
at

lerels/Options

the definition

liven

In

Table8 2, 3, 4,

- 7.5% p.a$ 5.0~ m/yr,
mill

-

5%

p.a.

plant

- 3% p.a.

of options

6,

and calculated

Options

the

following

3, 4, 5, - 1096p.a.

at warp suppliqts
Serrlcca:-

at

23.S

p.a.

All production

1 to 8.

rates

Options
l.OU

6,

per
7,

cent.

8, - 5% p.a.

m/yr - 7.5% p.a.

lerels/Options

- 5% p.a.

5.OM

e&r

-

10%

p.a.

al

,590

57,070

- 82 Salvage

value

of equipment

and buildings

Estimates of salvage value of equipment and buildings
The assumptions made in
are provided in Table IV.14.
estimating
these values are summarised at the bottom of
the table for both low amenity and high amenity buildings.
Depreciation

costs

Depreciation
costs have been estimated on the basis of
an interest
rate of 12.50/o, fixed capital
requirements
shown
in Table IV.15, the assumed salvage value of buildings
and
equipment shown in Table IV.14 and an assumed economic life
Estimates of depreof buildings
and equipment of 15 years.
ciation
costs for each weaving option and scale of production
are provided
in Table IV.16 for both low amenity and h.igh
amenity buildings.
Interest

payments on work.ing

capital

For the sake of simplicity,
this cost .item was not
included in the economic evaluation
of the 8 weaving options.
IV.2

Findings from the economic comparison
of the selected weaving options

Prior to presenting
the findings
of the economic comparison of alternative
weaving technologies,
a few remarks need
this economic comparison of weaving
to be made. Firstly,
technologies
covers three scales of production
only:100,000m/year
l,OOO,OOO m/year and 5,000,OOO m/year.
Findings presented in
this section may not, therefore,
be generalised
to other scales
of production,
especially
those outside the range 100,000 m/year
to 5,000,OOO m/year.
However, these findings
should not
substantially
contradict
those which would have been derived
from the evaluation
of other scales of production.
Readers
interested
in other production
levels are nevertheless
urged
to undertake their own evaluation
in the way described in the
previous section.
Secondly, the findings
to be presented in this section
are based on a large number of assumptions of technical
and
economic natures.
While the former assumptions should
reflect
real conditions
prevailing
in developing
countries,
the latter
ones (e.g. wages, salaries,
unit energy costs)
will not probably apply to a large number of developing
countries.
This is a second important
reason for not adopting
these findings
at face value, and the interested
reader .is
urged to undertake his own evaluation
on the basis of local
factor prices and conditions..
logies

Findings from the economic comparison of weaving
will
be analysed with respect
to the following

technofactors:

Table IV.14
Salvage value of build-'rlgs
(In L YterLLg)
Low amenity

(low cost)

buildins
Sum8 ramlismbls

Production
level and
Option No.
O.lH

m/m

op.

:1

and equipment

1
Looms
L

2
Building

other
machines

with
ssrhxs

4.070
4.450
4,450

Net Prcaeat

at end of 15 years
3

BuildinS
OUlJ

6.730
3,310

6,030
2,970

2.350

2.110

4
SlJWiCa8

5
Lmd +

OIllJ

lb2

280
100
140

6
Lmd +
1.3 b 4

7
Lmd +
1 b2

rn1uc
a
Land +
'1,3 b 4

?2,030
E:

12,410

2.320
3.880

2,280
3,810

t

%I

1.860

1,840

l.OH m/Jr
op.

24.690
22.870

2
:

25.560

25,500

5
5.on

44,990
:m

11,990
8,930

11,820
8,820

:2:i:
39:040

38:3w

9,220
9.290

;::A:

22.190
21,010
21,570

1.030
970
1,000

;:*zJ
91:900

81,520
EXE

2~ ,460
21,810
21,570

21.550
21,320

196,400
‘153,590
96,220

352,570
4951430
95,310

30,420
37,510
20,130

37,350
30,250
99,970

50.750
60.870
60,500

24,760
23.440
24.060

‘176.120

q5.540

132,120
77.250

16.450
14,540

(hirh

cost)

Production
lcrel md
Option No.

20,200

640
2:

::*;:s
13:030

buildinq
Sums

raalimbla

mt end of T5 yemrr~

Nat Prcacnt

1
Looms
b
other
q chinea

2

3

4

Building
with
sarvicam

BuildinS
only

SarViCeE
OlllT

4.070
4,450

49,410
24,380

38,340
la.920

5

Land +
b 2

7

6

8

7

Land +
b 4

1.3

rsluc

Lend +

Land +

1&Z

I,3

10,050

b

4

a/m
21

3
op.

46,000

440
420
430

;

Blah mtnitr

1.on

680

9,450
9,150
9.300

6'

:

O.lW

14,640

10,540
10,210
10.380

m/Jr

OP.

op.

lb.330

4.450

2,790

4,430

:x:

48,970

11,180

22:460

20,130
26.550

4,420
5,910

149,640
103.5'10
103,700
‘104,930

133,510

29.720
20,360

240,210

17.310

‘13,430

1,550

119.970
77,430

93,090
60,080

10,750

2::::

q/yr

t2
5

24,690
22,870

25.560
25.500

7.5.03t~
76.27.)

f *z::
b:840

:;*:z
.

20,310
20.560

:2;::
$,‘y;
,

215,750

43,160

94:bao
;: *E

5.on m/m
op.

Notea:-

:

50.750

181,910
172.240

z

;;.y;
176:rro

176,860
114,210

i

132.120
77.250

120,880
106.810

cmpitm1 mum
Item 1 Tmlnes :- 12346 of initial
"
2
I,
:- Building
Buildinr:
at 25% + Services
at
12s
"
3
1.
at
ol initial
capital
::- Serricaa
at 9L '1
"
"
II
4
11

Note: See p.57 for the definition

16.300
15,440

141,150
133,650

137.230
;%z

244,700
240.260

220,920
217,110

47: 940
x:,"

10.830
10,240

295,070
258,020
188,490

241,770
279,720

48,200
54,380

174.130

35,900

z:*:::
33:450

9,570

82:800
of initial
mu,
"

of

15.850

43,870
43,050

eepitml

options

Present

m.

c12p

1

Item

5, 6, 7. and 8:-

to

8.

Lmd at 100% of iaitisl
‘.

value
Interast(
c.pit;l

factor

= 0.171

15 pmrs)

aun

Fixed

Weaving
options

Prbauc tion level
(100,000
m&r;
3,000 ukg hours)

Looms and

Buildings

Total

other
machines

Table IV.15
capital
reauirement

(& Sterling)

Production

Production
level
(1,000,000 m/yr; 5,000 wkg hours)
Looms and
Buildings
Total
other
machines

(5,000,000

Looms and

level

m/yr;

6500 wkg hours)

Building's

Total

other
machines

Lou cost
.-

buildinq
op. 'I

37,600

3l.710

64,310

2

35,600

15,640

51,240

197,500

77,070

274,570

3

35,600

11,100

46,700

183,000

49,740

232,740

406,000

116,850

204,500

48,190

252,690

487,000

110,640

597,640

484,000

113,600

597,600

4

204,000

5

48,990

252,990

1,399,ooo
1,047,000

6
7
8

Hieh CO8t
buildinq
op. 1

73,360
77,560

608,000

68,610

522,850

1,472,360
1,124,560
694,610

37.600

244,010

?76*6.10

2

35,600

120,380

155,980

'97,500

59?,420

789,9zo

3

35,600

85,500

121,100

183,000

383,350

565,350

406,000

8q8,?4o

1,304,240

4

204,500

370,500

575,000

487,000

850,530

1,337,530

5

204,000

376,580

580,580

484,000

873,270

1,357,270

6

1,'399,000

563,930

7,962,930

7

1,047,000

596,910

1,6435,919

527,420

1,135,420

608,000

8
A

Note:

See p.57 for

the definition

of options

l-to

8.

Table IV.16
Depreciation

Annual

Low emenit~ (low coat)
reduction
We1 And
ption No
.1n

building

Hleh Amenity (high cost)

LoomA &
other
machines

Buildinga

1

4,820

3,480

a20

2

5,260

1,720

410

7,390

3

5,260

1,220

290

6.770

Scrvleea

Total

9,120

Bon ah
I.

.OM

I

Looma S,
other
machine6

Buildings

building

Services

Total

I

a&r

3.

Costs (6: Sterling)

i

4,820

22,170

13,090

40,080

i

5,260

10,940

6,460

22,660

5,260

7,770

4,590

?7,620

CD
WI

1
39,640

29,780

53,830

31,780

114,790

33,790

??,040

34,740

20,510

82,290

1,250

36,760

33,660
26,810

83,760

36,790

30,220
30,140

79,080

1,270

20,200

77,150

3,030

75,860

60,000

81,610

48,190

189,800

2,870

86,980

71,960

77,280

45,630

q94,870

2,000
1,290

8,460
5,460

2
3
4

29, If30
?7,040
30,220

5,?90

5

30,140

5,380

3

60.000

12,830

4

71,960

12,150

m/w

P*

Note:-

Note:

5

71.520

12,470

2,950

86,940

71,520

79,340

46,850

197,710

6

208,210

8,060

1,900

218,170

208,210

51,zlio

30,250

289,700

7
a

156.200

8,530

2,020

166,750

156,200

54,230

32,010

242,440

91,320

7.530

1,780

100,630

91,320

47,950

28,290

167,560

CAlculAtIonA baaed, for all
Assumed t0 hAve a reelduAl
2% after
15 years.

itemA and optiona, on reddUAl
values at end of 15 years.
Of 12s
Of Coat Tahe
After 15 years And buildings

+dUe

See p.57 foe the definition

of options

1 to 8.

I

Machinery and serricea equipment is
Are Assumed to hsre A reAiduA1 rAlue of

I

86

-

-

requirements,building
unit production
costs, fixed capital
and renewals costs, energy costs, salary and
costs, repairs
wages, employment potential
and training
costs, and product
mix and specialisation.
IV.2.1

Unit

production

costs

This factor
is by far the most important
one among
those listed
above since it determines,
to a large extent,
the profitability
- from the point of view of the producer of the various weaving options.
However, as it will be
shown later in this chapter and in the next one, other factors
may also affect
the choice of weaving technology.
The following
table - which is based on Table IV.17and IV.18provides the rank of each weaving option with respect to unit
production
cost (i.e.
the lower the rank the higher the unit
production
cost).
Table IV.19
Ranking of weaving options
respect to unit production
Small-scale

Scales

Low

Weaving
options

build.
cost

with

costs

Medium-Scale

High

build.
cost

Low

Large-scaic

IIigh

build.
cost

build.
cost

Low

High

build.
cost

build
cost

1. Hand-loom with

3

3

2. Hand-loom treadle operated

2

2

4

4

1

1

1

3

2

4

3

2

4

3

2

1

3
6
5
1

2
6
5
1

fly-shuttle

3. Non-automatic

power-loom

4. Low-cost

tic

automa-

power loom

5. Low-cost automatic power loom
loom
6. Projectile
7. Rapier loom
8. Air-jet
loom

Note: See p.57 for the definition

of options

Table IV.19 shows thatweaving
is associated
with the lowest

scale level

1 to 8.

option 3 (non-automatic
unit production
costs

and in the medium-scale,

low-cost

power loom)
at the smallbuilding case.

Table IV.17
cost of warping,

Annual

sizing,

pirning

Low Amenity (low cost) buildine
Production level
Option no.

15,420

Conrers~on

28.730

Option
Rm3s
Salariaa
Repaira

coat

O.lH

1

DepraciAtion

2,060
15,420
11,150
40,080

Conrersion cost

68.710

Aad YAges
And reE,WAlt,

2

I.090
6,820
6,730
22,660

~/ysac

- L sterling

2

3

17,620

14,140
IO.350
16,860
36,760

17,750
13,520
27,870
82,290

27.860

220.620

16,850

u

&l&3

l.OH

m/year
5

4

'14,140
13,400

13,820
'13,440

~;%

29,240

9

37.300

13,820
10,360
36,790

Production level
3

3 ;f;
36:730
114,790

1,580
3,230
5,430

5

4

xi:
15:290
33,790
?J&g

121,910

Ainh eaenity (hiAh co&) buildinn

1.011 m/year

3

%gi
17:250
39,640

m

lzd22

Production level
No.

3,230
I,?30
2,620
6,770

2,770
7.390

iarci

Production
2

3

“&,o

l,WO
3.120
9,120

- E eterling

m/yeAr

2

1

SAlArice AAd Wages
Energy
RepAirA And ReneuAlA
Depreciation

O.lH

and weaving

141.25?

140.350

7

a

77,150
133.650

Lou smanity (low coat) buildinK - L sterling
Production level 5.W m/year
Option No.
SAlaries And Y~ges
Energy
Repaira
Depreciation

71,320
46.510

44,290

And renewAle

75,860

237.980

Cost

Coarsrsion

4

3

6

5

2:::

53,350
46,000

52:190

i?;:o"

.

86,980
244.620

::3;:
79:410
218,170
351.860

238.280

EiRh

Amenity (high

Coat)

buildian

34,670
24,330
166,750

36,100
40,520
39,710
100,630

287.700

217+40

67,950

- e eterling

Production level 5.Ol4 m/year
Option

4

3

No.

Salaries and Uageo
Energy
Rapeire
and renewAlA
DepreciAtion
I
Conversion Coat

71,320

59,330

;;*:c

3:::

1891800
j92.030

1943870
j90.64q

5

6

53,350
80.720
56,320
197,710

:xg

97:970
289,700

j88.iOO

448.110

I

Note:

See p.57 for the definition

of options

1 to 8.

7
34,670
30,890
81,590

a
E;%

57:070

242,440

167,560

38q.590

~08.410

---.

Table IV.18
Costs per metre of cloth

Productionlevel
Conversion
Yarn
Grand

total

O.lM m/year

Production

Grand

13,850
19,584

12,191
19,584

7,705
19,584

7,811
19,584

7,782
19,584

48,314

37,174

33,434

31,775

27,289

27,395

27,366

14,035
19,584

13,365
19,584

88,294

total

3

l.OM m/year
5
4

17,590
19,584

68,710
19,584

Yarn

2

level

28,730
19,584

Hi,qh amenity
Conversion

(Pence)

37,300
19,584
56,884

(high-cost)

27,860
19,584

22,062
19,584

47.444

41,646

building
14,125
19,584
33,709

33,619

32,949

I
0s
CD
I

Production

level

Low amenity

5.0 M m/year

(low-cost)
6

buildinq
7
5,754
19,584

4,341
19,584

25,730

24,317

3

4

5

Conversion
Yarn

4,760
19,584

4,892
19,584

4,766

19,584

7,037
19,584

Grand

24,344

24,476

24,350

27,013

Option

No.

total

High amenity
Conversion
Yarn
Grand

total
Note:

See p.57

(high-cost)

8

building:

7,841
19,584

7,813
19,584

7,762
19,584

8,962
19,976

7,792
19,976

6,168
19,976

27,425

27,397

27,346

28,938

27,768

26,144

for

the

definition

of options

1 to 8.

- 89 Furthermore,
this op.tion is only marginally
more costly
in the remaining three cases at the medium and largeWeaving options 5 (low-cost
automatic
scale levels.
power looms/two-cloth
width) is associated with relatively
low unit production
costs at the medium and large-scale
cases, ranking 1st and 2nd in 3 out of the four cases
The air-jet
loom (weaving option 8) is assoconsidered.
ciated with the lowest unit production
cost at the largeThus, depending on the scale of production
scale level.
and the adopted building
amenity level,
weaving options 3,
5 and 8 seem to be the most attractive
from the point of
view of unit production
costs.
It should, however,be
pointed out that with the exception of the two hand-loom
options (1 and 2) and the projectile
and rapier looms,
unit production
costs do not diverge substantially
from one
option to another.
Thus, small differences
between local
factor prices and those assumed in this evaluation
could
change the ranking in Table IV.19.
IV.2.2

Fixed

capital

requirements

Table IV.15 shows that non-automatic
power looms
(option 3) are associated
with the lowest fixed capital
requirements
for 7 out of the 8 combinations
of sacles and
amenity levels,
the only exception being the large-scale
high-cost
building
case.
These findings
indicate
that the
high productivity
of the shuttleless
or automatic looms is
more than offset
by their high prices.
For example, the
productivity
of projectile
looms is 3.6 times greater
than
that of non-automatic
looms (option 3) but the unit cost of
the former looms is 22 times greater than that of the latter
looms (see Table IV.7 which provides unit and total cost of
looms for all weaving options).
Weaving options 6 and 7
exhibit,
by far, the highest fixed capital
requirements
while
differences
among the other options are relatively
small.
IV.2.3

Building

costs

Building
costs are appreciably
affected
by the choice
of weaving technology
but the degre:g of amenity provided by
the building
is a far more important
factor.
Table IV.15
shows that high-cost
buildings
are approximately
8 times more
costly than low-cost
buildings.
while building
Similarly,
costs are substantially
lower than :he cost of equipment for
a low degree of c,aenity (e.g. building
costs are equa'l to
approximately
27% of the cost of e uipment for option 3, medium
scale level,
low degree of amenity 7 they are much h&her than
this latter
cost for high degree of amenity (e.g. twice the
cost of equipment foroption
3, medium-scale,
high degree of
amenity).
It may be noted that given the substantially
lower
number of looms - and therefore
the smaller floor areas required
by the weaving options 6, 7 and 8 than by other weaving options,
building
costs for the 3 shuttleless
options are
much lower than those for the other options.

-9oWeavers may be of the opinion that it would be more
profitable
to economise on building
costs and use the
money saved for the acquisition
of more productive
looms
or in order to lower production
costs.
This view, however,
would not take into consideration
the importance of raised
standards of amenity for labour productivity
and working
conditions.
Higher standards should increase labour productivity
and, to some extent,
the quality
of output and should
therefore
offset
some of the high building
costs.
They are
also justified
from a purely social point of view.
Obviously,
the need for additional
building
costs to improve the working
environment would depend on various factors,
including
climatological
conditions,
the building
design, etc.
Thus,
it.may be possible
to offer suitable
working conditions
at
a cost substantially
lower than those estimated in Uhis
section.
IV.2.4

Repairs

and renewals

costs

Repairs and renewals constitute
an inevitable
expense
in the plant operation.
Table IV.13 provides estimates of
these costs for the weaving options covered by this memorandum.
In general,
these costs are directly
related
to the complexity of the machinery used.
The major proportion
of repairs
and renewals costs are therefore
associated
with the looms
and other production
machinery.
However, where high amenity
buildings
are provided,
costs associated
with buildings
and
building
services
become relatively
more important.
Repairs and renewals costs shown in Table IV.13 are
based on the assumption that spare parts and skilled
labour
are readily
available
whenever needed.
However this assumption
may not apply in all cases.
Thus, higher renewals and repair
costs may be expected in countries
where foreign
exchange
restrictions
may slow-down the importa-ftion of spare parts or
where the lack of sufficiently
skilled
labour may not allow
an adequate operation
and maintenance of equipment.
Thus,
weaving options which require few imported spare parts and less
demanding skills
should be favoured with respect to this factor.
IV.2.5

cnergv

costs

Energy costs for each weaving option are shown on Table
IV.10.
As it may be expected, the cost of energy per unit of
production
decreases slightly
as the scale of production
increases as a result
of economies of scale (e.g, El230 of
energy cost for 100,000 m/year versus SE10400 for l,OOO,OOO m/year).
These economies of scale apply to all weaving options and
degrees of amenity for the buildings.
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In the case of small-scale
production,
option 2
(hand-loom,
treadle-operated)
uses much less energy than
two options being fairly
close
option 1 and 3, the latter
in terms of energy use although no energy is needed for
the operation
of the hand-looms of option 1. The reason
for the relatively
high energy use in option 1 relates
to
the needforlightingamuch
larger number of looms than in
the case of option 3. It may, however, be noted that the
need for artificial
lighting
is depend,ent on the availability
of suniight
(e.g. buildings
equipped with large
windows) and that option 1 may not always need more energy
buildings.
than option 3 in the case of low-cost
In the case of medium-scale production,
option 2 uses,
by far, the least amount of energy as the looms are manually
operated and the extra energy for lighting
and other services
is more than offset
by the extra energy needed by the other
of the looms.
On the
options (3, 4, 5) for the operation
other hand, the weaving options3,
4 and 5 use approximately
the same amount of energy.
In the case of large-scale
production,
options 3, 4, 5
and 8 use almost twice the amount of energy needed by options
6 and 7, as the projectile
and rapier looms are much less
energy-intensive
than the other types of looms used at the
large-scale
level.
Option 8 (air-jet
looms) uses approximately 15% less than options 3, 4 and 5 as the ancillary
equiment of these latter
options use more energy than that for
option 8.
In all cases, energy use associated
with high-cost
buildings
is substantially
higher than that associated with
low-cost
buildings,
the difference
ranging between approximately 25% and 100%.
Iv.2.6

Employment potential

and training

costs

Employment generation
and skills
requirements
constitute two important
factors
in the choice of weaving technology, the former factor
being of particular
importance to
public planners while the latter
should be of concern to the
textile
producer.
Table IV.20 based on Table IV.69provides
estimates of
the total number of labour required
for 100,000 m of cloth
for each weaving option and scale of production.
The table
shows that the total number of labour decreases as the scale
of production
increases for all weaving options.
This decrease
affects
the three categories
of labour (i.e.
llmanagers and
technologists",
"supervisors
and technicians"
and llweavers and
others")
shown in Table IV.20.Thisis
to be expectedsince
an
increase in the scale of production
generally
results
in
substantial
economies of scale.

Table
Total

I eaving

option and
of production

100,000 m/year
1 shift)
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

labour

IV.20

requirements

Nanagers and technologists
Weaving
Other

for

100,000

Supervisors
Weaving

1
1
1

0
0
0

l,OOO,OOO m/year
2 shifts)
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option 5

.4
.4
.4
.4

.2
.2
.2
.2

5.000,UOO m/year
3 shifts)
OFtion 3
Option 4
aption 5
Option 6
Option 7
IOption 8

.36
.42
.30
.18
.18
.24

.12
.12
.12
.12
.12
.12

.42
.48
.36
.12
.18
.18

of options

1 to 8.

I (
I (

Note:

See p.57 for

the definition

a of cloth

and technicians
Other

1
1
1

3
2
2

1.2
.4
.4
.4

.4
.4
.4
.4

.18
.18
.18
.18
.18
.18

Weavers and others
Other.
Weaving

77
26
5

30
5
2.8
2.6

4.92
3.06
2.94
1.32
1.56
1.56

10
8
6

3.2
2.6
2.6
2.6

1.38
1.38
1.38
1.14
1.14
1.14

Total

92
38
15

35.4
9.0
6.8
.6.6

7.38
5.64
5.28
3.06
3.36
3.42
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The highest level of employment per unit of output
is generated,
at the small-scale
level,
by weaving option
1, while option 3 is the most labour-intensive
option
among
those which make use of engine-powered
looms.
On
the other hand, the three shuttleless
options generate the
least employment.
As can be expected, the category ttweavers and others"
contributes
the most to employment generation.
Labour in
this category increases,
as a fraction
of total labour
requirements,
with the scale of production
while the fraction
of the other two categories
of labour decreases.
This is
also to be expected as a result
of economies of scale in the
use of managerial
and supervisory
staff.
Skill
requirements
per unit of output - in terms of
managerial
staff,
technologists,
supervisors
and technicians
decreases as the scale of production
increases.
On the
other hand, while skill
requirements
for all options are
identical
at the small-scale
and medium-scale levels-with
exception of options 1 and 2 which require a larger supervisory staff
in weaving - these requirements
differ
from one
weaving option to another at the large scale of production.
In this latter
case, the shuttleless
weaving options are
generally
the least demanding of skilled
labour as compared
to options 3, 4 and 5.

-

At this juncture,
it is pertinent
to consider the extent
to which the estimatesof
Table IV.20 may be taken at their
face value.
Are 'better'
people needed when more sophisticated
technologies
are used? This question may not be easily
answered.
It is not a matter of better people being needed
for the higher technologies,
but rather one of equally good
people being given appropriate
training,
being prepared to
accept the objective
specifications
of a machinery maker, and
resisting
the temptation
to use personal judgement and ruleof-thumb as an alternative.
So far as managers and supervisors
are concerned there is no real problem.
A manager or supervisor of given qualifications
will usually perform his duties
efficiently
whatever technological
option is employed.
For
technologists
and technicians,
the nature of their education
and of their training
in relation
to a particular
option can
be of considerable
importance.
This is not to say that personnel of different
qualifications
are required
for different
options,
or that there are significant
differences
.in the inherent complexities
of the technologies.
In general,
it may
be said that technologists
and tecnnicians
of equal qualifications will prove equally capable of using efficiently
whatever
weaving technology
so long as they have been given, and have
accepted,
specif.ic
training
in relation
to that technology.
It must be noted, however, that whereas non-automatic
looms - and to a large extent all low-cost
shuttle
looms - can
be operated,
albeit
not so efficiently
as one might wish, by
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diligent
technologists
and technicians
largely
dependent
on native wit and rule-of-thumb
methods, this approach
is completely
inapplicable
to the more sophisticated
machinery of options 6, 7 and 8. In this latter
case, there is
virtually
no established
rule-of-thumb
and satisfactory
working can only be obtained by meticulous
observation
of
all instructions,
and precise maintenance of objectively
specified
conditions
which the machinery-maker
will
have
provided.
The cost of staff training
varies greatly
from country
to country,
depending on the local educational
standards,
on the district
in which the plant is to be located,
and on
the nature of the national
legislation
relating
to industrial
training.
In general,
a background and traditions
of textile
manufacture
will be found to be helpful.
However, where more
sophisticated
technologies
are to be introduced
in areas
with experience only of labour-intensive
technologies,
serious
difficulties
of unlearning
may be met. By and large,
the
choice of technology will not be influenced
by consideration
of training
costs as the extent and complexity
of the required
training
does not vary significantly
from one technology
to
another.
IV.2.7

Product

mix and specialisation

All weaving options can produce any one of the eight
basic fabrics
covered by this memorandum and all are capable
of handling a complex product-mix
involving
all of these
fabrics
in any chosen proportions.
It must, however, be
stressed that a lack of specialisation
inevitably
leads to
rapid escalation
of production
costs.
The data in Table IV.21
illustrates
the general effects
of product variety
on unit
cost of production.
This data was collected
through field
studies by the Shirley Institute
in a number of countries.
Table IV.21
Effect of product mix on productivity
and unit cost of production
Number of sorts
Productivity
Unit cost

5

100
100

10
98
104

20
93
112

40

80

86
130

77

163

Table IV.21 shows that productivity
decreases by approximately
2% and unit production
costs increase by approximately
4% as the product mix increases by.an additional
five sorts
of cloth.
These effects
of an increase of the product mix
should apply equally to all weaving options with the possible
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exception of hand-looms (options 1 and 2) where an increase
in the product mix may have a smaller impact on productivity
and cost than in the case of the other weaving options.
It is therefore
recommended to specialise
in a narrow range
of cloth varieties
unless market conditions
require
the
production
of a large variety
of cloths.
IV.2.8

Concluding
comparison

remarks on the economic
of the 8 weaving options

The economic comparison of the 8 weaving options yields
a number of findings
of interest
to both the producers and
These are briefly
summarised below:
public planners.
- The hand-loom options,
in particular1
option 1, do
not seem suitable
for the production
of large amounts of
cloth for low-income groups as unit production
costs are
substantially
higher than those obtained from other weaving
options.
It may, however, be noted that unit marketing and
transport
costs, which,are
usually much more higher for largescale mills than for small-scale
mills,
may decrease the
difference
between the retail
prices of cloth produced by
options 1 and 2 and those of cloth produced by the other weaving options.
- Non-automatic
looms (option 3) seem to be particularly
appropriate
in terms of unit production
costs, fixed capital
requirements,
employment generation,
etc.
- Rapier
to conditions
of production

and projectile
looms do not seem appropriate
prevailing
in developing
countries
both in terms
costs and employment generation.

- Differences
among weaving options 3, 4 5 and 8 are .in
general small, and small variations
in factor prices should
be sufficient
to modify the ranking of the above four weaving
options in terms of unit production
costs, fixed capital
requirements, energy costs, etc.
The suitability
of these weaving
options should therefore
vary from country to country,
and no
overall
recommendations may be made regarding
one or another
of these four options.
The choice of weaving option/scale
of
production
should therefore
be undertaken on the basis of local
factor prices,
taking into consideration
financial
constraints,
the availability
of skilled
labour, market demand, etc.
This chapter was mostly concerned with the feasibility
of alternative
weaving options from the point of view of the
private
producer,
and did not take into consideration
various
factors
of interest
to public planners,
such as the impact of
alternative
weavingtichnologies
on the balance of payments, the
satisfaction
of the basic needs of low-income groups, employment
generation,
etc.
These aspects are considered
in the following
chapter where a number of policy measures are also suggested
with a view to promoting weaving technologie;
suitable
to prevailing
local socio-economic
conditions.
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CHAPTERV
SOCIO-ECONOMICEVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE
WEAVING TECHNOLOGIES

I.

INTRODUCTION

Textile
production
constitutes
an important
economic
sector for a large number of developing
countries
for the
following
reasons.
Firstly,
if backward linkages
(e.g. cotton
production,
spinning)
and forward linkages
(e.g. garments
production
and marketing)
were to be taken into consideration
in addition
to weaving, the employment generated by this
sector would constitute
a relatively
large fraction
of total
emloyment in manufacturing.
Secondly, textile
constitutes
one of the most important
basic needs after food and shelter.
Thus, a high priority
is usually
attached to the production
of sufficient
quantities
of inexpensive
textiles
to cater for
the need of low-income groups.
Thirdly,
local textile
production
may contribute
to the improvement of the balance of payments through both import substitution
and export.
Finally,
this sector may also contribute
to rural industrialisation
whenever it is feasible
to locate weaving mills in rural areas.
Given the importance of the textile
sector,
great care
should be taken in formulating
and implementing policy measures
which would maximize benefits
which may be derived from textile
production.
In particular,
policy measures should ensure that
appropriate
weaving technologies
would be adopted by private
and/or public weaving mills since the choice of weaving technology may have important
repercussions
on employment, foreign
exchange savings, rural industrialisation,
etc.
However, this
choice is often difficult
to make since weavin technologies
which favour a given socio-economic
objective
'. employment
f
generation)
may conflict
with other objectives
Tigg. satisfaction
of the basic needs of low-income groups).
Thus, the adopted
technology must often strike
a balance among conflicting
objectives with a view to maximizing social welfare.
The following
section provides some indications
on the
potential
socio-economic
effects
of the 8 weaving options considered in this memorandum. Subsequently,
section II suggests
a few policy measures which could ensure the adoption and
implementation
of suitable
weaving technologies.
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IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE WEAVING TECHNOLOGIES

The impact
in this section,
-

of alternative
with respect

weaving technologies
is analysed,
to the following
factors:

employment generation;
improvement of the balance of payments;
basic needs satisfaction;
and
rural industrialisation.

This analysis

is based on the following

hypothetical

case :

- An average per capita consumption of 20 m of cloth
This average may be somewhat higher than
per year.
the over-all
average for developing
countries.
- A total population
of 5,000,OOQ inhabitants.
- Technical
and economic data used in chapter IV for the
economic comparison of the 8 weaving options.
- Low degree of amenity assumed for the estimation
of
building
costs.
- The same type of cloth as that described in chapter IV,
in relation
to the economic comparison of weaving
options,
is also used in this analysis.
Thus, the various effects
are analysed with respect to a
100,000,000 metres of cloth of
Table V.1 provides estimates
option
and scale of production.
II.1

of alternative
weaving technologies
total annual production
of
the type described in chapter IV.
of these effects
for each weaving

Employment Generation

Direct employment generated per 100,000,000 metres of cloth
ranges from 3,060 man-years for o tion 6 (large-scale
production)
to 92,000 man-years for option 1 f small-scale
production).
Weaving option 2 ranks second in terms of employment generation
with 38,000 man-years (small-scale
production)
and 35,400 manyears (medium-scale production).
Thus, as to be expected, the
two hand-looms options generate a great deal more employment
than the remaining six weaving options.
Among these latter
options,
the non-automatic
and low-cost automatic looms (options
3, 4 and 5) generate two to five times more employment than the
three shuttleless
looms (options
6, 7 and 8), dependin
on the
scale of production
considered.
Option 3 ranks first
r in terms
of employment generation)
in the engine-powered
looms category.
If indirect
employment were to be taken into consideration
(e.g. employment generated by the production
of looms)
the
hand-looms options 1 and 2 should generate much more e;ployment
than the other options since hand-looms may be manufactured
locally
while engine-powered
looms are, with some exceptions
(e.g. India)
imported.

TABLE V.l
Socio-economic

effects

of alternative

weaving

technologies

-r

Scale of prodtiction and
weaving option

Number
of
Mills

Total
Employment

100,000 m/year
option 1
option 2
option 3

1000
1000
1000

92,000
38,000
15,000

32,600,OOO
35,600,OOO
35,600,OOO

31,710,000
15,640,OOO
11,100,000

1,070,000
610,000
1,230,OOO

48.314
37.174
33.434

48.314
37.174
33.434

100
100
100
100

35,400
9,000
6,800
6,600

19,750,000
18,300,OOO
20,450,OOO
20,400,000

7,707,ooo
4,947,000
4,819,OOO
4,899,000

483,000
1,040,000
1,035,ooo
1,036,OOO

31.775
27.289
27.395
27.366

31.775
27.289
27.395
27.366

20
20
20
20
20
20

7,380
5,640
5,280
3,060
3,360
3,420

8,120,OOO
9,740,ooo
9,680,OOO
27,980,OOO
20,g40,000
12,160,OOO

2,337,OOO
2,212,800
2,272,OOO
1,467,200
1,551,200
1,372,200

24.344
24.476
24.350
27.013
25.730
24.317

24.344
24.476
24.350
27.013
25.730
24.317

option
option
option
option

2
3
4
5

5,COO,~ m/year
(3 shifts)
option 3
option 4
option 5
option 6
option 7
option 8

I

Fixed
capital
nents
requir
Buildings
Machinery

Total
Energy
costs

930,200
922,400
920,000
449,800
486,600
810,400

Unit
production
cost
(Pence)

cost of clot
for family
of five
(0

!,
I’

>
,,

,,
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Improvement

Textile
of a country

of the balance

of payments

production
may affect
the balance
in the following
ways:

of payments

-

Export of textiles
Import of yarns
Import of weaving equipment
Import of building
materials
for the
construction
of the mills
- Import of fuel to generate the energy required
by the equipment and for lighting;
whenever no
local sources of energy are available.

Exports will not be considered
in this analysis
as the
types of cloth covered by this memorandum are intended for
local consumption by low-income groups.
The import of yarn
will not also be considered since it is assumed that the
same type and quality
of yarn-is
used by the 8 weaving options.
The shuttleless
looms do, use slightly
more yarn than the other
increase the
types of looms, but this should not substantially
amount of foreign
exchange needed for the import of yarn.
The import of weaving equipment will apply mostly to
weaving options 3 to 8 since few developing
countries
produce
non-automatic,
automatic and shuttleless
looms.
Thus, it may
be assumed that the total value of equipment, for these weaving
options,
will be in the form of foreign
currency.
It is, on
the other hand, assumed that the hand-looms used in options
1 and 2 are manufactured
locally.
Table V.l
shows that
foreign
currency costs of equipment for the weaving options
3 to 8 range from L8,120,000 for option 3, large-scaleo;oc&cgion,
to g35,600,000
for o tion 3, small-scale
production.
.
(non-automatic
looms P requires
the least amount of foreign
currency at both the medium-scale level (C18,300,000)
and
large-scale
level (&8,120,000).
Options 4 and 5 require 10%
more foreign
currency than does option 3, while the difference
ranges between 50% to 300% for the shuttleless
looms (options
6 to 8).
The import of building
materials
(in particular
cement) for
the construction
of the mills depends on whether these materials
are available
locally.
If this were not the case,lO% to 20% of
The
building
costs may be in the form of foreign
currency.
largest
users of imported materials
would then be weaving options
1 and 2, while minimal amounts of imported building
materials
would be needed by the weaving options 6 to 8.
The import of fuel to generate the electricity
needed by the
equipment and for lighting
will also depend on the availability
of local sources of energy (e.g. fuel,
hydro-electric
power, coal).
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a large fraction
of total energy
costs will
be in the form of foreign
currency.
In this case,
weaving options 1, 3, 4, 5 and 8 may be considered as the
largest users of imported fuel,
the difference
in energy use
being relatively
small among these weaving options.
On the
other hand, weaving options 2, 6 and 7 will use the least amount
of imported fuel.
It may seem paradoxical
that hand-looms may
use as much energy as semi-automatic
or automatic looms.
The
reason for this is that lighting
requirements
are much more
important for the large number of small-scale
weaving mills
(1000 mills are. associated with options 1 and 2) than for the
small number of medium-scale and large-scale
mills
(100 and 20
mills are respectively
needed to produce the same amount of
cloth as 1000 small-scale
mills).
If all foreign
currency e enditures
were to be taken into
consideration,
options 1 and 2? hand-looms) may be found to use
the least amount of foreign
currency,while
option 3 (non-automatic
looms) may be found to use less fbre.ign currency than to the other
engine-powered weaving options (4 to 8).
II.3

Basic

needs satisfaction

The matter of basic needs satisfaction
may be considered
in
terms of annual expenditures
by low-income groups on textile
products.
Let us assume an average low-income family of five
persons, each member of the family consuming 20 metres of cloth
per year.
Estimated'total
yearly expenditure
on cloth by such a
family for each weaving option would then be as shown in Table V.l
These estimates range from g24.317 for weaving option 8 to 248.314
for option 1. In general, weaving options 3, 4, 5 and 8 are
equally attractive
from the point of view of basic needs satisfaction
as total expenditures.on
cloth vary very little
from one
option to another (e24.317 for option 1 to S24.476 for option 4).
If the other options were to be promoted (i.e.
options 1, 2, 6 and 71,
the average low-income family would have to spend between JX.254
to JZ23.838 more for its textile
needs.
Such an additional
amount
may constitute
an important
fraction
of the total monthly income
of such a family.
Thus, the latter
may either be forced to buy
less textile
or reduce the consumption of other important
items.
II.4

Rural

industrialisation

The promotion of rural industrialisation
may constitute
an
important development objective
for many developing
countries.
In
general,
such industrialisation
may not take place if large-scale,
capital-intensive
plants are favoured over small-scale
plants.
This
is particularly
true for large-scale
weaving mills which must
generally
be located in large urban areas for various reasons, including the need of reliable
energy sources, good transport
facilities
and the availability
of a large pool of highly skilled
labour.
On the other hand, small-scale
mills could be, in general,
located in rural or small urban areas.

I
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shows that 1000 small-scale
mills would be required to produce 100,000,000 m/year of cloth while 100 mediumscale mills and 20 large-scale
mills would be required
to produce
the same amount of cloth.
Thus, in terms of rural industrialisa1, 2 and 3 should have a much greater
tion, weaving options,
impact than options 4 to 8. A limited
impact on rural industrialisation
may also be expected from options 4 and 5 should mediumscale mills be favoured over large-scale
mills.
II.5

Summary remarks on the socio-economic
alternative
weaving technologies

yields

The above evaluation
of alternative
the following
results
:

effects
weaving

of
technologies

- Weaving options 1 and 2 (hand-looms)
are the most attractive
from an employment point of view.
Option 3 (non-automatic
looms) is, on the other hand, the most labour-intensive
when compared to weaving options 4 to 8.
- Weaving options 1 and 2 use relatively
less foreign
exchange than the other six weaving options,
while weaving
option 3 relies
less on imports than weaving options 4 to 8.
Energy use is approximately
the same for weaving options
1 to 5 and 8, and decreases markedly for options 6 and 7.
- From a basic needs point of view, option 3 is the most
attractive
at the small-scale
and medium-scale levels,
and
ranks second after weaving option 8 at a large-scale
production level.
- In general,
large-scale
production
is preferable
to mediumscale or small-scale
production
with respect to foreign
exchange savings and basic needs satisfaction.
On the other
hand, small-scale
production
is much more attractive
from an
I
employment point of view and with respect to rural industrialisation.
If the fordevelopment
objectives
considered
in this evaluation
(i.e.
emplo>rllent generation,
improvement of the balance of payments,
basic needs satisfaction,
and rural industrialisation)
were to be
assigned equal weights, weaving option 3 (non-automatic
looms) used
at medium-scale production
levels should be pre&rred to other
options.
It should, however, be noted that the above conclusion
is based on a large number of assumptions which may not apply to
many countries.
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III.

POLICY MEASURESFOR THE PROMOTIONOF APPROPRIATE
WEAVING TECHNOLOGIES

Depending on a country's
socio-economic
development
one or more of the weaving options described
in
objectives,
this memorandum may be found more suitable
than the others.
The next step will then be to ensure the adoption of these
technologies
by private
and/or public weaving mills.
However,
as mentioned earlier,
weaving technologies,
which should be
prefered
from a socio-economic
point of view, may not be
profitable
from the point of view of the producer.
Governments
may therefore
need to implement a number of policy measures
with a view to inducing
producers to adopt weaving technologies
consonant with stated development objectives.
A number of such
measures are briefly
described below.
It is, however, realised
that political
and economic constraints
may not allow their
implementation
in all cases.
III.1

Restrictions

on the import

of machinery

One way of slowing down the adoption of inappropriate
weaving technologies
could be the imposition
of restrictions
on the import of machinery required
by such technologies.
For
example, high tariff
rates or quotas may be imposed on the
import of weaving equipment.
However, these measures may not
always succeed or could be counterproductive.
Instead,
requests
for equipment could be,evaluated
on a case by case basis since
there may be many instances where the import of such equipment
may be justified.
If this were the case, the producer should
not be penalised
by high tariff
duties or long delays in the
aquisition
of equipment.
III.2

Public

purchases

In a number of countries,
governments have influenced
the
choice of weaving technology
through the purchase of cloth for
the public sector (e.g. various categories
of workers, the army
from weaving mills which adopt technologies
promoted by the
Government.
This measure, which is relatively
easy to apply,
may be feasible
as long as it does not imply a too high subsidisation
of the mills.
III.3

Upgrading

of local

weaving

technologies

Technological
innovations
in the textile
sector have
often taken place in industrialised
countries
and have generally
reduced the need for expensive labour.
These innovations
are
therefore
often inappropriate
for developing
countries
suffering
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from high unemployment rates and lack of foreign
exchange.
These countries
should therefore
attempt to upgrade the
local weaving technologies
with a view to improving efficiency
and decreasing reliance
on imported technologies
and equipment.
This may be achieved in a number of ways, including
research
and development work on hand-looms and non-automatic
looms,
promotion of the local manufacture of simple looms, obtaining
information
on weaving technologies
from developing
countries,
such as India,
which have already acquired a great deal of experience in this field,
etc.
III.4

Fiscal

and monetary

policies

Fiscal and monetary policies
may also
adoption of appropriate
weaving technologies
sector.

help promote the
by the private

One measure which should slow down the use of unsuitable
weaving equipment is the imposition
of a tax on owned capital
equipment.
Such a tax will
increase depreciation
costs and,
therefore,
the unit production
cost of cloth.
On the other hand,
a number of measures may be used as an inducement to those who
wish to adopt appropriate
weaving technologies.
For example,
small-scale
weavers may be offered loans at low preferential
rates, or may benefit
from tax rebates.
Wage subsidies
may
also be considered whenever these are needed in order to make
the cloth produced by labour-intensive
weaving technologies
competitive
with that produced by large-scale,
capital-intensive
plants.
III.5

Assistance

to small-scale

producers

Small-scale
weaving mills may often
assistance
if they were to be competitive.
may include the following:

need various
Assistance

types of
measures

- To facilitate
the procurement of sufficient
quantities
of good quality
yarn-whenever
the latter
is imported- as individual
small-scale
producers may find it difficult
to overcome import
restrictions
and therefore
ensure a steady supply of yarn.
Thus,
these producers would not be at a disadvantage
vis-a-vis
largescale mills which do not generally
face this type of constraint.
- To provide training
and technical
assistance
to smallscale producers with a view to improving productivity
and cloth
quality.
Technical assistance
may consist in advice on the improvement of technology,
organisation
of production
within the
mill,
marketing
of new types of cloth,
etc.
Mill workers may
also need further
training,
especially
if new weaving techniques
are being introduced.
Such training
may be provided on the spot
or in trade schools whenever the latter
are available
and relatively close to the mills.
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- To promote groupings of small-scale
producers with a
view to taking advantage of economies of scale in the preparation
of, for example, warps.
As indicated
in earlier
chapters,
a
small-scale
producer may not afford the acquisition
of a large
capacity warping machine, and must therefore
share it with other
The grouping of weavers (e.g. in the form of proproducers.
duction or service cooperatives)
may also be advantageous from
an economic point of view as the price of raw materials
may be
lowered if large amounts of these may be ordered in bulk for
the whole grouping of weavers.
Similarly,
better prices for the
cloth may be obtained if marketing of the latter
can be organised
through a single marketing outlet
set up by the producers.
- To promote the local production
of spare parts for the
weaving equipment with a view to avoiding long shut-downs of
small mills if these spare parts were to be imported.
In the
long run and whenever demand for weaving equipment is sufficiently
large, the local pro&&ion
of this equipment should be encouraged.
The above measures are only examples of the type of assistance
whic'h may be provided to small-scale
producers.
Depending on local
circumstances
pertaining
to the weaving sector,
other measures may
be identified
and implemented with a view to promoting weaving
technologies
consonant with adopted socio-economic
objectives.
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Textile

terms and definitions
Definition

Term
Back

Beam

A beam from which
the sizing
process

Ball

Warp

Parallel
twistless
by hand
machine

yarn

is

fed

during

threads
in the form of a leased
rope wound into
a large
ball
or by a mechanical
balling

Beam

A cylinder
(of
yarn
is wound,

wood or
usually

Beaming

The primary
operation
of warp-making
in which
ends withdrawn
from a warping
creel,
evenly
spaced
in sheet
form,
are
wound onto
a beam to substantial
length
(usually
a multiple
of loom warp length)

Beating-Up

The third
of the three
primary
motions
involved
in weaving.
It consists
in
forcing
the pick
of weft
yarn
left
in
the warp shod up to the 'fell'
of the
cloth

Bobbin

A cylindrical
with
or without
is wound

or

metal)
on which
in sheet
form

slightly
flanges,

tapered
on which

barrel,
yarn

Carded

Yang

A yarn
produced
been carded
but

Combed

Yarn

A yarn
prepared
fratm sliver
which
is
first
carded
and later
combed in order
to produce
a more regular
and smoother
final
product

Continuous-filament

cop

yarn

from fibres
not combed

that

have

A yarn
composed
of one or more filaments
that
run the whole
length
of the yarn.
Note:
Yarns
of one or more filaments
are usually
referred
to as monofilament
or multifilament,
respectively
A form of package
of
spun on a mule spindle

yarn

such

as is

-

Cres&
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A structure
packages

Crimp

in

(a)

The

waviness

(b)

The
that

waviness
is due

The unit
wire
and

Dent

for mounting
supply
textile
processing
of

a fibre

or distortion
to interlacing

or

more 'singles'
(folded)

The process
of drawing
(threading)
warp ends through
the eyes of the
and the dents
of the reed

Drawing-In

Dressinq

Wire

the
healds

(Warp)

The operation
of assembling
on a beam,
yarns
from ball
warps,
beam, or chain
prior
to weaving.
'Scotch
dressing'
Scotch
beaming)
- a method
(dry
taping,
of preparing
striped
warp beams for
weaving
,

(Pin)

One of a series
of metal
strips
suspended
on individual
warp threads
during
warping
or weaving.
If a thread
breaks
its
drop pin falls,causing
the
machine
to stop

Fell

(a)

Weaving

(b)

Fabric
- A length
than
the customary

- An individual

warp

thread

of fabric
of
unit
(piece)

The line
of termination
in the loom formed
by
thread
inserted

Fents

Gait

a yarn
a fabric

of a reed,
comprising
a reed
a space between
adjacent
wires

Yarns
composed
of two
yarns
which
are twisted
together

Drop

of
in

of
the

the
last

less
length
cloth
weft

Short
lengths
of fabric
(perfect
or
imperfect)
cut from an end, piece,
or
lump of fabric
or

Gait-Up

General
positioning
reed in
weaving

terms
the

used to describe
the
of the warp,
healds
and
loom in readiness
for

-

Grey

Goods
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Woven
or
the
loom
bleacjled

(cloth)

knitted
fabrics
as
or Ikit-tir;g
macl~i~le
<XL- fixisheil

of

(4

A

coiled

form

(b)

A definite
length
of yarn,
roving
(cotton
henk = 840
English
(Ne) system)

sliver
yards

Iskein'

yarn

in

fi:~.:y lea\-e
- 1107

in

or
the

HeaId

(heddle)

A looped
cord,
shaped wire,
or flat
steel
strip
with
an eye in the centre
through
which
a warp yarn
is threaded
so that
its
movement
can be controlled
in weaving

Heald
(shaft,

Frame
stave)

A rectangular
are mounted

Jacquard
(weaving)

Mechanism

in

frame
on which
the loom

healds

A shedding
mechanism,
attached
to a
loom,
that
gives
individual
control
of up to several
hundred
warp threads
and thus
enables
large
figured
designs
to be produced

Jean

A 2/l
chiefly

Lease

A formation
of the ends of a warp that
maintains
orderly
arrangement
of the
ends during
warping,
preparation
processes,
and weaving

Len0

Weave

Let-Off

Motion

warp-faced
twill
for
overalls

A weave
to cross

fabric

in which
warp threads
one another
between

A mechanism
and tension

for
controlling
of the warp

used

are made
the picks
the

during

delivery
weaving

Loom Efficiency

The ratio
of the average
picks
per
minute
actually
inserted
by the loom
(taking
account
of normal
stoppages)
to the loom speed in picks
per minute,
expressed
as a percentage

LoominK

A term covering
the processes
involved
in preparing
the weaver's
beam for
the
loom

Loomstate

See Grey

Cloth
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Loose

Reed

A length
of
longer
than

Lump
Negative

A reed
so mounted
in the loom sley
as
to yield
under
the pressure
of the
shuttle
at beat-up
should
the shuttle
fail
to reach
the receiving
box

sheddin

The part
the loom
shuttle

Picking

The
the

Plating

(fabric)

machine

unfinished)

An operation
in which
the movement
of
the healds
in controlled
in one direction
only,
the return
movement
being
effected
by springs
or weights

Picker

Piece

fabric
(usually
the piece
length

of the picking
that
actually

action
of
warp shed

A length
accepted

passing
during

of fabric
of
unit
length

mechanism
of
strikes
the

the weft
weaving

through

customarily

A machine
for
the continuous
folding
of fabric
into
fixed
warp-way
lengths;
usually
the folding
is at 1 metre
or
1 yard intervals

Positive-shedding

An operation
in which
the movement
of
the healds
in both
directions
is under
direct
control

Reed

A device
consisting
of wires
closely
set between
an upper
and a lower
baulk.
In weaving
the reed is used to maintain
the required
spacings
of the warp threads
between
healds
and cloth
fell
and to
guide
the shuttle
and to beat-up
the
weft
picks

Sateen

A weft-faced
weave In which
the
places
are arranged
with
a view
produce
a smooth
cloth
surface,
from twill

binding
to
free

Satin

A warp faced
weave in which
the
places
are arranged
with
a view
produce
a smooth
cloth
surface,
from twill

binding
to
free

-
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Section-warping

A two-stage
a loom warp
systems

Selvedge

The longitudinal
formed
during

Set,

Sett

Sizing

(for

Slasher

Sley

weaving)

sizing

(slay)

Twisting-in

(weaving)

a fabric

The number
of warpers'
back
required
to produce
the
final
beams in the
sizing
operation

to indicate
picks
in

The application
yarns,
generally
act
as a protective
abrasion
A method
of
back
beams

the
a woven

spacings
cloth
beams,
weavers

of size
to warps
beforeiweaving,
film
against

machine

warp

on
to

sizing

from

That
oscillating
part
of a loom,
positioned
between
the healds
and
cloth
fell
which
carries
the reed
shuttle
boxes

The
size

Temple

of

(ii)

Saw-box

Taping

edges
weaving

A term used
of ends and

Short,
yarn

Motion

method
of making
are a number
of

(i)

Slubs

Take-up

machine
- there

abnormally

container
solution

thick

(trough,
pan)
of a warp-sizing

A mechanism
forward
of

to
the

A term

'slasher'

for

places

control
cloth

the
during

warp

A means for
holding
the
width
as it
is woven
in
before
it
is wound
onto
roller

in

of

the
and

a

the
machine

winding
weaving

-

sizing
fabric
out
to
the loom and
the
cloth

The operation
of twisting
ends of a new
warp
to the
corresponding
ends of an
old warp
to enable
the
supply
to be
maintained
without
re-threading
through
the healds
and reed

-
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Voile

A light-weight,
open textured,
plain
weave cloth
made from fine
yarns
with
sufficient
twist
to produce
a, compact,
round
thread

warp

Threads

Warpers'

Weaving

The
and

Weft

pattern
weft
in

a fabric
has

been

of interlacing
a woven fabric

of

The smallest
dimension,
ends
on which
a weave interlacing
represented

Repeat

Shed

in

A beam on which
yarn
a warping
machine

Beam

Weave

Weave

lengthways

Efficiency

The ratio
of
the
'Possible
percentage
Threads

as woven
wound

warp

and
can

the 'Actual
output'
output'
expressed

widthways

in

a fabric

in

picks,
be

to
as a

as woven

-
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APPENDIX III
Equipment

Note on equipment

Manufacturers

manufacturers

The following
list
of equipment manufacturers
is far
from being exhaustive,
and is only provided for illustrative
The reader is therefore
urged to obtain additional
purposes.
names of weaving equipment manufacturers
from local equipment
suppliers
and international
trade journals,
some of which are
listed
in the bibliography.
It must be stressed that reference
to names of firms listed
below does not imply endorsement of
the latter
by the International
Labour Office,
and any failure
to mention a particular
firm does not constitute
a sign of
disapproval
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Warping machinery
ARCT, 42300 Roanne, France
Federal Republic of Germany
Hacoba GmbH, 56 Wuppertal-Barmen,
Central India Machinery Manufacturing
CO. (CIMMCO),
Gwalior,
India
Comat SpA, Firenze,
Italy
Tsudakoma Industrial
Co., Nomachi, Kanazana, Japan
Benninger AG, 9240 Uzwil., Switzerland
George Hattersley
and Sons Ltd, Keighley,
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
Wilson and Longbottom, Barnsley,
West Point Foundry and Machine Co., Georgia, 31833, United
States

II.

Warp s.izing

machinerv

and equipment

ARCT, 42300 Roanne, France
SACM, Mulhouse 68054, France
Federal Republic of Germany
Hergeth, 2820 Breman-Farge,
.Federal Republic of Germany
Sucker GmbH, 4050 Monchengladbach,
ZELL J. Kruckels,
7863 Zell,
Federal Republic of Germany
Ramallumin, 20025 Legano, Italy
TSUDAKOMA,Kanazawa, Japan
ASISA, Barcelona,
Spain
P.O. Box 13, Bolton,
United Kingdom
Platt-Sizing,
WILSON and LONGBOTTOM,Barnsley,
United Kingdom
Barber-Colman Co., Rockford, IL 61101, United Kingdom
West Point Foundry Co., Georgia, United States

III.

Pirn

winding

machinery

HACOBAGmBH, 4050 Monchengladbach,

Federal Republic of
Germany
SCHLAFHORST, 4050 Monchengladbach,
Federal Republic of
Germany
SCHWEITERAG, 5620 Velbert 11 - Langenberg, Federal Republic
of Germany
BRUGGERSpA, 22100 COMO, Italy
SCHARERAG, 8703 Erienbach,
ZURICH, Switzerland
George Hattersley
and Sons Ltd., P.O. BOX 19, KEIGHLEY,
United Kingdom
ABBOTT Machine Co Inc., WILTON, N.H. 03086, United States
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Looms (manufacturers
(a) Hand-looms with

and developers)
fly-shuttle
motions

Nilus Leclers,
l'Islet,
Quebec, Canada.
Anders Ervad and Son A/S, Askow, DK-6600 Vejen, Denmark.
Vavstolsfabriken
Glimakra AB, Box 125,
S-28064 Glimakra,
Sweden.
Harris Looms, Emmerich (Berlon) Ltd., FJotton Road,
Ashford, Kent, United Kingdom.
George Hattersley
and Sons Ltd., North Brook Works,
Keighley,
United Kingdom.
Intermediate
Technology Industrial
Services
(Development Group Ltd.),
Myson House, Railway Terrace,
Rugby, United Kingdom.
Mailes Looms, 4620 Glen Haven Rd., Soquel, Calif 95071,
United States.
Newcomb Loom Company, P.O. Box 3204, Davenport,
Iowa 52808, United States.
Iris Engineering,
Coimbatore,
India.
AVL Looms, Chico, California,
United States.
Balaju Yantra Shala, Kathmandu, Nepal.
(b)

Non-automatic

power looms

Non-automatic
power looms are often supplied by
In this case, the
manufacturers
of automa,tic looms.
latter
are simply stripped
of the automatic weft relooms
plenishment
means. Most of the non-automatic
of this type used in developing
countries
have been
converted from automatic looms of the shuttle-change
still
offer low-cost,
However, a few manufactuers
type.
Some of these are :
non-automatic
power looms.
Central India Machinery Manufactuers
Company, (CIMMCO),
Gwalior,
India.
Cooper Engineering,
Poona, India.
National Machinery Makers, Ltd., Kalwe Thana, India.
British
Northrop,
Ltd., Blackburn,
United Kingdom.
(c) Automatic shuttle
looms
4850 Ensival,
Belgium.
'Hoeck',
Picanol N.V., 8900 Leper, Belgium.
460 01 Liberec,
Czechoslovakia.
Investa Ltd.,

- 120 Central India Machinery Manufacturing
CO. Ltd.,
(CIMMCO),
Honest Trading Co., India
Toyoda
Automatic Loom Works Ltd., .Aichi 448, Japan
Tsudakoma Tndustrial
Co.Ltd.,
Kanazawa, Japan
Adolph Saurer Ltd., Arbon, Switzerland
Ruti A.G., 8630 Ruti, Zurich,
Switzerland
Bently Weaving, Loughborough,
Leicestershire,
United Kingdom
British
Northrop Ltd., Blackburn,
Lancashire,
United Kingdom
George Hattersley
and Sons Ltd, P.O. Box 19, Keighley,
Uni',ed Kingdom
(d) Second-hand and reconditioned
looms suppliers
Joseph Kruckels,
Munchengladbach,
Federal Republic of Germany
Bestex Textile
Machinery,
Blackburn,
United Kingdom
Reconditioned
looms, Blackburn,
United Kingdom

v.

Loom.ing equipment manufacturers
Titan Textile
Machines, 2750 Ballerup,
Denmark
Exacta-Maschinenbau
KG, 7410 Reutlingen
24,
Federal Republic of Germany
Schultheis
GmbH, 6400 Fulda, Federal Republic of Germany
Zellweger Uster AG, 8610 Uster, Switzerland
Macart Textiles
Ltd., Bradford,
kited
Kingdom
Barber-Colman Co., Rockford, IL 61101, United States
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Institutions
able to supply technological
information
related
to textiles

AUSTRALIA
Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial
Division
of Textile
Industry
GEELONG, Victoria
3216
School of Textile
Technology,
KENSINGTON, N.S.W.

Research Organisation,

University

of New South Wales

BELGIUM
Centre Scientifique
B-1040 BRUXELLES
International
BRUXELLES 4

et Technique

Institute

for

de 1'Industrie

Textile

Belge,

Cotton,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Statny Vyskumny Ustav Textilny
Svut Liberec

(State

Textile

Research Institu

FRANCE
Institut
Textile
de France,
BOULOGNESUR SEINE
HUNGARY
Textilipari
BUDAPESTX

Kutato

Intezet

(Textile

Research Institute)

INDIA
Ahmedabad Textile
Industry's
ATIRA AHMEDABAD
The Bombay Textile
BOMBAY86

Research Association

Research Association,

The South India Textile
SITRA COIMBATORE

Research Association,

(ATIRA)

td,

- 122 INDONESIA
Institut
Teknologi
318 BANDUNG

Tekstil,

ISRAEL
Israel
Fibre
JERUSALEM

Institute

ITALY
Instituto
Italiana,
MILAN0

Tecnico

Cotoniero

,dell'

Associazione

Cotoniera

NETHERLANDS
Vazelinstituut
TN0 "De Voorzorett,
Entschede Hengelosestraat
715,
THE HAGUE
PAKISTAN
~~;~~nlInstitute

for Cotton

Research and Technology,

POLAND
Centralne Laboratorium
Przemyslu Bawelnianego
(Central Laboratory
for Cotton Industry)
LODZ, Piotrkowska
276
ROMANIA
Textile
Research Institute,
BUCHAREST
SPAIN
Institute
Textile
y de Curtidos
- Centro
Desaroollo,
Patronato
Juan de la Cierva,
BARCELONA17

de Investigaci6n

SWITZERLAND
Institut
GENEVE

Batelle,

Institut
ZURICH

fiir

Textilmaschinenbau

and Textilindustrie,

y

- 123 THAILAND
Fibre Experimental
BANGKOK11

Centre,

UNITED KINGDOM
Shirley
Institute,
Didsbury,
MANCHESTERM20 8RX
Department
LEEDS

of Textile

Industries

University

of Manchester,

of the University

Institute

of Science

of Leeds,

and Technology

L%%TER
The Textile
Institute,
Blacksfair
Street,
MANCHESTER
UNITED STATES
Arthur D. Little
Inc.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. 02140
The Franklin
Institute
Research Laboratories,
PHILADELPHIA, Pa 19103
Lowell Technological
LOWELL, Mass. 01854

Institute,

USDA Agricultural
Research Service,
Southern Utilisation
and Development
NEWORLEANS, Louisiana
70119

Division,

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Institut
fiir Textiltechnik
HOCHSCHULEMCHEN

der Rhein-Westf.,

TURKEY
Bolgne Pamul Arastirma
ADANA

(Regional

Cotton

Research Institute)

I
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Selected

Aitken,

I

Automatic

(Blackpool,
Columbine

Weaving guide

United Kin dom,
Press, 1964 '5

- Lesotho

(Geneva,

Kristiansen
ILO, 1981)

Bruce,

technology
for decentralised
R.: A search for an appropriate
cotton spinning
industry
in rural India (Lucknow, India,
Appropriate
Technology Development Association,
1977)

Cooper,

C.; Kaplinsky,
R.: Second-hand
country (Geneva, ILO, 1974)

Duxbury

V.; Wray, G.R.: Modern developments
United Kingdom, Columbine
t Blackpool,

Lord,

White:

weaving

Bjorg,

Marks,
I

J.B.:

bibliography

equipment

P.R.; Mohamed, M.H. Weaving: Conversion
(Durham, United Kingdom, Merrow Press,
Principles
R.; Robinson, A.T.C.:
Textile
Institute,
1976)

in a developing

in weavin
Press, 19
of yarn to fabric
1976)

of weaving

(Manchester,

I
I

Pack, H.: "The choice of technique and employment in the textile
in A.S. Bhalla (ed.):
Technology and employment
industry",
A case study approach (Geneva, ILO, 2nd.ed.,
1981)
in industry:

I

Tairo,

B.: Automatic looms (India,
1974); published
in English

United
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Il.
2.

Full

name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..*...........*.......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..........

i 3.
i
!
!
I

Profession

(check

the appropriate

case)

Established
textile
producer
If yes, indicate
scale of production:
Would-be

textile

cl
...............

producer

Government Official
If yes, specify position*

cl
u

. . . . . . . . . ..e................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*......

!

Employee of a financial
If yes, specify position:

institution
.*...................*.*...

0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~~........

:
I

University

staff

member

cl

c1
Staff member of a technology
institution
If yes, indicate
name of institution................
Staff member of a training
institution
If yes, specify . . . . . . . . . . ..*...n.......*............
. . . . . . . . . . . ..*.............*...........*.*..........

cl

Other
If yes,

q
specify

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..*............

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~~
i
i

I
!
!

4.

From where did you get a copy of this memorandum?
Specify if obtained free or bought..................a...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~....................*.....*..
. . . . . . . ..*................*.......................*..*..
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Did the memorandum help you achieve
(check the appropriate
cases)
Learn about weaving
Obtain

techniques

names of equipment

Estimate unit production
productionftechnologies
Order equipment
Improve

for

your current

Cut down operating
Improve

the following:
you were not aware ofa

suppliers
costs

local

cl

for

various

scales

manufacture

production

technique

a

0

costs

the quality

of produced

textiles

cl

If a Government employee, to formulate
and policies
for the textile
sector

to adopt
0
new measures

q

If an employee of a financial
institution,
a request of a loan for the establishment
textile
mill
If a traini-r
in a training
institution,
memorandum as a supplementary
training
If an international
expert, to better
counterparts
on weaving technologies

to assess
of a
cl
to use the
material

suppliers

on socio-economic

- Bibliographical

0
Yes
-u/7
uff

.nformation

- Information

ffc7
impact

information

If some of the answers are 'NO', please
below or on a separate sheet of paper,

0

advise

Is the memorandum detailed
enough in terms of:
- Description
of technical
aspects
- Names of' equipment

0

q

Decide which scale of production/technology
for a new textile
mill

- Costing

of

D/7
uL7

indicate

why

. . . . . ..*.........*.....................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..**
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~...

No
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I’
1 7.
:
:
i

I

How may this memorandum be improved
edition
were to be published?

if

a second

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..................
. ..*.*i................................................
. . . . . . ..*....................................*.........
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~........

f 8.
I
I'
z
I

i

i

Please

send the QUESTIONNAIRE, duly

completed

to :

Technology and Employment Branch
International
Labour Office
CH-1211 GENEVA22
(Switzerland)
In case you need additional
information
on some of the
issues covered by this memorandum the IL0 and UNIDO
would do their best to provide the requested information.
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techrrc)lo$lit:~.
object of the serves IS to acquarnt srrIaI/ >c‘ri(: Ilroduc.er~, wttl
tor speclfrc procluct~, ,II~L~
alternatlve
productron
techrrrr\ues
processes wrth a view to helprng them to chuobe and ~pl)lv
those techntques
whrch are most approprrate
to IocCrl :,IJC~IJ
economtc condrtrons
The memorandum
descrrbes alternattve
weavlny
technologle~
for erght types of cloth (four ptalns and four twtll5) of partrcul~r
Interest for low-income
groups 1~1 terms of both pnce drld
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